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1
2
3
4
5
6

NOTATION

(The following list of acronyms and abbreviations and units of measure is a duplication of the list
in the main portion of the GTCC ELS and is provided here for the convenience of the reader.)

7 ACRONYMS AN]) ABBREVIATIONS
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

ACHP
AEA
AEC
AIP
ATRFA
ALARA
AMC
AMWTP
ANOI
AQRV
ARP
ATR

bgs
BLM
BLS
BNSF
BRC
BSL
BWR

CAA
CAAA
CAP88-PC
CCDF
CEDE
CEQ
CERCLA
CFA
CFR
CGTO
CH

CTUIR
CWA
CX

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Atomic Energy Act of 1954
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Agreement in Principle
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978
as low as reasonably achievable
activated metal canister
Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project
Advanced Notice of Intent
air-quality-related value
Actinide Removal Process
Advanced Test Reactor (INL)

below ground surface
Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Burlington Northern Santa Fe
Blue Ribbon Commission on America's Nuclear Future
Biosafety Level
boiling water reactor

Clean Air Act
Clean Air.Act Amendments
Clean Air Act Assessment Package 1988-Personal Computer (code)
complementary cumulative distribution function
commutted effective dose equivalent
Council on Environmental Quality
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
Central Facilities Area (INL)
Code of Federal Regulations
Consolidated Group of Tribes and Organizations
contact-handled
Cultural Resource Management Office
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
Clean water Act
Categorical Exclusion
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1 DCF dose conversion factor
2 DCG derived concentration guide
3 DOE U.S. Department of Energy
4 DOE-EM DOE-Office of Environmental Management
5 DOE-ID DOE-Idaho Operations Office
6 DOE-NV DOE-Nevada Operations Office
7 DOE-RL DOE-Richland Operations Office
8 DOI U.S. Department of the Interior
9 DOT U.S. Department of Transportation

10 DRZ disturbed rock zone
11 DTRA Defense Threat Reduction Agency
12 DWPF Defense Waste Processing Facility
13
14 EAC Early Action Area
15 EDE effective dose equivalent
16 EDNA Environmental Designation for Noise Abatement
17 EIS environmental impact statement
18 EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
19 ERDF Environmental Restoration Dispersal Facility
20 ESA Endangered Species Act of 1973
21 ESRP Eastern Snake River Plain (IINL)
22
23 FFTF Fast Flux Test Facility (Hanford)
24 FGR Federal Guidance Report
25 FONSI Finding of No Significant Impact
26 FR Federal Register
27 FTE full-time equivalent
28 FY fiscal year
29
30 GAO U.S. Government Accountability (formerly General Accounting) Office
3 1 GMS/OSRP Office of Global Material Security/Off-Site Source Recovery Project
32 GSA General Separations Area (SRS)
33 GTCC greater-than-Class C
34
35 HAP hazardous air pollutant
36 HC Hazard Category
37 HEPA high-efficiency particulate air
38 HEU highly enriched uranium
39 liF hydrogen fluoride
40 HEIR High Flux Isotope Reactor (OIRNL)
41 HMS Hanford Meteorology Station

42 HOSS hardened on-site storage
43 h-SAMC half-shielded activated metal canister
44 HSW EIS Final Hanford Site Solid (Radioactive and Hazardous) Waste Program
45 Environmental Impact Statement
46
47

vi vi January 2016
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ICRP3
IDA
IDAPA
TDEQ
IDF
TNL
I7NTEC
ISFSI

LANL
LCF
Ldn
Leq
LEU
LLRW
LLRWPAA
LMP
LWA
LWB

MCL
MCU
MDA
MOA
MOU
MOX
MPSSZ
MSL

NAAQS
NAGPRA
NASA
NCRP
NDA
NEPA
NERP
NiESHAP
NHPA
NI PEIS
NLVF
NMAC
NMED
NMFS
NNHP
NNSA
NNSA/NSO

International Commission on Radiological Protection
intentional destructive act
Idaho Administrative Procedures Act
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality
Integrated Disposal Facility
Idaho National Laboratory
Idaho Nuclear Technology and Engineering Center (IFNL)
independent spent fuel storage installation

Los Alamos National Laboratory
latent cancer fatality
day-night sound level
equivalent-continuous sound level
low-enriched uranium
low-level radioactive waste
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985
Land Management Plan (WIPP)
Land Withdrawal Act (WIPP)
Land Withdrawal Boundary (WIPP)

maximum contaminant level
modular caustic side solvent extraction unit
material disposal area (LANL)
Memorandum of Agreement
Memorandum of Understanding
mixed oxides
Middleton Place-Summerville Seismic Zone
mean sea level

National Ambient Air Quality Standard(s)
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
NRC-licensed disposal area (West Valley Site)
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
National Environmental Research Park
National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants
National Historic Preservation Act
Nuclear Isotope PEIS
North Las Vegas Facility
New Mexico Administrative Code
New Mexico Environment Department
National Marine Fisheries Services
Nevada Natural Heritage Program
National Nuclear Security Administration (DOE)
NNSA/Nevada Site Office
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NNS S
NOAA
NOI
NPDES
NPS
NRC
NRHP
NTS SA
NTTR

ORNL
ORR

PA
PCB
PCS
PEIS
P.L.
PM

PM1 0
PPV
PSD
PSHA
PWR

R&D
RCRA
RDD

RH LLW EA
RLWTF-UP
ROD
ROI
ROW
RPS
RSL
RWMC
RWMS

SA
SAAQS
SALDS
SCDHEC
SCE&G
SDA

Nevada National Security Site (formerly Nevada Test Site or NTS)
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Notice of Intent
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
National Park Service
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
National Register of Historic Places
Nevada Test Site Supplemental Analysis
Nevada Test and Training Range

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge Reservation

programmatic agreement
polychlorinated biphenyl
primary constituent standard
programmatic environmental impact statement
Public Law
particulate matter
particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of 2.5 p~m or less
particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of 10 ptm or less
Peak Particle Velocity
Prevention of Significant Deterioration
Probabilistic Seismic Hazards Assessment
pressurized water reactor

research and development
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
radiological dispersal device
remote-handled
Remote-Handled Low-Level Waste Environmental Assessment (INL)
Radioactive Liquid Waste Treatment Facility-Upgrade (LANL)
Record of Decision
region of influence
right-of-way
Radioisotopic Power Systems
Remote Sensing Laboratory
Radioactive Waste Management Complex (INL)
Radioactive Waste Management Site (NNSS)

Supplemental Analysis....
State Ambient Air Quality Standards
State-Approved Land Disposal Site
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
South Carolina Electric Gas
state-licensed disposal area (West Valley Site)
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31
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36
37
38
39

SDWA
SHPO
SNF
SR
SRS
SWB
SWEIS

TA
TC&WM EIS
TEDE
TEDF
TEF
TLD
TRU
TRUIPACT-II
TSCA
TSP

TVA

US
USACE
USC
USFS
USFWS
USGS

VOC

WAC
WHB
WJPP
WSRC
WTP
WVDP

Safe Drinking Water Act
State Historic Preservation Office(r)
spent nuclear fuel
State Route
Savannah River Site
standard waste box
Site-Wide Environmental Impact Statement

Technical Area (LANL)
Tank Closure and Waste Management EIS (Hanford)
total effective dose equivalent
Treated Effluent Disposal Facility
Tritium Extraction Facility
thermoluminescent dosimeter
transuranic
Transuranic Package Transporter-lI
Toxic Substances Control Act
total suspended particulates
Tonapah Test Range
Tennessee Valley Authority

United States
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
United States Code
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Geological Survey

volatile organic compound

waste acceptance criteria or Washington Administrative Code
Waste Handling Building (WIPP)
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Westinghouse Savannah River Company
Waste Treatment Plant (Hanford)
West Valley Demonstration Project
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1UNITS OF MEASURE
2

ac acre(s)
ac-ft acre-foot (feet)

°C degree(s) Celsius
cfs cubic foot (feet) per second
Ci curie(s)
cm centimeter(s)
cms cubic meter(s) per second

d day(s)
dB decibel(s)
dBA A-weighted decibel(s)

0F degree(s) Fahrenheit
ft foot (feet)
ft2  square foot (feet)
ft3  cubic foot (feet)

g gram(s) or acceleration
of gravity (9.8 m/s/s)

gal gallon(s)
gpd gallon(s) per day
gpm gallon(s) per minute

MCi
mg
mi
mi2

min
mL
mm
mph
mR
mrem
mSv
MW
M\Th

cubic meter(s)
megacurie(s)
milligram(s)
mile(s)
square mile(s)
minute(s)
milliliter(s)
millimeter(s)
mile(s) per hour
milliroentgen(s)
millirem
millisievert(s)
megawatt(s)
megawatt-hour(s)

nCi nanocurie(s)

oz ounce(s)

pCi
ppb
ppm

R
rad
rem

picocurie(s)
part(s) per billion
part(s) per million

roentgen(s)
radiation absorbed dose
roentgen equivalent man

h
ha
hp

hour(s)
hectare(s)
horsepower

s second(s)
in. inch(es)

kg
kmn
km2

kph
kV

L
lb

kilogram(s)
kilometer(s)
square kilometer(s)
kilometer(s) per hour
kilovolt(s)

t metric ton(s)

VdB vibration velocity decibel(s)

yd
yd2

yd3

yr

yard(s)
square yard(s)
cubic yard(s)
year(s)liter(s)

pound(s)

pxg microgram(s)
tm micrometer(s)m meter(s)

square meter(s)

1
2¸

x 
January 2016
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1 J.3.2 Individuals Who Submitted Comments in Writing via Letter, Email, or Web Portal
2 or Verbally at One of the Public Meetings
3
4 Table J.3-2 tabulates all members of the public who submitted comments, along with the
5 comment document identifiers assigned to each. Comments identified within each comment
6 document are shown in brackets on the left side of the page(s), with the corresponding response
7 shown on the right side of the same page(s). The comment documents and responses are
8 presented here in Section J.3.2 on pages J-853 through J-1763, as indicated in the table.
9 Individuals' names are in alphabetical order. It may be helpful for readers to review Section J.2

10 for an overview of the 10 Topics of Interest of this CRD.
11
12
13 TABLE J.3-2 Individuals Who Submitted Comments in Writing
14 via Letter, Email, or Web Portal or Verbally at One of the Public
15 Meetings for GTCC

Comment Starting
Last Name, First Name Document ID No. Page No.

Ackley, Blaine C. L276 J-853
Adams, Hildegard T76 J-855
Adams, Hildegard Maria L450 1-860
Adams, John E. W89 1-861
Allee, Pamela W60 1 J-862
Allen, Marjorie S. L53 J-863
Aly, Robert L56 J-864
Amato, Geraldine T77 J-865
Anderson, Charles C. W234 1-871
Angelou, Anne Foster W393 J-872
Asher, Lani E5 1 J-873
Asmerom, Yemane T52 J-874
Atkins, Karla W6 1-878
Bacon, David T106 1-881
Bader, Gregory W33 1-886
Bader, Suzanne W273 1-887
Bagley, Will W528 1-888
Baker, Mary-Lane W437 1-889
Barbuck, Walter T49 1-890
Bardarson, Karin W53 1 J-892
Barger, Stuart T83 1-894
Barnard, Douglas W208 1-898
Barrrett, Floy J. L406 1-899
Barrett, Floyd T59 1-900
Baruch, Duncan G. W394 1-903
Bates, Roger W309 1-904
Baxter, Lisa W34 1-905
Bay, Scott D. W492 1-906
Beamer, Kelley W182 J-907
Beebe, Craig W379 1-908
Beems, William T66 1-9 10

.B ice, S~arah .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._W _27_ .. . . .. . . 1-9_ 1_2_

1-841 
January 2016
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TABLE J.3-2 (Cont.)

Comment Starting
Last Name, First Name Document ID No. Page No.

Blackwood, Laurie T78 J-913
Blailse, Sharlane W284 J-915
Block, Jonathan W5 J-9 16
Bloomgarden, Robin El 107 J-9 18
Bohammon, Jason L55 J-919
Bosworth, Carol L310 J-920
Brasher, Charles and Lavis, Betty W144 J-923
Brennan, Colm T13 1 J-924
Brennan, John W484 J-926
Brenner, Loretta W534 J-927
Bronson, Ann W278 J-929
Brooks, Sarah W457 J-930
Browning, Linda W466 J-93 1
Bruvold, James W71 J-932
Bryant, Nita S. W463 J-936
Bryant, S ally W310 J-937
Buebre, Kim L87 J-938
Bushman, Gary W602 J-939
Butz, Andrew L40 1 J-941
Bynum, Vann T95 J-942
Cain, Nikkci E69 J-945
Call, Beth L51 J-947
Call, Beth W504 J-948
Call, Tom W505 J-950
Call, Tom L505 J-952
Campbell, Patricia W294 J-953
Campbell, Rebecca T173 J-954
Carlson, Kevin W554 J-957
Carver, Heather W467 J-958
Castle, Janet T137 J-959
Cellarius, Doris W54 J-962
Chabot, Kimberly W537 J-963
Charlo T96 J-964
Chavez and Putkey T90 J-967
Chilton, Maria T 108 J-970
Christ, M'Lou W160 J-972
Christ, Peter W196 J-973
Cimino, Elaine T63 J-974
Clark, Barbara L3 11 J-976
Clark, Elisabeth W302 J-977
Clark; Janice -L278 J-978
Clark, Judi """W128 J-980
Cohen, Alicia A. W139 J-981
Cole, Charles L282 J-982
Collonge, Chelsea T67 J-983

._Con~lan_,-Mike .- -W20 J-98

J-842 
January 2016
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TABLE J.3-2 (Cont.)

Comment Starting
Last Name, First Name Document ID No. Page No.

Cooke, Harriet
Cooley, Mary
Corcoran, Jill
Costa, Demeiza
Couche, Stephen
Craig, Edward
Crimi, Richard
Crocker, Terece
Cummings, George
Cunningham, Lynda
Daggett, Fran
Dale, Dorothy
Dancer, Daniel
D'Arrigo, Diane
Davidson, Jennifer
Davis, Jason
Deaton, Douglas
Delanty, Hugh
Denry, Anita
DeVries, Peg
DiPietro, Laura
DiVincent, L.M.
Dlugonski, Melba
Dobson, Bruce
Dolan, Christopher
Donnelly, Dennis
Donnelly, Dennis
Donoghue, Colin
Doran, Doug
DuBois, Marchette
Dukes, Aaron
Dunning, David
Dunning, Dirk
Duran, Clarissa
Easterly, E.M.
Edwards, Karen
Eldred, Mary
Ellis, Joell
Elmshauser, Erik C.
Enfield, Norm R.
Epstein, Joe "
Evans, Bill
Evans, Jay Lee
Evans, Peter
Evans, Rosamund
asL rya~n~dJa~ni~e_ ..........

W35 J-988
W60 J-989

W536 J-990
W140 J-991
W500 J-992
W190 J-993
W407 J-994

E90 J-995
W222 J-996
W264 J-997
W399 J-998
W25 J-999
W464 J- 1000
L313 J-1001
W533 J-1002
L417 J-1003
W515 J-1005
T138 J-1006
T139 J-1009
W470 J-1012
W199 J-1013
W476 J-1014
T140 J-1015
W10 J-1018
W404 J-1019
E27 J-1020
T21 J-1021
E15 J-1025
T94 J-1026

W342 J-1030
W408 J- 1031
E23 J-1032
T141 J- 1033
T104 J-1037
W482 J-1043
W337 J-1044
W78 J-1045

W204 J-1046
W495 J-1047
W253 J- 1048
T26 J-1049
W52 J-1052
T75 J-l053
T4 J-1059
T58 J-1062

.. _w_43 _0 .. ..... _J-_106_6
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TABLE J.3-2 (Cont.)

Comment Starting
Last Name, First Name Document ID No. Page No.

Fasnacht, Sharon
Feldman, Laura
Felton, John
Fentin, Karyn
Fenwick, Steve
Field, Diane
Field, Michael
Finney, Dee
Finney, Dee
Fisher, Kristina
Flores, Esmeralda
Flugge, Claudia
Ford, Lynn
Frech, Lisa Jo
Fredrickson, Catherine
Freeborn, Katja
Friedman, Paula
Fryberger, Jeremy
Gaines, Brenda
Gallegos, Robert
Gallegos, Tom
Ganus, Carolyn
Garcia, David
Gargas, Don

Gauthier, Jerome
Gearhart, Franklin
Geddes, Stephen V.
Geddes, Steve
Geiser, Katie
George, Betina
Gerdes, Cynthia
Gerould, Stephen
Gibbons, Anne
Giese, Mark
Giese, Mark
Gleichman, Ted
Goeckermann, John
Gohl, Larry
Gold, Rick
Goldberg, Marshall C.
Goldberg, Marshall C.
Goldberg, Marshall F.

Gordon, Jan
Green, Jeanne
Green, Mary
Greene, Linda

W55 J-1067
L411 J-1068
L413 J-1069
W16 J-1070
W57 J-1071

W188 J-1072
W388 J- 1073
L402 J-1074
T80 J-1075
E50 J-1078
T142 J-1079
L287 J-1081
L414 J-1082
Wi11 J-1083
W471 J-1084
T143 J-1085
W483 J-1088
L314 J-1089
W38 J-1090
L403 J- 1091
T99 J-1093

W223 J- 1097
Tll0 J1-1098
W121 J1-1102
W367 J-1103
W64 1- 1104
L408 1- 1106

T3 J-1107
W340 J- 1109
W32 21-1110
Wl17 J-l1111
W122 J1-1112
L207 J- 1113
E59 J-1116
W14 21-1117
W523 J- 1118
W154 J-1119
W82 1- 1120

W350 J-1121
W486 21-1122
W293 1- 1123
W62 J1-1124

W315 J-1125
T92 J-1127

T103 J1-1132
L209 J-1136

J-844 J-844January 2016
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TABLE J.3-2 (Cont.)

Comment Starting
Last Name, First Name Document ID3 No. Page No.

Greeves, John Til J-1137
Griffith, Lone W370 J-1 146
Grimaldi, Richard W468 J-1 147
Guerrero, Jiovani T133 J-1 148
Haber, Richard W45 1 J- 1149
Hagen, Jon W390 J- 1150
Hahn, John W288 J-1151
Hall, Camille W189 J-1152
Hannah, Frances W106 J- 1153
Hansen, Clifford T48 J- 1154
Hartford, Susan W290 J- 1156
Hatcher, Lynn W433 J- 1157
Hawkins, William W550 J- 1158
Hayden, Mary W322 J- 1160
Hayes, Rose T5 J-1161
Heartsun, Hafiz W319 J- 1165
Heaton, John T24 J- 1166
Hebert, Susan W214 J-1170
Hedin, Bev W124 J-1171
Heggen, Richard W5 11 J- 1172
Heins, Erika W119 J-1175
Henkels, Diane W542 J- 1176
Henry, Marilee W328 J- 1177
Herbert, Emily W13 J-1178
Herbert, John W70 J-1 179
Herring, Melissa W490 J- 1180
Hess, Jurgen W405 J- 1181
Hiltner, Carol W41 J- 1184
Hodge, Kenneth T 159 J- 1185
Hodge, Wallace T 144 J- 1187
Hoff, Marilyn L79 J-1189
Hoff, Marilyn T91 J- 1191
Holenstein, Cherie T 145 J- 1195
Homan, Ken T68 J- 1199
Hortsch, Donna W 129 J- 1201
Hosking, Chuck L291 J-1202
Howard, Chris W509 J- 1203
Hoyle, Lester and Judy W446 J-1204
Hummasti, John E47 J- 1205
Hurtado, Dolores L83 J-1206
Hyde, Don ""E29 J- 1207
Itb-ig, Sandra W305 J-1208
Ireland, Karen W258 J- 1210
Jackson, Kathy L3 15 J- 1211
Jamieson, Suzanne W56 J-1212
J'neva, Cap~ra_ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .- _W_5_2_2 . . . . .. ._J-_l2_l3__

J-845 
January 2016
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TABLE J.3-2 (Cont.)

Comment Starting
Last Name, First Name Document ID No. Page No.

Johnson, Janet T 16 J- 1214
Johnson, Marjorie W270 J-1218
Johnson, Michael W96 J- 1219
Jolly-Holt, Teresa L98 J-1221
Jones Jr., William W198 J-1223
Jones Jr., William L97 J-1224
Kapuler, Alan W 173 J- 1226
Karuna, Amara W508 J- 1227
Keddem, Aliza W36 J-1228
Kelly, Mike T44 J- 1229
Kerchun, Chris L415 J- 1234
Kidd, Judith T65 J- 1235
Kimmich, Rob W67 J-1238
Knight, Paige T 146 J- 1239
Kohnstamm, Molly W478 J- 1243
Koponen, Mary M. L84 J- 1244
Koponen, Emmy E34 J-1245
Koponen, Emmy E35 J-1246
Kom, Meryle W 159 J- 1247
Kraft, Mary Lou E60 J-1248
Kronen, Eva W335 J- 1249
Kronin, Eva T 147 J- 1250
Kuerschner, Erich T62 J-1253
Kuerschner, Erich T97 J- 1259
Lacy, Chris M. W496 J-1266
Lamb, Dorothy T148 J-1267
Lamm, Wayne W23 J- 1269
LaMorticella, Barbara T 149 J- 1270
Lane, Priscilla W43 J-1273
Langford, James W48 J- 1274
Larsen, Kim W521 J- 1275
Lassiter, Eileen W145 J-1276
Laville, Madeleine W506 J-1277
Laville, Madeleine L50 J-1279
Lavis, Betty and Brasher, Charles W400 J-1280
Lawson, John P. W444 1- 1281
Leatham, Ellen T150 J-1282
Lift, Mike W164 1-1284
Lloyd, Darryl W485 J-1285
Lloyd, Darvel W166 J-1286
Logan, Christopher W5 1 1-1287
Lovejoy, Glenda W296 J-1289
Lu, Lan W488 J-1290
Mance, Lisa Ti151 J- 1291
Maranze, Harriette W5 14 1- 1294

-Marquez, Noel T34 J- 1295

J-846 
January 2016
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TABLE J.3-2 (Cont.)

Comment Starting
Last Name, First Name Document ID No. Page No.

Marsello, Pat L409 J-1297
Marti, Tralee W30 J-1298
Martiszus, Ed T 136 J- 1299
Matela, Nancy E68 J- 1303
McCagh, Mike W150 J-1304
McClary, Jackie T 153 J- 1305
McCulloch, Robert W559 J- 1307
McFarland, Angela W502 J-1308
McKinney, Maria L316 J- 1309
McNaughton, Jim Ti155 J- 1310
Meyerhoff, Joan W183 J- 1311
Michaels, Brenda W61 J- 1312
Midson, Kathryn W142 J-1313
Mierow, Luanne W317 J- 1314
Mij al, Martin W417 J-1315
Miller, Virginia E84 J- 1316
Millhauser, Susan W456 J-13 17
Milner, Glen W348 J- 1319
Mink, Ron W378 J- 1323
Misserville, Henry T72 J- 1324
Mitchell, Joseph L3 17 J- 1329
Mitchell, Ottie W480 J- 1330
Mooney, John W94 J-1331
Moore, Anne W68 J- 1332
Moore, J. Robert W402 J-1333
Moreno, Miguel T 102 J- 1334
Morgan, Leona T74 J- 1338
Morris, Elizabeth W5 13 J- 1344
Murphy, Elaine W441 J- 1346
Murphy, Lauren W240 J- 1348
Murray, Tammie W307 J-1349
Myers, Blayney W229 J- 1350
Namba, Joyce W26 J- 1351
Nelson, Barbara M. W425 J- 1353
Newell, Nancy T157 J-1354
Nippolt, Sharon W530 J- 1357
North, Roz T81 J-1358
Nusser, Frank & Bonnie L208 J-1360
O'Brien, Michael and Vana W355 J- 1361I
O'Brien, William Wi115 J-1363
O' Brien, William W443 J- 1364
O'Connell, Rita E73 J- 1365
Odegard, Corinne W419 J-1366
Okulam, Frodo W 195 J- 1367
Ortega, Rebecca T109 J-1368

_O9sterman, _Nor L._ ; ........... _w_42_0 . ...... _J- 1_374_;
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Paulson, Lauren T 180 3- 1381
Peck, Susan E94 3- 1384
Perez, Martha L277 J-1385
Perez, Martha W42 3- 1387
Perez, Martha T 158 J- 1388
Perla, Andrew W1 3-1391
Perslin, Clemence W130 3-1392
Peters, Douglas W246 3- 1393
Peters, Rod T55 J- 1394
Peterson, Andrew W171 J- 1398
Phelps, Ralph L. L418 3- 1400
Philips, Sally W461 3-1402
Pierce, Susan W90 3-1403
Piet, Steve T19 J-1404
Polishuk, Sandy T160 3-1407
Pollard-Stein, Kristine W40 J- 1410
Polychronis, Jan W206 3-1411
Pomeroy, Kelly W450 3- 1412
Pope, B. W434 3-1413
Pope, B. W280 J-1414
Powell, Charles L52 3-1415
Powers, Patrick W460 3- 1417
Presley, Elizabeth W406 3- 1418
Procter, Rebecca T79 3-1419
Pryor, Peggy W8 3- 1423
Pryor, Peggy and Melodye E28 J- 1424
Putkey, Lisa E53 3- 1426
Putkey, Lisa T89 3- 1429
Quintana, Marlene L77 3- 1432
Radford, William T 161 3- 1434
Rajnus, Carla W37 3-143 8
Ralston, Carla W389 3-1439
Randolph, Gretchen L3 18 3- 1440
Ray, Gisela S. L212 3-1441
Reilley Umer, Carol T 171 3- 1442
Reilley Urner, Carol W562 3-1446
Reinhart, Robert W352 J- 1447
Rempe, Norbert T 163 3- 1448
Rendar, Byron W127 3- 1455
Richards, Betty T25 3-1456
Risser,_ Susan and Peter W28 3-1458
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Ritter, John W165
Ritter, John W53
Roberts, Susan W24
Rock, Kibbey W262
Rodriguez, Susan T64
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Rose, Viola W507
Rothman, Kenneth W5 10
Rowe, Joe W564
Rubenstein, Catherine W2 12
Sanders, Elizabeth W347
Sather, John E48
Savelle, Michele W49
Scanlon, Bruce W489
Schaffiner, Benjamin W481
Schilke, Peter T57
Schlarh, Theresa W257
Schmnitt, Kate W169
Scholtz, Claudia W491
Scholz, Elizabeth W5 17
Schrader, Don L29 1
Schreck, Theresa Ti 101
Schwartz, Maxine W338
Schwarz, Peggie W289
Seabrook, Kathy W364
Selbin, Susan E93
Seligman, Carole El 2
Serres, Daniel T 162
Shaulis, Dabn E2 1
Shea, Jan W209
Siemer, Darryl T 164
Sill, Marj orie W9
Simpson, Katharine W76
Sims, Anita L89
Smith, Claire El10
Smith, Dawn W86
Smith, Doyle T27
Smith, Madeline W546
Smith, Pamela W475
Soden, Mary W210
Sorgen, Jacqueline .W5 18
Sotir, Gregory T 165
Spadone, Marian W535
Spaeth, Thea T107
Spence, Michael W3 84

. _Spen~cer,_ _Am_ anid a W95
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J-1531
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J-1537
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Stannard, Richard W19 1- 1538
Stanton, Elizabeth W3 80 1- 1539
Stein, Fay W499 J- 1540
Stengle, James W323 1-154 1
Sterling, Shila T43 1-1542
Stewart, Margaret E58 J- 1545
Stock, Ron E105 1- 1547
Stolzberg, Karen W455 1-1548
Stoney, Mindy W560 1- 1549
Stookey, Jeffrey L211 1-1550
Storhm, John W72 1- 1552
Sullivan, Robert W416 1- 1553
Sunrise, Elizabeth Anne W79 1-1554
Sutherland, Al and Julie L80 1-1555
Swanson, John L292 1- 1556
Swanson, Marsha W525 1- 1558
Swanson, Rod W555 1- 1559
Tarpey, Raymond W44 1- 1560
Tattnn, Ron and Paulette W194 1-156 1
Taylor, Sarah T6 1-1562
Tenhonen, Steve W316 1- 1564
Tewksbury, Ross T167 1- 1565
Thomas, Charles W414 1-1569
Thomas, David W397 1- 1570
Thomas, Eileen W551 1- 1571
Till, Rick W325 1-1572
Timm, Chris T54 1-1574
Tims, Margaret W 170 1- 1577
Toll, Betsy W336 1-1578
Tombleson, Barbara W192 1-1580
Trainer, Patricia W35 1 1- 1581
Truitt, Penny T84 J-1582
Trujillo, Mary Alice T70 1- 1584
Trujillo, Mike T71 1-1589
Trujillo, Patricia Till 1-1593
Tsinhnahjinnie, Niyol T56 1-1597
Tsinhnahjinnie, Tsosie L287 1-1599
Tsosie, Beata T88 1-1600
Turner, Barbara E3 1-1604
Turner, Maggie W274 1- 160 5
Turner, Roger El06 1-1606
Turnoy, David W345 1- 1611
Twombly, Mary W459 1-16 13
Utley, Charles. T10 1-1614
Van Dyk, Lisa W63 1- 1618
Vance, Anne R. .W477 1-1619
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Ackley, Blaine C., Commenter ID No. L276

~DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for the
DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND) GTCC-LIKE WASTE
(DOE/EIS-0375-D)

U.S. Department of Energy

WRITTEN COMMENT FORM
Mutst be •rsci ,a) an or beafore June 27, 2011

Mr. .L._ Mrs. __Ma. _ _ Mr. &Mrs. __._ Dr._ _

Title: " • r

Organiziation: _

Address:____________________

City:. _ ___ Stale: __________ Zip Code: .... ..

Planse assal ashc side ifo aneapde¢ Ins eeded,

WITHhIOLDINIG 01F PERtSONAL IterOaMATtON:Inlnfrutatlon yea provide on this farm may be pablintte as pr
of lbs pubtic r eased far tbis projeat, isetadlog publationls so the lateleset htdisidunl rospoadeots may re.'aest
contidentiality by chccbiag one of thle two bases belows. °[h nOF will bmoar such requests io tte cuxtent allwowd by taw,
Alt aubminalon from or'sariz,'ttuos and busalessns• or from iadisitbtala identifying thermselves tin reprotaatatsv• or affiedals
of organizations ar basfnisses. will be available to the public is thcir eatirety.

[] Witthhold my name and address fromi the public teceOrd.

0 Withbold only my nddrs run rn ihe peblia recont

Comment forms may be mailed to: Comment farm may be faxed to:
Mr. Arnold Edelman (301) 003..4303
Douement Manager
Office of Regulatut) Compliasce (EM-43)
U.S. Department of FEnergy or sent by elecleanie mail to:
I000 Independence Avenue, SW Eticeis~atgoy
Washington, 13C 20505-0119



Acklev. Blainse C.. Commenter ID No. L276 (eont'd•

! , ...... Blaine C. Ackley
-655 NW 2 291h Ave. Hillsboro,• OR 97124 ..... 0-93-610

May•6, 2011'

Mr. Arnold Edelman, DOtument Manager

Olflce or Regr~atorv CoreptlIsne tClIl-43)

U.S. Cept- of Energy

1000 Indoenedenoe Ave.. SW

Washington, 0C 20505-0119

11111 ~ -

RE:'Cralt Envlronwental Impact Statement for the dispoenI of GTOC radioactive waste (OOE.EI1-0
3
75OD)

To whom It may concern:

I have read the dmtt statement and I attended the hearing in Portland on May 19, 2011. t eppose the

transfer of GTCG wasto to Hartford for several reasonls:

1) Glean up Hartford lirst. You still have beert urnabte to dlean up the mesa loft teem the

contaminated peaat
2) The waste disposal method at Hantford wilt result In greater degradation of the second largeat

river system in the country and the water suppty for Native Americans and other downstreamr

L276-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on.DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L276-2 The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC wastes would
be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The robust nature of these
casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous material under the
severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of GTCC waste to any of
the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would cause an additional fatality as a result of
radiation from either incident-free transportation or postulated transportation accidents.

The transportation impacts evaluation conducted for the EIS addressed the collective
population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the radiological risks to the highest
exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the consequences to individuals tand
populations as a result of transportation accidents, including those that could release
radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 truck shipments would be required
to transport all of the GTCC wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about
50 million Ion (30 million ml) of highway travel, with no expected LCFs. The GTCC EIS
estimates one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

L276-3 The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC waste inventory. As discussed in Section 1.4.2, each
concept has been used to some degree in the United States or other countries to dispose of
radioactive waste similar to the three waste types analyzed in the GTCC EIS. The same vault,
borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the disposal sites evaluated in order to
compare the performance of each site's natural hydrological, geological, and meteorological
properties relative to contaminant fate and transport once any engineered barriers would begin
to fail. The conceptual nature of these configurations takes into account the characteristics of
all of the disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., width, depth,
cover depth, reinforced containment) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an
optimal solution at a specific location.

Co

L276-1

coneumera.
3) The.Colunibia River haa a number of endangered species of fish whose continued survival wilt

be negatively impacted by further nuclear contamination.I
4) The truck transport melthod will result in a highway accident and contamination by any valid

statistical measure. When a given community is exposed to the level or nuclear contamlnationl

posed by such an accident, there will be more than the one or two fatalities cited in your flawed L276-2

study.
5) The 12.823 truck shipments wilt statIstically result In a number of accidents so the likelihood of

nuclear contamination is greater given the number of trucks.

6) Use of the open trenches at Hanford is just a confounding error waiting for an unanticipated 1 L276-3

consequence to wreak havoc in tho environment.

It is for these reasons and more then I oppose the current EIS. I find the F.IS is fatally flawed

statiaticeily, conceptuaslly. and In reality disregarda the risk to people and the environment posed by ti~s

proposed action.

Sinoerely yours, . .-, /.- .,.-y..

CO

0

CO

C-,

t
'J



Adams. Hlilde~ard. Commenter ID No. T76

Capital Reporting Company

2

3

6

7

9

10 MlR. SRO!*I: Okay, thank you. Okay, Itildegard

11 Adams? And Geraldine Ameto will be after I|ildegard.

IS MS. ADAMS: I don't know if I have that much

13 to say. There have been so many eloquent speakers

14 already who have spoken from their knowledge base end

IS from their hearts. I do have a oquestion for you, and

16 that is how is this event being recorded? I'm sorry; I

17 came in late.

IS MR. BROWMM: Oh, the gentleman behind you is

19 recording that, and that is being made part of the

30 permanent rocord, which will be reviewed in preparation

33 of the final Environmental Impact Statement.

22 MS. ADAMS: Okay. Thank you for answering

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com



Adams, Hildegard. Commenter ID No. T76 (cont'd) T76-1 DOE respectfully disagrees and cleanup efforts are ongoing. In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzeda range of disposal methods and locations consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in
Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508).
DOE evaluated federally owned sites including LANI, WIPP and the WIPP Vicinity, and
generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was reasonahle to analyze the federally
owned sites hecause they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal facilities, except
for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Capital Reporting Company s

1 that. So I'd like to go on record as being totally

2opposed'to any more radioactive waste coming to New

3 Mexico. New Mexico is already extremely c6ntaminated,

4 and honestly, if I had known that back in 1975 when I

Swas moving here from california, really, I would notT7-

6 have come. I had no idea, and the general public in

1 New Mexico, unfortunately, haa no idea of the extent of

8 the dangers that they're in from the nuclear industry,

9 in'particular, of course, that being perpetrated by the

to U.S. government.

11 I'd like to ditto everything that

12 everybody's said about governmental lies. I'm a

13 retired teacher, and I'm going to tell you a story

14 about some students that I had a long time ago, before

I$ NIPP even opened. Nell, I taught gifted, and these

16 were sixth and seventh graders who had gotten wind of

17 the projected plan to open NIPP in the Carlsbad area,

IS and many of my gifted students were not slouches,

N9 regardless of -- no microphone.

30 MR. aROWN: Okay.

•I MS. ADAMS: I i:tighl have Lu get~ a few more

22 minutes.

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com



Adams, Hildegard. Commenter ID No. T76 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company 8

I MR. BROWN: Try that; that should work.

2 MS. ADAMS: Okay. Let's see, testing, testing

I - no, not so much. Are you getting it back there?

4 MR. BROWN: Can everybody hear?

5 MS. ADAMSB: Well, i'm not saying anything

6 right now. Is this on? Can you hear in the back of

I the-room?

5 ALL: Not enough.

9 MS. ADAMS: No, it doesn't sound loud to me,

10 either, so I know the clock is ticking, but I guess

it you'll have to add time -- sort of like a basketball

12. game.

13 MR. BROWN: This is not counting against your

14 time.

15 MS. ADAMS: Okay, but are you recording

16 everything? Okay, great.

17 MR. BROWN: Okay, go ahead.

1S MS. ADAMS: Okay, let ma try that again, it's

19 a little better. It's not real great, but I'll speak

29 up.

21 UNIDENTIVIED SPEAKER: Both of thea are dying.

22 MS. ADAMS: Both of them are dying; I guess

866.488.DEPO
www.CapifaReportingCompany.com



Adams. Hildegard, Commenter ID No. T76 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company s

3 they'think we've said enough. I don't think we've said

'2 quiet enough. I may have to carry on for awhile.

T76-2 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently allowed by law for
disposal at the WIPP geologic repository under the WlPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as
amended by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste
other than TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting
a new facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to
proposing and evaluating alternatives that are currently allowed by law. Furthermore, the
Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of
New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may
change and provides provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states:
"The parties to this Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to
applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or
both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a
review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would he zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository.

S

6

At any rate, I had these wonderful

students that had read in the newspaper about NIP?

opening. They got extremely irate, and they wrote to

Westinghouse Corporation about their feelings of New

7 Mexico becoming the nation's radioactive waste dump.

a And they had also written to DOE. And the amazing

S thing to us was that DOE and Westinghouse took the kids

10 seriously and insisted on sending some guest speakers

11 to'the school where I wais teaching. And so they came

I1 in and talked to the kids, and of course, gave them the

13 same lines that we always get, 'which is, don't worry; be

14 'happy. Wie know; you're kids. You don't know. And we

I5 had some really interesting confrontations.

36 aut what I fondly remember about that is

27 the Westinghouse representative and the DOE

15 representative saying, look, it's only going *to be low

19 level radioactive waste. It will only be lab coats,

20 masks and booties. And that's the line that I have

23 never forgotten, especially as the ilevel of the waste

22coming to WIP has escalated, and now we're looking at
866.488.DEPO

www.CapitalReportingCompany.eom
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Adams. Hildegard, Cornmenter ID No. T76 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company 8?

!the coming true of another suspicions that we had,

2 which was of course, commercial radioactive waste

I coming to New Mexico, which 00E solemnly promised would

4 never happen. So I've lust got to say, ditto, ditto,T6-
(Cont.)

Sditto, to everybody who said, pack of lies; don't trust

6 them, here we are again. And how endless does DoE

7 think Carlsbad is? Where is this waste going to

a eventually end up?

9 X'm, completely opposed to it. I think

Ie enough is enough. It's already too much for New

ii Mexico, for land, for air, for water, and I can't

IX believe that you're thinking about brining even more

is waste, and in particular, commercial waste. So I guess

14 my time's probably up, and thank you for putting me on

IS the record.
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Adams. Hildegard Maria. Commenter ID No. L450

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ror the
'DISPOSAL OF GREATER TItAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-LIKE WASTE
(D)OE/EIS-0375-D))

U.S. D~epartmecnt of Energy

L405-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside thescope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and (GTCC-like
wastes.

WRITTEN COMMENT FORM
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wlliol o nl m addresso fop iauno (bE -li4 re) r

UJ.S. Deprtment of E•nergy or sent by electronic mail to:

Washinglon. DC 205g5-01 18
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Adams, John E., Cornmenter ID No. W89

From: gt cceiswebmast er @5nl.gov
Sent: Monday, Jane 13. 2011 1:53 PM
To: gt ccelswehmasteor@an Lgov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ES5 Comment GTCC15559

Thtanli you for your comement. john adams.

The comment tracking, number that has been assigned to your comment is G'TCC.0089. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 23, 2011 05:52:50JPM COT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low.-Level Rtadioactlve Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC1I0089

First Name: john
Middle Initialh e
Lust Name: adams
Address: 2375 w 15th ave
City: eugene
State: OR
Zip: 97402
Country: USA
Email: oos201O~yahoo.con
Privcey Preference: Con't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted: [
Trhis planis pure Insanity. The DOShastotallybungledthe Handfsrd ceaned tsp.You are stIl115 eurosaway from ever[ W89-l

cleaning up tlandford. that in if clean' up Handford is even posaible. which many it is not.

Transporting nuclear Waste across the country is beyond reckless.

Your plon io to transport nucleur waste right past where I live 12,000 timesl!IW9-

The tLonservative approach would he to STOP producing waste that takes 250,000 years to decompose.•

This reckless and horribly misguided nuclear policy is a black eye on America and a desecration on future generatiuns. w89-3

I will oppose the DOE efforts to enhance thte creation of nuclear power and the teansportation of necleeatwaste until" the

day I dle.

I htopeoat some future paint you will become mere enlightened.

John Adams

Eugene, Oregon

W89-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W89-2 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W89-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes.



Allee, Pamela, Commenter 1D No. W601

From: gtcceitwebmaster@anl~gov

Sent: Sunday, Jtun~e 2, 2051 12:15 PM
To: gtcceiawebmaster@anl~gov
Subject: Receipt Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC 1O083

Thank you foC your comment, Pamela Atlee.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comnment is GTCC10088. Pleuse~reter to the comment

tracking number in cii correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 12. 2011 12:14:37PM CDT

Grenter-Thars-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment." GTCCI00SS

first Name: Pamela
Last Name: Allen
Address:
Address
City:
State:
Zip:
Country:. USA
Email: biiiratiasotretnch-(om
Privacy Preference: Withhold address oniy fromn public record

Comment Submitted:
"Thu ongoing disaster in Fuushaima SHOULD give pa ace to anyone who says - or hears - any expressions like "it can't
happen here because ... '

W601-1 The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be re~luired to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 truck
shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and
continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures
to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials.

If an accident that involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it
would be remediated promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would
help DOE minimize and mitigate any impacts on the environment.

DO NOT transport nuclear waste of any sort over our pubiic highways..

Protestations of 'perfect safety' arc nothing more than Lucy's reassurances to Charley Brown. tern not he.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact tat at: etcceiswebmasterreant.tegv or caii the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmuster at 16301 252-5705.

I60 WO-I



Allen, Marjorie S., Commenter ID No. L53
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L53-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes• This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1 508). DOE evaluated federally owned sites including
LANL, WIPP and the WIPP Vicinity, and generic commercial disposal locations. DOE
determined that it was reasonable to analyze the federally owned sites because they currently
have operating radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is

near an operating geologic repository.

Regarding the disposal of weapons related waste, DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal
limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of
Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these
limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1. 1) and was considered in developing the
preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal environmental impacts for all resource
areas evaluated, including human health and transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent
cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero because there would be no releases to the accessible
environment and therefore no radiation doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following
closure of the WIPP repository. In addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use
of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific
NEPA review, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and
heat loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal. Also, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and

conditions."L53-I



Aly, Robert, Commenter ID No. L56 L56-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500--1508). DOE determined that it was reasonable to analyze the
federal sites, including LANL, WIPP, and WIPP Vicinity, because they currently have
operating radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an
operating geologic repository.

L56-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.
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Amato. Geraldine. Commenter ID No.T77 T77- 1 DOE is committed to effective public participation in the NEPA process in accordance with
CEQ and DOE implementing procedures and policies. In preparing the Final GTCC ELS, DOE

gave consideration to all public comments received during the public hearings and received in

writing. See Section 1.5.
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3'WM.' BROWN:.~ Geraldine •aato is next, .ajd then:

,LaurieB~lacklwood. ,' -

NS.:At4ATO: Good evening. I have beenwhera -

I waan.'t here-from the beginning, but.I believe that

the cormeents and thle information: given here. are a"-

worthwhile. hearing, and it .s unfortunat& that we're

talking to each other here in this room, and that these

• ~866.488.DEPO•
¶vlvw.CapitalReportingCompany, com

T77-1

S

0
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Amato, Geraldine, Commenter ID No.T77 (cont'd)

CapitaI Reporting Conipany. •s

I proceeding's are not genuine public hearings. They are i7.

2 a sham public hearings. We have all kinds of (l cont.)

3 electronic gadgetly that preJectilnformnation, so-

4 called, H7t have the television,'we have 'PBS', we have

S adio, we have the UNN station, the APS station, ahd-we

6 have cable government access -- Jay Evens was here.. Ie

7 have gov'ernment access on cable, est cetera, 'end these

8 are 'not televised, they are not broadcast.,, These are

•9 minimsl -hearings, at allfor public. -'.Most of the public

ao in this area know, nothing: of what's been said here-, ..

II today and what'sbeen.,rejecetei here-today. Most~of, us'

12 have-an inkling of itj .and the inform~ation given here

13, is not going far. enough. ,', .;

14 !.personaliy, believe that •Dspartment-of,-
I T77-1

IS Energy is not the least bit interested in what the " (Cent.)

16 public hes to-say. -This is a •ritual. ,hew we can

17 resolve that is not a simple answer to such a question.

IS We are essentially in my. stimation, on.a federal " -

89 reservation,;and the federales are in'comtrol,. and-our

'20 opinions count .for little. How we can change that

28 remains yet to be seen- 1'm remtinded of the

22 Declaration of Independence statement, our repeated
866:488.DEPO

•wwvw.C~apiaI ReporfingCompany~eom.



.Anato, Geraldine, Commenter ID No.T77 (eont'd)

C~apital Reporting Company •

I petitions have been answered only by repeated inj'ury,

2 and I think tha't's• where we are politically in this

Scountry today.

4 N e have this glassy paper and exceilently

S very fashionable and ,very glitz-y paperwork:•, i don't

6 thipk. - -Z mean, it~s.ot impressive, but. it. cost

I resources to~putout :thes, literature~on this glossy

Spaper which 'apparently ias" thee .to~ic plastic they talr

-9 'about every hnow and',theo'; -so,.wen: we handl'e it,' we oan

10- also add to the .toxi~ficationvof ourselves., W'hat we can

* 11 .-- -,I apprecilate,.those people>-thathave st~dded these

12 . issues. : I :heven.' t been,~ a sttzdent of "it~;for •6o long,

13" andI Tknow there's many people th~at have never heard of

14 this inf~ormat~ion. that"fwas• given here this- evenin~g. ,And

11 how'•wh can get •it out'ire them," God only knowa•,because

16. we- rar "not in~chargb of-,the mainstreamprebs and~medie.•

17 - Newspaper announoembnts to-the; printed

Is press today are 'not adeqnate• .It's only a mere minimal

' 177-1
Ialegal requirementi, because we're ,under a private legal (Cest.)

20 jurisdiction; •te are not under the principlecs of a free

21 society. And I repeat, I, don' t think- the Department of

22 Energy is really interested in what the public has to

866A•88:flEPO
www.Capi talRepor tingComapany~cont



Amato, Geraldine, Commenter ID No.T77 (cont'd)

CapSIdl Reporting Company,

Ssay or think. And we need to be .doing something.
' T77-!

2further than talking to each'other and finding our (Cant.)

3. comments amusing to each other. Hoew do we get this

4 ,type of information out to people,. enough• people, to

S5 have an upsurge of-resistance? Otherwise, we'can see

6the Department of Energy particularly having its way,

7 Whatever it wants to do it's going to. do,.because we

- . gave a pyramid government ., Wle have, a top,down .

9 authority.V The peoples' opinion-doesn't count. -.

lO Under-the lawful-republic, it's-the "

- -1 authority of the people up.. We don~tthave that any .,

.12 longer. We need to get mentally'off the~ federal -,

- 3 reservation-and continue to conaidar, What it is we

.14 really need to do. And we need to.pray abdut getting

35 some ,direction.' I believe: there-is one spirit of truth

16 in-this--Earth, that's the Holy Spirit.of the- Sovereign- .'

I?. God Almighty, ,and each of us can access-the council of

13 that Holy-Spirit, get our marching orders andemove on

29 out.- -We can't play• footsy with how would you say,

25demonstrable criminals, is what we hove in charge-of

SI our government-,today, it's not our government. It's

22an alien force, it's a central governmen~t,-and it's no

866A88.DEI'O
wwtt.apitalRepor tingCompany~coni



Amato. Geraldine. Commenter ID No.T77 (cont'd)

, r Capital Reporting Company

Ilonger representative of 'the good people of this

2 nati on. And God only knows if we're going .to have

3 enough of resistance of what's going on in this nation.

4 Oh, and that Spaceport, project -- is my

S time almost up?.. ., .

6 MR. BROWN: You've got~one minute left .

1 . MS.. AMATO;, The Spaceport project is related

! 8to-this. 'I remember listening to'that-Star Wars• call-•

S 9 in talk show~for awhile 6n-U0NM .a few'ye~rs~baok,.and '

i• 10 that one men that celled in and mentioned, that- there•

11 was such an orgenizatin ad %5he tMa~sSociety.. And

U" 1 those people claim that they are preparing their, own '

[. "3 special spacecraft. -and When the Sarth i•s rui~ned-.--

S ••4, they don'ttmention that •htyI.•hhe ~ones iflng it -_

15 thgy are lea~dng the ,Eirth~-ni•dgoing-to -,Mars; I mean,

S 16 imagine the mentalityof~the peopl"•e~ara d•'aling

• 17 with. They have tho financial r~sources~in~their• ,•

•Is pocket to belong to the Mars ;Society and to make plans.-

* 19 to terraform. Mars.'They say they'regoing to make- the

20 Mars habitable -- " • .

21 .MR, BROWN:• Can you make one final point?

22 your time is up.

- 866A.'88.DBPO
ww:vCapitalReportingCompany.com



Amato. Geraldine. Commenter ID No.T77 (cont'd)
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Anderson. Charles C., Commenter ID No. W234 W234-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

In accordance with U.S. Department of Transportation regulations, shipments of Highway
Route Controlled Quantities of Radioactive Materials (DOT) would be shipped using preferred
routes that reduce time in transit [49 CFR 397.101(b)]. A preferred route is an interstate system
highway, including beltways and bypasses, or an altemnative route selected by a state or tribal
routing agency in accordance with 49 CFR 397.103 using Guidelines for Selecting Preferred
Highway Routes for Highway Route Controlled Quantity Shipments of Radioactive Materials
or an equivalent routing analysis that adequately considers overall risk to the public. Factors
for analysis by the state or tribal routing agency can include accident rates, traffic counts,
distance, vehicle speeds, population density, land use, timeliness, and availability of
emergency response capabilities. Substantive consultation with affected jurisdictions is
required prior to designating an alternative route to ensure consideration of all impacts and
continuity of designated route.

From:
Seant:
To:
Subject:

gc~ceswebmastee~3nLgov
Thursday, June 16.2•011 13:01 AM

gtcceisebmaster@ani.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than.Clasa-C Low-Level Radioactive WAaste EIS comment GTcCC0234

Thank yot for your comment. Charles Andersoen.

"The comment tracking number that hat been assigned to your comsment is 6TCC10234. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: June 16. 2011 11:00:36AM COT

Greater. Thae.Clasw;C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft comment: GSTCCI0234

First Name: Charles
Mlddte tnitial: C
Last Name: Andersen
State: OR
lip: 97068
Country: USA
tmaih: a nderson ccrn ame.com*•
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Stop radlioactive material from beIng shipped up and down the Columbia River gorgel Th~ere ore to many lives at risk. [
We are alread•y being impacted by the Japanese Nuclear disaster, why do we need to risk another ia our state. W234-1

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact nseat et•cceissvehmasserssanl.eov or call the tGreater-
"Tha n-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 16301 252-5705.



Angeiou. Anne Foster. Commenter ID No. W393 W393-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hantford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

9t cce swehmaster@anl.gov
T'hure;day, June 23. 2011 5:S3 Pla
9tcceiswebmaser@anl.gov
Receipt. Greater-Than-Clasn-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EiS Comment GTCC1O393

Thank you for your comment, Anne Foster Angelan.

The comment teaching number that has been assigned to your comment In IITCCIOS93. Please refer to the comument
traching number in alt cor re-spondence reiating to this comment.

Comment Oate:June 23,2011 0S:52:48PM COT

Greater-Than-ClavssC Low-Level IRadloactive Was;te tIS Draft Comment:, GTfCC10393

First Name: Anne Foster

Last Name: Angelou

Address: P. OtBox 273lg

City: Seattle

State: WA
Zi2p; 98165-1846

Country," USA

8wailh fosterancoloaurcomcast~net

Privucy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:

Please do not jeopardize thre health cud safety of our citisens by eaposlng them to radioactive waste. Our Hanford amea
needs to be decontaminated, not recontamtnated. Tra nsportring t hese radioactive substances through oar states; Is
dangerous and has lane-term future consequences. Do not consider using Hanford as a test lacation for plutonium.

There ar'e many safer aitewatlneo to produce energy.

Questions about submittingecom'ments over theoWeb? Contact uc at: etcceiswebmntr~astoeanov orcail theoGreater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

W393-1



_Asher. Lani, Commenter ID No. E51 E51-1 The evaluation of potential impacts to water quality from the proposed action at WIPP and
LANL are discussed in Sections 4.3.3 and 8.2.3, respectively.

From: Lani Asher alanianher@sbc9Ioba~netu.
Sent: .Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:3i AM

To: gtcceis@anl~gov
Subject. nuclear w'aste disposal Int new mesico

I~•rSir,
"iarem are no adequate fsciiities eithcr in Carlsbad or LANAL to support the dispose! of nuclear active waste

wa~ter. Rather your attention should be focused on1 the leakage into the water system of radio active waste wyhich E51-t

will affect Santa Fess drinking water, sham on yosu. IHasn't Nev,;Mexico had mere titan ita fair share of being

used as a nuclear dump.

I.aasi Ashser
San Franicisco.



Asmerom, Yemane, Commenter ID No. T52 T52-I The preferred alternative does represent a consolidation of the waste inventory at suitable and
protective disposal facilities.

T52-2 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500--1508), DOE analyzed the range of reasonable
disposal methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole,
and above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS,
WIPP, and the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined
that it was reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating
radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating
geologic repository.
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MR. aROwN: Okay. Our next speaker is Yemane

Asmerom, and he will be followed by Joseph Wealer.

buR. ASMERO1:' Thank you so much. I'm afraid.

l ~m not going to be as coherent as- the preceding

speaker. I'm here to speak~as~a citizen, even though

my training is in (inaudible) chemistry. I work with

•rdooie.aei~v.l~~onincer,~~ ..-

believe the waste in question, at least the comaercial

stuff,' is essential. Sooner or later, most of us are

going to help reduce that and I do agree, rI think,

consolidation is going to be very important, both for

national security reasons and other inventory

considerations.

The profound concern Ihave, though,. isthe ....

way, at least from my reading, the sites wore selected.
865A88.DBPO

wwtvw.Capital Rep or tingCornpany.rom

T52-1.

T52-2



Asmerom. Yemane. Commenter ID No. T52 (cont'd

Capital Rptopr~iiig Conmpany •

I If you look at all the sites: Hanford, Savannah Tiiver,

2 the Nevada test site, Los Alastos, the WItSP project --

.1 have snothng i n a.mno no it relates to suitability of

4 waste. Each of them caae about either because of

S personal historical accident. LOs Alan, s happened to

hob thu purnono -- thu first --" you knouw, - thu situ in

7 "which people spent suseoers there.

0The Savannah River camne about because ther-e

9wnn n noud for unnrgy for fuel pruduutios,t samea thing T52-2
(Cont.)

10 fdr, Hlanford. Arguably, -'the HIYPP pr~oject is probably -

II the only. one that one chouldsa~y thav'e w¢as exhaustive

11 nod ugtu~nnive, ntody for nsiom an•punt of guulog~icat with

12 repository purposes. •Anti, so, I think funndusentaliy,

14 just simply selecting these sites because they ware

15 accideotly sort of chosen for other reawons is kind of

l"like heinq drafted into the ol~d Saris Runlsan Army,

17. once you're drafted, you're drafted for ever~'hing and

to any uontingenuy, and as lung as you live.

IS (Laughter)

20 MR. AER•Ot4 And, i think there is a very,

21 very important issu~e of, I think, u1tewards•hip anti in~nun

22 ot justice here. You can walk or drive a few miles

866.488.DDPO
wwwv•.Capita(Repor tingComp army.tom



Asmerom, Yemane, Commenter ID No. T52 (cont'd) T52-3 See response to T52-2. In addition to the above, in the selection of the preferred alternative,DOE considered a variety of factors including seismic, cultural resources, environmental and
human health impacts (see Section 2.9).

Capital Reporting Company 12

1west of here or north of here, and what you'll find is

2 negligence and lack of stewardship in the service of

a the country wh~en it was needed.

4 We located most of our mining activities

5 second to -- you know, in the second -- in the country

6 and now we're left with (inaudible) "of. abandoned mine

7 and waste (inaudihle). The people of Southern New

a8 Mexico graciously -- nat al), of then, .but at least --

9 accepted th6" WIPP project, end that's the only. one', in

10 fact, in the country that .(inaudible).% Unlike, for

II example the (inaudible).Mountain -Pfoject in which there

12 was over 30 years •of study justz because the Mouse,'--'

13 the Senate majority didn't want it, that's~essentially

14 Over. . .,". .. .. .

1is So, in a sense, as a Mew Mexican, I feel, we-

16 are yed heing asked to~then again simply be the dumping

17 ground" for essential waste, I have to say. And,

is don't think it's just and simply doesn't make sense to
• T52-319 isa. Specifically, about Los Alamos, I feel very, very

20 insecure. To locate a site in which it's going to be

21 built in freshly erupted tough (ph), a few thousand

22 years old, in a tectonically active area, in a
866.488.DEPO
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Asmerom. Yem ane. Commenter ID No. T52 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company 13

.i watershed that feeds into the essential drinking water

2 systemi for all the urban centers of Mew Mexico, and

3 that's affected by periodic catastrophic fire.

4 cannot for the life of me think that there is no other

more suitable piece in the country.

6SO, I really, with al~l due. respect, ask the Cot.)-

7 Department of Energy to go back and look at ali

8potential suitable sites across this country. This is

9 a national issue. This is a national activity and I

10 think in Mexico, we've done 6ur due burden end it's

* i about tine others also share. As I aaid, .1 ame not

Co
"N 12 anti-nuclear in any shape, or form, especially when it•

i3 comes to nuclear medicine. Thank you so mucht and you-

14 know, I appreciate that you're giving us this chanCe to

is talk to you.

16 MR, BROWN: Okay. Thanks a lot-.

.-%



Atkins, Karla. Commenter ID No. W6

From: gtcceiswebmaster@anLgov
Sent: 'Wednesday, May 04, 2011 10.04 AM
To; maiLgtcceisarchives; gtccciswebmaster@anI.gev; gttceis@ant.gov
Subject: Greater-than-Class-C Low- Level i•dionctise Waste EiS comment 6TCc1.0006
Attachmentm, GTCCIoterGTCCIOOOS6Atf

Thank you for your comment, Karla Atkins.

The comment t ra¢iting number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1006. 'Please refer to the commeet

trac king numiber In alt correspondents rolating• to this comment.

Comasent Date: May 4. 2011 10;03:31AM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C 1.ow-Level Radioactive Waste SIS Draft Comment; GTCCI0OO6i

First Name: Itaria
Middle initial: S
Last Name: Atkins
Address: 124 Pases Peoasco
City: Los Alamos
State: NM
ZIp: 87344
Country: USA
Emailh k~atklntl0tlco mca st.net•
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name oraddress from public record
Attachment: G5TCCletter.r tf

Questions ahout submitting comments over tire Web? Contatt us at: etccelswebmautor~ianl~eov or rail the Greater-
Than-Claus-C Low-tevel Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Atkins. Karla. Commenter ID No. W6 (cont'd) W6-1 Human health impacts to workers is one of several factors that were considered in thedevelopment of the preferred alternative (see Section 2.9 of the EIS).

W6-2 The site-specific environmental factors identified by commenters such as surface and ground
water contamination, cultural resources, and accidents (e.g., fire) were evaluated in the EIS.
The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying the preferred

alternative presented in the Final EIS.

W6-3 The site-specific environmental factors including socioeconomics were evaluated in the EIS as

Karla tkinsappropriate. See Section 8.2.6. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in

KarlPae Atknasc identifying the preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.

Los Alamos, NM 87544

k.atkins'~i0corncast~net
Tel 505 862-5162

May 3, 2011 .
"Greater-Than-Class C Low-Level RadiOactive Waste 296
Office of Technical and Regulatory Support (EM-43)
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585-O119

To Whom It May Concern:

As a long time resident of Los Alamos and a former employee of Los Aiamos National
Laboratory (LANL), I oppose the disposal of GTCC radioactive waste at LANL
Having been employed at LANL during a time when a series of serious accidents w6-l
occurred despite a rigorpous culture that is focused on safety. I em convinced that
mishaps are always possibie.

•I am specifically opposed to implementing a GTCC waste disposai facilty at Los Alamos
for the rollowing reasons:

.•LANL is located on top of the Pajarito Plateau with drainage Into the Rio Grande.
-.~Millons of peoplefive downstream and are thereforepolenfially'affected~by water----------.......

contameination generated at LANL. Though I am not a hydrologist, locating a
permanent nuclear waste repository at a high• elevation appears to defy common sense. W6-2

*The EIS identifies tire as a serious risk for nuclear accidents at a GTCC site. In Los
Alamos, Ihe potential for natural disasters caused by ,wildftres isa constant concern.

*LANL's core mission depends on the attraction and retention of world class scientists.
Location of a permanent nuclear waste facility here risks inducing some scientists to
select alternative employers.

*Under direction of the DOE, Los Alamos County has for many years been promoting
economic development in Los Alarnos so that the community here is not exclusively
dependent on DOE funds. The 216 estimates that locating a 01CC waste disposal W6
site here would create only 530 lobs at LANL. it neglects to address immediate and w-
long-temri offsettirng socioeconomic c'onselquences that could resuilt from Imnporting
nuclear waste from all over the country. Note that tourism is one of very few
non-government industries In Northern New Mexico.



Atkins. Karla, Comm enter ID No. W6 (cont'd) W6-4 The site-specific environmental factors identified by commenters including cultural and
archaeological sites, threatened and endangered species, and other factors were evaluated in the
ELS as appropriate. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying
the preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.

W6-5 Comment noted.

"The Los Alamos area is one of unique natural beauty. "Precious archaeological sites
are prevalent; some are on DOE land. Wildlife abounds in the area, including several
threatened and endangered species. An ideal climate, nmiles of hiking trails, a local
ski hill, and Bandetter National Monument offer a rich environment for nature lovers and
outdoor recreation. Given these factors, Los Alamos is pot an apptoprdale location for
permanent nuclear waste disposal.

Thank you for considering my concerns. I also appreciate your inclusion of Input from
our neighboring Native American pueblos in the EIS.

Sincerely,
Kane Atkins

W6-4

W6-5

0

0

0

'-4.



Bacon. David. Commenter ID No. T106

•.Capita! Reporting Company 9

]a negative way, and so using radioactivity that is

2 natural in an unhealthy way is sickening, and we're

3 dying from it. So let's.stop that madness now.

4 S$ "gooda" (phonetic).

5 MR. BROtWN: Fines Thank you.

6 (Applause. )

7 R;' BROWN2 David Bacon and Thea Speeth, I

gbelieve, is after you. Fine. .-

9 HR. BACON: I'm David Bacon.

° 0 Part of me has to admit I always. think of

Ii Hlomer Simpson at thes'e things, you-know,.just the total

12 duffus, aspect of what we' re-doing- because we throw away

12 in this:country, 60 percent of bur~energy%' We just

14 waste it. It's thrown away• ':•' '

1S The Four Corners Coal •Plant •only produces 33

16 percent of the energy that they. burn• The other 70

17 percent is just thrown away.

II With nuclear we don't really know what that

- 9 figure is. We don't know how inefficient nuclear is,

20 but it's inefficient at every level of its existence,

2! from the mining, from the processing.

22. The original nuclear plant in Hanford still -

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCoonpany~cosn



Bacon. David. Commenter ID No. T106 (cont'd) TI06-1 The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed disposal
alternaives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE has
determined that there are safe and secure alternaives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and

GTCC-Iike wastes.

Capital Reporting Company

1 which was built to supply the Manhattan Project to make

2 the bomb -- when you put a scintillometer on coyote

3scat in Hanford it just goes off the charts. It's that

4 bad still..

We're at a process where nuclear has poisoned

6 so much of the earth, the air, the water and our bodies

7 that this is' an~ addition that is so outrageous that DOE T106-1

is coming and saying,,"Well, wa've got a little more

9waste.' We need to put it somewhere. So can we Just

Is dump it there?" ,

ti .. The alternatives, well, I was at Jeff •

12 Singaman's Committee on Global Warming in the Colorado.

13 River Basin and the Rio Grande River basin yesterday,

14 and it was clear from that testimony that we're

is crashing and burning, and we're crashing and~burning

16' hard. It's clear that we're facing serious, serious.,

17 problems now in our. river basins with climate change,.>.

is I think that aingeman, if he just took the six

19 "billion that's going to go. into C14RR and put it into a

20 ten-year plan to create restorative solutions, we could

21 do it with that much money. That would be $600 million

22 a year to create clean energy, to restore grasslands,
866.488.DEI'O

www.CapitalRepor timgCompany.com



Bacon. David. Commenter ID No. T106 (cont'd) T 106-2 The concern about added cost to kilowatt hour because of nuclear power plant waste is outside
the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable

the selection ofra safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-

like wastes.

Capital Reporting Company 9

Ito restore our waters, to restore everything that we

2 need .to restore, our farmlands, to survive.

3 It's very little moneys but that's going into

4 a giant chunk of concrete and a completely needless"

$ bomb production facility. Thc waste that we're talking

6 about just to have DOE hold'theae heerings end, just to

TI 06-2
7 have DOE be looking at shipping this much waste to our

a communities, whet does that add to the cost of the

9 kilowatt hour witIh nuclnar.power plants?

I0 WK~ve never known how expensive nuclear power

II plants are- because they're all designed to run to ,

.12 failure. There's no, other way they can fun. •We've

13 already seen* it in 0dkushMna;which, .granted, had some

14 outside influences. All our nuclear plants are going.

Is to run to failure.

16 Los' Alamos has run to failure for years now.

17 It has just hidden that fact with massive~ amounts of

I8 money, massive amounts of PR, massive amounts of
TI 06-2

19 meetings like this, massive amount of, as Kathy said, (Cont.)

20 trying to bury the truth.

21 When we look at clean solutions which are

22 sustainable, there's no need tO lie about them.

866.488.DEPO
wvww.CapitaIRepor tingCompany~com



Bacon. David, Commenter ID No. T106 (cont'd) TI 06-3 The benefits of alternative energy are outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of whichis to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or alternatives

for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Information on DOE's solar programn
can be found on the Internet at www.eere.energy.gov/topics/solar.html.

Capital Reporting Company 9

• I There's no need to lie about solar panels, solar

2 thermal. There's no need to lie about the biomass

3 resources that we have in the forests in northern New

4 Mexico. The jobs that could be created putting people TI06-3

$to work creatilng sustainable solutions in energy,

0grassland restoration, austainable farming are off the

Icharts basically, but we're not putting our money

Sthere.

9 We're still wrapped up in these kinds of

10 situations where we're talking about an energy

ii generation situation that was doomed from the get-go,

12 and it has just been 65 years of massive PR end money

13 thrown into trying ,to. claim that it's all okay.

14 kIN. BROWN: Okay. One minute left.

13 'MR. BACON: We have to, I think, I feel, and I

16 know we all feel this way; take the money that we've

I1 thrown into this nuclear rat hole and put it now into a

1s different situation. We have to put it into restoring

19 the planet.

20 ?We're going to be facing drought situations

21 that are beyond anyone's comprehension. If we don't

22 start getting ready for that situation right now and if
866.488.DEPO

wwwv.CapitalReportingCompany.com



Dacon. u~avsu. commenter ID) No. T106 (cant'd) T106-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside thescope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes.

Capital Reporting Company 100

I we don't start putting money right on the ground in our

2 cosmmunities with people that know about their own local

2 5Watersheds, thoir own local needs, then weore goinq to

4 fail as a species, and it's going to be-a bad failure.

S I fenel like all of us should be insisting now

Sthat not one more nickel be put into anything new in

? nuclear power, that it all he put into stopping this [06-4

sprocess, cleaning up what we have, and then creating

9 the solutions that we all know. As you said, Clarissa,

I0 it's not something that hasn't bean-.known for hundreds,

•II and hundreda of years.

12 We have to insist now though that this become

13 the new way the neparteent of Energy spends our tee

14 dollars, flor~legitimate reclamation and life giving

1s solutions.

16 Thank you.



Bader, Gregorv. Commenter ID No. W33 W33-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

From: .gtcceiswebmaster@aol.9ov
Sent.: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 12:11 AM
To: gtcceiswebmastet'@anl.gov
Subject: Receipt: Greoter'-Than-Ctass-C Low- Level Radioactive Waste ESS commen~t G'TCC1CO33

Thank you foryVOUr comment. Gregory Bader.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GlCC10033. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: May 18, 2011 12:11:05AM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Levul Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC10033

First Name: Gregory
Middle lnitlal: J
Last Namer Bader
Address:
City.
State
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: eihl~baderarch.com
Privacy Preference: Withheld address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
Stop producing dangerous pollutants and shipping them to Washington Statel I W33-1

Questions about submitting cosmments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelswebmasterntanl.eov or call the Greater-
Than-Class.C fow-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at tB30) 252-5705.



•Bader, Suzanne, Commenter ID No. W273 W273-1 The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks

compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner

based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About

12,600 truck shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW

and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million

km (30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see

Section 6.2.9.1),

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision

on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hantford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: gtcceiswebusast er@avL~gov

Sent: Thursday. June 16. 20O.l 5:57 PM

TO: gtcreiswebmast er@anl.gov

Subjcci .Receipt: Greater-Tthan-Class.C Low.level Radioactive Waste EIS comment GTCC10273

thants you far your com~ment, Suzanne Bader.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCClc273. Please referto the comment

trucking number In all correspondence relating to this comment..

Comment Oate:June 16, 2011 0S:57:06PM CDT

Greater-Than-Ciass-c Low-Level tRodoauctive Waste EIS Draft comment: GTCcS0273

First Name: Sstlattre

Leat Name: Bader
Address: S5515SE Knight Street
city: Portland
Stute: oe
Zip: 97206

Country: USA
Email: suebader'enmsysreetlnet

Privacy Preference: Dan't withhoid name or address from public record

comment Submitted:
IImplore you to do what you can to seep the teaucking of hazardous waste through the columbia River Gorge hefore it

begins. We should not risk any mome contamination than we already have at Hianfored.

Thank you,

Suzanne Bader

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contzact us at: • or call the Great~er-

?han-C~lass-C tow-level Radioactive Weste teS Webmaster et 1630) 252.-5705,

I W273-1



Bagley. Will. Commenter ID No. W528 W528-I DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLR.W disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can he conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

W528-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

From:
Sent;
To:
SubJect:

gtcceiswebmatt ee@enl.gov
Monday, June 27. 2011 10:17 AM
gbtcciswebmaster@aoLgov
Receipt; Greater-Than-Ciost-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCCI052S

Thank you for yeur comment, Witi Bagley.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCI0S2S. Please refer to the comment
trcking number in all corresporutdence relating to thts comment,

Comment Date: June 27, 20t1 10:16:28AM CDT

Greater-Than-Clans-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste RIS Dra lt Comment: GTCC OST28

First Name: Will
Last amen: gagley
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Dear People, I do not want trucks carrying highly radioactive wastes zipping around the US In large (or small numbers). [W528-1
This is a further reason to vate down nuclear fission power plants and have the nettling eones audited. Sincerely, Will I W528-2

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: et ccnlswebmnuast e rlta nlag.n or call the Greater-
"Ohan-Cla ss-C Levi-Level Radioactive Waste gis Webmaster at 16501 :252-57as,



Baker. Mary-Lane. Conmmenter ID No. W437 W437-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would he transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.From:

Sent:
1"o:
Subjcu:t

gtcceiswebmaster@anl~gov
Friday, June 24, 2011 5:55; PM
gtcceiswebmsstnr@anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Clase-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 615 comment GTCC10437

Thank you for your comment, Mary-Lane Baker.

The comment tracking number that hoe been assigned to your comment is GTCCIO4S7. Please refer to the comment
truckIng number in all carrenponsierce relating to this comment.

Comment Dots: Jtune 24. 2011 01:54:4OPM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC10437

First Name: Mary-Latne
Last Name: Baker
Address: 154 Noble Fir
City:" Goldendale
State: WA
Zip: 98620
Country: USA
Pr'ivacyPreference: Don't witlhhold name orattdressfrom public record

Comment Submittled:
Dear- Folks,
We are opposed to truckirg nuclear waste through the Colombia River Gorge to Hanford. This Is not safe and puts the
healthof our coensnity members at risk. As medical professionalswe are already tooawareof the elfectsof nuclearI W437-]

production by-preodcts on our neighbors.
Sincerely,
Mary-Lane Baker

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: 'tcceiswebmaaterl aelnanov or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low- Level Radioactive waste t1S Webmaster at {&30l 252-5705.



Barbuck. Walter. Commenter ID No. T49 T49-1 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the
No Action alternative.

47

MRf. BROWN: 'Thank you.

Okay. Walter Barbuck. W4ho will be followed

by Launce Rake.

Han. DAPJ3UCK: IMy namee is Walter Barbuck, and

I hove -- for this project, I support the No-Aetien

Alternative. I have one cooerent only. The others have

T4-



Barbuck, Walter, Commenter ID No. T49 (cont'd) T49-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-likewastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal Q
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.

_________________________________________________________Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
48 wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

1 been -- some of the others have been discussed, end

2 this is not covered by the DE15.

3 110SS is the only w~ay to go, hardened On-Site

4 Storage. This is the only thing mentioned that's

5 retrievable.•
T49-2

S Once again, it's not discussed in the

7 docement. Surely, a technology has to be discovered

S w~here these items could be retrieved and rendered safe.

9 Once again, I su~pport the comments of the majority of

* 1.0 •the previous speakers.

11 " The end of my remarks.



Bardarson, Karin. Commenter ID No. W531 W53 1-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W531-2 See response to W531-1.

Proton
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gt ccenviebmaster@entgjov
Monday, June 27. 2501 11•s3 AM

.gtcceiswebmastar@ant~gov
Receipt. Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactiv•e Waste Ci$ Comment GTCC10S31

Thank you for your €Omment, Kar in Rardarson.

rihe comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1O5gI. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in nil correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date:June 27, 2011 11:53:11AM COT

Greater-Thon-Claes-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElS Draft Comment: GTCC10531

First Name: Karin
Middle Initial: I.
Last Name: E~ardarson
Organization: cititen of W ashington state
Address: SISS 8ounty Loop
city: Freeland
State: WA
Zip: 98249
Country: USA
Email: kaprlnvoicelagmail.com -

privacy Preference: Den't withhold name or address from pablic record

Comment Submitted:
Dear Sir or Madam:

lens vehemently opposed to the eddition of Extremely Ra dioactfive Waste to Harstortd. It Is impossible to CLEAN UP

Hanford while burying more HIGH-LEVEL nuclear watto, the increased contamination leetis of thet ground water and IW531I-1
increased degradation of citizen's Ihealth is not acceptable.

Stop this plen NOWI

Sincerely,

Karin Bawdarson
Freeland, Washingcon

How can we clean up Hantford and protect the columbia if" USDOE imports and buries watte with neorly an much JW3-

radioactivity at in oil of Hanlford's Highs-Level Niuclear Waste Tanks?I



Bardarson, Karin. Commenter ID No. W531 (cont'd)

Your Voice Stands Between Oar Children and 12.,000 Truckloads of Extremely

Even without an accident or terrorist attack, hundreds of cancers wit be caused from trucklng these wastes to Hanford IW53 1-3

throutsh Portland, Salem, Spjokane... and the groundwater ftowtng into the Columbia will be contaminated even mur I
Questions about submlttlng comments over the Web? Contact us at: •etesemastere~anIgov or call the Greater-
Than'Class-C Low-Level Radlouctive Wuate EIS Webmaster at [630) 252-5705.

W53 1-3 The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatoty requirements and past experiences. About
12,600 truck shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million
km (30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see
Section 6.2.9.1).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017). The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments
than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting
estimated impacts for that program (now terminated) were much greater than those given in
this EtS. The same types of analyses were done in both the GNEP PEtS and this EIS, but no
LCFs are expected to result from transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-Iike wastes to
the potential disposal sites considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment
numbers (see Section 6.2.9.1).



Barger. Stuart. Commenter ID No. T83 T83-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope ofwhich is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
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MR.. BROWqN: Okay.. rine, thanks.

Okay. Stuart js next, and he will be followed

'by Penny Truitt. '

MR. BARGER: Good evening. My name is Stuart

Berger. I live in La Pueblo, New Mexico. i'm a•""

downwinder.

,By, the way, 12,000 .cubic meters is a space the

size of this room, .for those of you that are doing the

math.

First of ali, I think we ought to just stand

up and say, "Stop producing radioactive waste." Yes, I"

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportlngCompany.comi

Tt3-l



Bartter. Stuart, Commenter ID No. T83 (cont'd) T83-2 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, INL, LANL,
NNSS, and SRS. The ongoing cleanup efforts at these sites will continue as planned.

T83-3 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.
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know that's not a part of this environmental impact

statement, but thle emperor has no clothes.

One side effect of this is the medical

industry will scream that our health is being imperiled

because they cannot use radioactive isotopes for your-

annual MRI. Good. Maybe that will speed the process

up.. It's 26 years now that the federal government has

accepted responsibility for the disposal of radioactive

waste, and were reviewing a draft environmental impact

statement. That's how far we've gotten in 26 years.

No one can guarantee that any knbwn or

proposed disposal method will be effective for the next

10,000 to 50,000 yea~rs. The 1fIPP site will move 15

feet east during that time.

Step number two, let's clean up all the

existing sites-firat. .How can we Continue to produce

radioactive waste at these sites when we're not even

cleaning up what's there now?

* Don't transport radioactive waste from one

site to another." You saw on the screen from DOE that

there's something like 11,000 vehicular trips or 33,000

vehicular trips. Excuse me. New Mexico has the

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com
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Barlger. Stuart. Commenter ID No. T83 (cont'd) T83-4 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

T83-5 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the invcntory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. The technologies and
alternatives suggested for evaluation are not within the reasonable range of alternatives for
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Other concerns or programs suggested for
DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of the EIS and do not meet the purpose
and need for agency action stated for this EIS.

T83-6 Comment noted.
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highest DWI .rate in the nation and you're expecting

three non-radioactive fatalitiea from those trips for

those state? I don't think so.

And for, God's sake, don't allow commercial

companies to take care of their own~radioactive waste.

Are we going to trust Halliburton?" Are we going to,'

trust BP? I mean, it's hard enough 1:o trust the :

government,.which I don't, but at least we can hold you

accountable.

tILaughter.}

MR. BARGCR: Choose the~method of c~ntainment

or disposal best suited then for each aite, and.perhaps

we ought to direct appropriate fonda tow4ard scientific

resources to~investigate'transmutation so that the fact

of trying to contain and dispose of this radioactive

stuff that we chemically or scientifically degrade it.

Why are we waiting ten to 50, 000 years for it to self-

degrade?

Now, in direct contradiction to all of those

statements, I have a proposed alternative. I don't

think we can just say "Nimbi" or let you all figure it

out. This is my alternative? to build an above grade

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingComspany.comi
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Bargzer. Stuart. Commenter ID No. T83 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

Ivault on the Nall in Washington. D.C. T83-6
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Barnard, Douglas, Commenter ID No. W208. W208-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From: 9tcceia,,,ebmast er@anLgov
sent: Thurfsday, June 16,.2011 t:.26 AM
To: gtcceiswebmuster@ant~gav
Subject: Receipt: Greaier-Than-Class-C Low-Level Rudioactive Waste !t5 Comment GTCC102O8

Thank you fror your comment. Douglsd Barnard.

The comment tracking number that hus been assigned to your commont is GTCCX0208. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correupondence relating to this comment.

Comment Dote: Juno 16. 2021 09125:17AM COT

GreateroThannCluss-C Low-level Rtadioactive Woste hIS Dratt comment: GTcC1020B

Filet Name: Douglsd
Middle Initial: A
test Name: Barnard
Address: 611 Columbia
City: Lyle
State: WA
Zip: 05633
Country; USA
Email: elb•elh •oe~e
Privacy Preference: Due~t withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
due to the potential danger oftiransporting radioactive waste thrun the Gorge I am against this Idea.

Questions about submitting comments ever the Web? Contact us at: et cceluwebmnast e rcj•_ei gg or cull thm Greater-
ThanCloss.C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EiS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

SW208-1



Barrrett, Floy J.. Commenter ID No. L406
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=lL406-3

L406-1I DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended

by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than

TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new

facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing

and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for

Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for

the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides

provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this

Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,

Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to

modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and

conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA

as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation

and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)

and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS

evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal

environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and

transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero

because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation

doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In

addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC

LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require and site-specific NEPA review, including further

characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the

proposed packaging for disposal.

L406-2 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act

(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of G3TCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate

alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No

Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating

facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process

that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal

site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the

EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more

centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to

managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on

compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

L406-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the

scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the

selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes.



Barrett. Floyd. Commenter ID No. T59
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* MR. BROWN: Okay, I guess our next speaker kSs

Floyd Barrett, and William Radford will follow Floyd.

MS. BARETT: I've been in Mew Mexico since

1969, and i've been a teacher of young children for all

of those years. And I'm really concerned about our
866.8&DEPO

www.Capi talRepor tingCompany.com



Barrett, Floyd, Comnienter ID No. T59 (cont'd) T59-l DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently allowed by law for
disposal at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-5 79 as
amended by P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste
other than TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting
a new facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to
proposing and evaluating alternatives that are currently allowed by law. Furthermore, the
Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of
New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may
change and provides provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states:
"The parties to this Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to
applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or
both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a
review of the terms and conditions."
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children, because they can't absorb the kinds of

radioactire pollution that adults can, and is this

going to affect them for a long time?

So I'd like to speak in their behalf, and

because of the current -- I'm going~to speak about this

particular DEIS, and the current regulations say that

the GTCC waste should be disposed in a~geologic

repository. Since WIPP is the only. geological.

repository in.New Mexico and it is only certified to

hold transatlantic.waste, New Mexico cannot accept" OTeC

waste. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission. has

determined that spent nuclear•'fuel cam be stored at

commercial reactors for up to 100 years, so the GTCC

waste could also remain at the site of production and

at least for that time~period, 100 years.

The best solution at present would be to atop

generating any more of that waste, close down --

(applause) -- close down all the current old nuclear

power plants and build no more.. They are too hazardous

and dangerous for all living things. Chernobyl is

still" releasing radioactive waste 25 years after its

first disaster, and they are still 600 million Euros

866.488.DEPO
Swww.CapitaIleporfingCompany.com

T59-I

T 59-2

IT59-3

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA review, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

T59-2 Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action altemnative.

T59-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.



Barrett, Floyd, Commenter ID No. T59 (cont'd) T59-4 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.
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short of funds needed to finish a containment structure"

for the Chernobyl reactor today. So how can it ever be

safe? It can't.

SO I would like to submit that for the time

being, that all, of this GTCC waste be kept at exactly

where it was produced at those commercial plants end"

leave it there for 100 years,. and in'that apace of

time, maybe we'll come to some realization of a better

place to start. And I 'would also like to say that I

don't think any of it should be transported across the

state. Thank you.

T59-4



Baruch.DuncnG.,Con enter IDNo.W34 W394-1 The disposalmethods and sites evaluatedin theEIS representthe range of reasonable l
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. In this GTCC EIS, DOE -"

analyzed a range of disposal methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench,

intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford

Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial

locations.

From: gtcceiuswebmaster,@anl.gov
Sent'. Thursday. June 23, 2011 5:57 PM

To: glcceiswebmaster@ant 9oa
Subject: Receipt: Great er-Thun'-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCCI03St4

Thank you for your comment, Duncan 8aructs,

The comment tracking number that has been asstgned to you~r comment is GSTCCIO394. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all cerrespandence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 23, 201l 05:56:231'M COT

G'e 0t er-Tha n-Ciass-Z Low-L~evel Rladioactive Waste EtS Draft Comment: 6TCC10394

First hName: Duncan
Middle Initial: G
L~ast Name: Bacech
Address: 4502 5W Pasadena Street
City: Portlfund
State: OR
Zip: 97219-7280
Country: USA
femah: ce2.Sclec~emaii.com ,
Privacy Preference: Oonet withhold name or address from psblitc record

Comment Submitted:
Highly toxic, long-term tonic waste must not under any circumstances be transported or stored near where me live, W394-1

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ntcreiswebmasterF~anleos or call the Greater- l

Than.Class-C Low-tevel Radioactive Waste EtS Webmaster at (630) 232-3705.

S



Bates. Roger, Commenter ID No. W309 W309-I DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, and the ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue. As stated in the Hanford TC&WM EIS, the receipt of offsite
waste streams (including GTCC LLRW) that contain specific amounts of certain isotopes,
specifically iodine-129 and technetium-99, could cause an adverse impact on the environment.
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hantford at least until WTP is operational. These factors were considered in developing DOE's
preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, as discussed in
Chapter 2 of the EIS.

W309-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sents
To:"
Subject:

gtcceiavebmnaater@anltgoe
Saturday, June 10. 2011 S:59 PM
gtccelswebmaster@anl~gov
SReceipt: Greater-Than.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment tITCC I0t0

Thanltyou for your comment, Roger Bates.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCi0309. Please refer to the comment

tracking numnber in alt correspondesce relatigngat this commn'ent.

comment Date: June 18, 2011 o5:58:2ePM cDT

Greater-Thun-Class-C tow-Level Radloactive Waste EIS Draft comment: 6TCC10309

FirSt Name: Roger
Last Name: Bates
Address: 16644 NW Paisley Dr
Address 1: 16644 NIW Paisley Dr
city: Ileaverton
State: OR
Zip: 97O06-5262
Country: USA
Emnail: ceernribates~ut
privacy Preference: Don't withhold naame or address from public r'ecord

Comment Submitted:
Secretary Chue and Mr. Edelman:

Please remove the Hanfo rd Nucleir Re senration from the U.S. Department of Ene rgy's list of candidate sites fo ra
permanent nuclear waste dump site to store tadisactive materials coming from across the United States. Hanford In the
werong place to transport and dispose of more ihighly dangerous radioactive mater'ial.

W309-1
The Hanford site Is already far to heavily contoaminated and poses a significant threat to communities, suds as Potland,
down stream of Hanford.

We need less nuclear wast at Hanford. not more. W309-2

Questiont about submnitting comments over the Web? Contact un at: etcceiswehwasier~lanl.ros or call the Greater-
'Than-Class-C Loea--Level Ra dioactive Wasto EtS Webmaaster at 16101 2SZ-5705.



Baxter. Lisa. Commenter ID No. W34 W34-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: Otcceiswahmaater@anln~gov
Sent; Wednesday. May/18,.2011 7:50AM
To: gtccevsebmastet@aeLgo,
Sublect Receipt: Geater-Than-Claas-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ff5 Comment GTCClcO34

Thank yaufor Your comment, Uisa Baster.

The comment traching number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTcc10034. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: May 18, 2011 07:4t9:37AM COT

Greater-Than-Class-c Low-level RadioactIve Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC1O034

First Name: Lisa
Last Name: Baster
Address:
Cith
State:
Zip~
Country: USA
Email: flat enuel 2 ll•hot mall com
PrivaCy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

comment Submitted:
Clean Up firstiNo to mare nuclear waste at Hianfordli W34-l

Questions about submitting comment s over the Wets7 contact us at: etc•ceiswehmastercpanl.eov or call the Greater-
Than-class-c Lom-Level Rtadioactiva Waste OlS Webmaster at (630) 252-3705.



m

Bay, Scott D., Commenter ID No. W492 W492-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonablealternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. In this GTCC EIS, DOE
analyzed a range of disposal methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench,
intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford
Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP and the WIIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial
locations.

From: gtceeiswebmaateertanligov
Sent: Sunday. June 26. 2031 11:46 AIM
To: gtccaiswebmnster@anl~gov
Subject, Receipt: Greater-Than-Ctass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste hiS comment GTCC10492

Thank you foryour comment, Scott Bay.

*rtsn comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10492. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.,

comment Dlate: June 26, 2011 11:45:22AM CDT

Great er-Thta n-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EiS Dralt comment: GTCC10492

First Name: Scott
Middle Initial: D
Last Name: Bay
State: Oil
Zip: 97068
Country: USA
tEmalh dscotthay@yahno.com
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted: W492-1

NOT IN OREGOONI

Questions about submitting comments over tlre Web? Contact us at: ptcceiswebmnster40anlov. or cul the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Rtadinactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Beamer, Kelley. Commenter 1ID No. W182

From:
Sents

To;
Subject:

gtceeisvebmast er @anI.gov
Wednesday. June 15, 2011 11:45 PM
gtceeisweb master @anl~gov
Receipt: Grealer-Than.Class-C Loss-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC1OI82

WI182-1 The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatoty requirements and past experiences. About
12,600 truck shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million
km (30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see
Section 6.2.9.1). Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be
on preferred routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state
routing agency in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D).

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017). The GNEP PETS involved many more shipments
than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting
estimated impacts for that program (now terminated) were much greater than those given in
this EIS. The same types of analyses were done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no
LCFs are expected to result from transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-Iike wastes to
the potential disposal sites considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment
numbers (see Section 6.2.9.1).

Thankyoutfor your commrent Kelley Beamer.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is tsTCC1018;. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: Juno 15. 2011 11:48:22PM COr

Greater-Than-class-C Low-Level Radioactive Watte EIS Draft Comment: GTCC1OI82

Pin~t Name: IKelley
Middle Initial: A
Last Name: Reamer
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Dloat withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
-The columbia gorge is a national treasure and something special to be protected far generations to come. The US
Department of Energy" has recently proposed Irackiag highlfy radioactive waste to the Hanford site in Washington state.
The shipments wvould travel through the Columbia Iliver Gorge. That's 1,2et0 to 2,520 trucks of radioactive waste pasting
through the Gorge near homes, schools, critical wildlife habitat and the columbia River.

GTCC waste it dangerous to human health and t he environment for more tha n 500 years. A 2008 Department of Energy
study predicts over 800 adult cancer deaths along the trucking routes us a result of radiation leaking from the trucks
durlng normal operation, even if no accidents ocouri

An accident resulting la the spillage of highly radioactive w.aste wvoeld he catastrophsic for the Columbia River Gorge and
"Its residents.

t am personally trucking this issue and loraing to yoa to STOP this proposal now.

Qucuttont about sabmittieg comments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelswehpmasterikaniLsov or call the Greater=
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Wehmaster at {630) 2S2-570S.

W182-1



Beebe. Craig, Cornmenter ID No. W379 W379-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.From:

Sent:
To:
Sbjectn:

9lcceivwabmaster@anl.govThursday. lane 23, 2011 4:32 PM
glccaiuwebmaster@ani~gov
Receipt: Grcattr-Trhan-class-C tow-level Radioactive Waste OS Commenti GTCCIG379

Thank you for your comment, craig geebe.

The comment trucking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTcCtI079. Please refer to thu comment
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.

commert Date: June 25, 2011 04:31:SOPM CaT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 115 Draft Comment: GTCCIOI7P

First Name: craig
Middle Initial: W
Last Nam~e: Beebe
Addiress:
City:
state"
Zip:
Count ry: IuSA
Email: rrau•laebeig.a{jig
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Commernt Submit~ted:
Oear Secretary Chu and Mr. Edeiman:

For Oregonians, the Columbia Gorge is a sacred place, as it has been for Native Americans for thoasaeds of years. it it a
place we go to hike, bike, camp, and view f~antastic natural splendor. We bring oat-o f-town visitors to ahow off the
beauty of the Northwest, and we shop and play in the lt~tle towns that dot both sides of the Columbia Riser.

25 years ago, Congress moved to protect the astonishing beauty of the Gorge by creating tihe Columbia Gorge National
Scenic Area. It is a moaor economic engine as well us a natural treasure.

Trhat's why it's so disturbing to hnear that the Department of Energy to considering a plan that would truck radioactive

maserials throsghs she Gorge, as part of a plan to make the Hanford Site a radioactive waste depositary. Having grown up
In eastern Washington. Ilam very concerned about the effects thit could have on the Inland arean of the Northwveot.
Hanford should be cleaned up, not espanded.

Bat even if Hanford Is expanded (and I understand the challenges of disposing of radioactive wvasse, which is why we
Should create less of in in thy first pisce), you must fied alternative means of transporting waste to the site. II an accident
were to happen la the Gorge. it could devastate the oawl environment AtD economy forever, harming local populations
and regional weii-heing. T"he risks are simply too great. Please turd another means to dispose of and transport nuclear
waste.

W379-I



Beebe, Craig. Comm enter ID No. W379 (cont'd)

I hope you will do Ihe rtght thing, And the neat time you are In Oregon, piease come hike in the Gorge, and see for W379-I
yourself why It should rightly be considered one ofour nation's greatest scenIc treasuren. (Cont.)

Questions about srabrottilng comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceiswebnmasterdnanleov or call the Greater-
Than-Clast-C Low-Level Rndtoactlve Waste EIS Webmester at (630j 252-57O5,
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MR. BROWN: Thank you. Dory Buoting is

passing, so~ the next speaker will be Williem Rooms, if

you're ready? And he will be followed by Chelsea

Collonga.

MR. BEENS:• Thenk you, Mr. Admin, for

T66-1 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated hy atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require site-specific NEPA review, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

10 administering this hearing end allowing the people of

I1 New Mexico to express -- one of the rare opportunities

12 to express. the dismay with regard to the actions taken

13 previously and'those to come by the DOA regarding the

14 WIPP site outside Carlsbad.

IS My name is William Beams. t've been in New

16 Mexico 30 years. Most of that time I've worked as an

17 early childhood education instructor. And there's been

Is some mention made of youth, and I look out on a whole

19 lot of white hair, and I'm not quite there. But I was

20 recently at a men's group where we deemed ourselves

2! White Men with White acards. I''ie bowe heore before,

22 and I've talked when it just used to he the WZPP
866.488.DEPO

www.Capial Repor tingCompany.com

T66-1



Beems, William, Commenter ID No. T66 (cont'd)
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Shearings, and I'm glad to be here to~continue to let

2 you know how wrong, how wrong your thoughts are taking (Cont.

3 you. I'm sorry. I aml sorry.

4 The children I work with ere five, six

5 years old. They're filled with innocence, filled with

6 innocence. .They don't hevoea tiny, tiny clue as to

7 what actions the people here in this room are okaying,

B saying that's going to be an okay thing -- don't worry.

9 Don't nobody worry; it's okay. But you know, I work

10 with the children who are a let closer to the children

II there, like they talk about seventh generation. And

22 I'm sorry; I hope you can reconsider. I hope you can

13 'understand the wayward manner that you proceed, because

14 it's killing our children, end I cannot reiterate

15 enough how much there just needs to be no more

T66-I
16 additional GTCC waste sent into this state to travel (Cont.)

17 across the byways that the general public share, nor

I8 deposited here. Thank you.



Bice. Sarah. Comm enter ID No. W27

I'romrr
Sent.'
To:
Subjerta

gtcceits'ebmastter@anLgoa
Sunday, May 15, 2011 9:04 PM
gtcceiswebmaster@anl.gov
Receipt: Gr eater-thsn-Ctassu-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ESS C~omment G3TCCIOO27

W27-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W27-2 The transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. The transportation of radioactive
waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory requirements that promote the protection
of human health and the environment. These regulations include requirements for radioactive
materials packaging, marking, labeling, placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The
waste shipments would be on preferred routes, which are interstate highways or alternative
routes designated by a state routing agency in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part
397, Subpart D). The GTCC wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and
transportation casks. The robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive
and chemically hazardous material under the severest of accident conditions.

W27-3 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hantford Site and has made
considerable progress in reducing the risk the site poses to the health and safety of workers, the
public, and the environment.

Thank you for your comment, Sarah Bire.

The commenat tracking number that han been assigned to your comment is G'tCCltO0l7. Please refer to the comment
tracksing number tn all correspon~dence relating to thit comment.

comment Date: May IS, 2021 09:04;D3PM CDT

Grester-Than.Clasn-C: tow-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCSC027

First Name: Sarah
Middle tnitial: L.
Last Name: Bice
Address: 4905 SW Dakota Ave
City: Corvallis
State: OR
Zip: 9733.3
Country: USA
Email: vfshice~vahsoo~com
privacy Proiefernce: Don't withshotd name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Iurge the US DOE, Sec't Stoven chu, to ban shilptents of radioactive materials to Hanford fur storage.
Hanford in stilt the largest SUPER-FUND site and faces MANY chemtcal and highly radioactive teaks, spills, and waste
atready,
It is dangerous to transport radioactive msaterial on Itan maIn arteries or Oregon. tnterstate Seand ntetestate 34. Both of
these highways are dangeross for cars & trucks. With lot's of untrained drivers IOregon doent not require driver's
education for their new, teenage drivers. Also, there are aot's of careless & dangerous drivers daily under the influenc~e
of drugs. Accidents are not uncommon.
The Hanford endcear inttaltation on the grent Columbia ricer MUST be CLEANED UP not take mare radioactive materials
from other tocations I

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact an at: etrlsemautereant.dnv or call the Greater-
Thsan.Ctass-C Low-tevel Radioactive Waste EIS Webmoaster uc [6301 252-570S.

j W27-t

JW27-2

SW27-3



Blaekwvood, Laurie, Commenter ID No. T78 T8l CmetntdT78-1 Comment noted.

Capital Reporting Company

2' MR. BRO2JN: All right, thanks very much.

3Laurie Blackwood? Go ahead.

4 MS. B3LACKIOOD0: Thank you. My name's Laurie

5Blackwood, and I've been following Helen Caldicottas

6 presentations over the last 30 years, 29 years maybe,

7 and just heard her recently. I hops many of you did,

S too. And she said that there really is no difference

9. between the nuclear weapons industry and the nuclear

10 power industry.

11 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Can you speak a little

12 louder?

13 MS. "BLACKWOOD: "Yeas, can you hear me? .I'm

14 sorry. There we go, about that.

13 U)NIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: That's better.

16 MS. BLACKWOOD: So she said there really is no

37. difference between nuclear power industry anid nuclear

38 weapons industry and I trust her in that. She's very

l9 well educated in this field, and I recommend her books

20vary highly, if folks have not read her books.

21 £ don't know what to do, except try to
T78-1

22 vote for politicinan who will clean up the DoE,

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany~com



Blackivood, Laurie, Commenter ID No. T78 (cont'd)
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!politicians who do not claim to be environmentalists

2 and support nuclear industry, because you cannot be an

3 environmentalist if you support the nuclear industry.

4 They're entirely opposed to each other. And we need to T78-1

5 hold our politicians accountable and get them out of (et

6 office, every single one of them, I think, probably

7 from the state at the federal level, unless someone

8 corrects me on that.

9 •But I think all the representatives and

te senators and of course, the President, they are all

15 against life, as we know it, in terms' of plants, trees,

22 human life, animal life. And I hope that the DoE will

13 •get~a total turnover as we slowly get better

14 politicians, politicians who will represent us and will

i5 be public servants and will hire public servants in th9

16 DoE. Thanks.



Blailse, Sharlane, Commenter ID No. W284 W284-I There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.From:

To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmlltor @Cnl~gov
Thursday. June 26. 2011 11:23 PM

gtcceinwebmuster@anl~goe
Receipt: Greater-Than-Clasu-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTcCC1284

Thank you for your comment, Shartane Slaise.

The comment cracking number that hut bees assigned to your comment in GTCC10284. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all cortespoucdence reiating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 16, 2011 11:22:38PM COT

Greater-Than-Class-C low-Level Rtadiouctive Waste LIS Draft Comment 0TCC10284

First Name: Sharlane
Last Name: Blaise
Country: USA
Privacy Pre~erence: Don't withhold name sr address from public record

Comment Submitted:
The Columbia River Gorge Is a designated scenic urea that should be protected not endangered by' thousands of truck I
louds of radioactive weste. The river, wildlife habitat, and residents are at catastrophic risk. The E15 is insultiident. Pins,. W284-l

Hanford site is already" the mo)st polluted area in the country with old failing containers end eutreme leuking.

Qoestions about submittiag comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceisswehnmsterl• lesor call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.



Block, Jonathan, Commenter ID No. W5 W5-1

W5 -2

The GTCC EIS was prepared in accordance with CEQ and DOE policy and regulations.

The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike waste. Sufficient infonnation is available to support the current decision-
making process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste identified in the EIS. DOE believes that this
EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the basis of an assumed
starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about 6,700 m3 [240,000 if] of
the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory of 12,000 m3 [420,000 if3]) is
projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional 2,000 m3

(71,000 &) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This information is
presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given the length of
time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

gtcceiswebmaster@anligov
Friday. April 29. 201.1 12:01 PM
gt cciswebmaster@anl.6on
SReceipt: Greater-Than-Clasn-C Low-Level Radloactive Waste EtS Comment GICCICO05

Thank you for your comment, Jonathan Block.

The comment trucking number that has been assigned to your comment is GITCCSOOO5. Please refer to the comment
teaching nlumber in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: April129. 2011 12:01:14PM COT

Greater-Than-Class.C Low-Level IRadloanttive Waste 51S Draft Comment: GTCCISOIS

First Nam~e: Jonathan

Middle Initial; M
L~ast Name: Block
Address: 527 Hueddleson Street
City: Santa Pu
State: NM
Zip: 87501
country: USA
Smal:ihlc •l~nai~s
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

comment Submitted:
(:1) The draft E IS does not meet CEO standards far'objectlelty: DOE should have hired an independent c•ontractor
disinterested In promoting the continued generation of nuclear waste.

(2) The draft SiS does nut meet CF:Q standards for examining reasonable alteroatines-e~g.. lack of need for the facility
due to decommissionring all nuclear operattons In the U.S. (this goes to DOEsa unsuitability far conducting thio EIS at all);
leaning the waste In place: placing elhe weaste In regional facilities located as close to the generation sites as possible (but
not necessarily DOE facilitles); reenamining the geologlcal repoaltory data collected in the 35800 that provided a number
of potentiyl sites for this waste shot the Doe did not eaplore hi Sthe draft EIS.

(31 the draft 5IS fails to examine the =greenhouse gas" [Glin) emissions.-despile Eneaotlve Order, CEO and EPA
requirements for such considerations in federal projects. The draft SIS should consider total GH-ls generated under each
of the alternatives. It also fails to compare She 61HGt emissions from leaning wmaste it place in hardened, on-slte storage
[HESS] facilities nersus the 01HG emission~s fr'om moving the w~aste tie., the total GN~s generated from all packaging.
shipping and relocating in each site versus paclsngieg and emplacement In Hess5 facilities an each site erie reglonal
locations.

(4) The draft EI5 has the appearance of 0 declsion already made in favor of the WIPP facility, despite DOS
representatives' claims [and the claima la the draft 51S1 that a decision has not been made--this again goes to DOg's
prejudice, as it appears DOS not only' has prejedged the decision over a site, buttis trying to position; that site to bacome
the ultimate site for all euclear waste la the U.S.

W5-1

W5-2

W5-4

DOE developed this EIS to supportsa decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-
making process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.

The use of Hess and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements. DOE did not evaluate
developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and
cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.

W5-3 The analysis of air quality in the EIS addresses relevant air quality issues including GHG
emissions (see Sections 4.3.1 and 8.2.1 for discussion on WIPP and LANL, respectively). The
use of Hess and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside She scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

W5-4 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. The EIS impact analyses for all alternatives took into
consideration the factors discussed in Section 2.9 for the identification of the preferred
alternative described in Section 2.1I0.



Block. Jonathan. Commenter ID No. W5 (cont'd)

L5} The draft EiS Is inadequate as It falls to utilize the all of iie transportation hanardse data available from the Yucca
Mountain docket, whlch data would also apply to moving 6TCC waste to New Mexico [tomi around the U.S.

Questions: about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us ait: e~tcceiswebrnastertianl gov or call the Greater-
Thon-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webesoster at g630) 252-5705.

fW5-5

W5-5 Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the 1E1S. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.

The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. Costs involved in either
building a rail spur to a site or the additional cost of intermodal operations would need to be
considered if that option was considered further. For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains,
if sufficient waste is available for transport at the same time, could reduce transportatiofi risks
and costs by minimizing transit times. The current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be
expected if dedicated trains were used. In general, transportation costs would be similar across
all disposal alternatives. The primary difference would be related to the distances traveled in
each case. Thus, the transportation costs will scale with the shipment distances travelled as
presented in the EIS. Any decisions made by DOE would take these factors into account during
implementation.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, a follow-on site-
specific NEPA review, including an assessment of specific routing and an accident analysis,
including dedicated trains and the potential for multiple railcar accidents if applicable, will be
conducted. This process will include planning that involves transportation stakeholders.



Bloomgarden, Robin, Commnenter ID No. E107

i iiiiiii - ,I [I

E107-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hartford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE'sa preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

E107-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Fr~o m,
Sent:

TO:
Subject:

Rlobin B emissrbtt69@gmail.cmam;
Friday. June 10, 2011 2:04 PM

* Arnold Sdelrnaa
•Dralt ttS for Disposal or GTCC Low Level Radioactive Waste etc

Mr. Arnold Edelhuan,

1 have kcpt up with and been personally involved with tile more than 20 years of DOE working to eleatn t• the
nmess at Hanford. It has seemed to mee that the work plods along at a snails pace, bat the contractors continue to
be assured of a lontg-teren high retrnm in profits to themselves! It also looks like flOE isnjast moving piles of"
waste from place to place, where they' will again need to be moved around in 20? yearn whten they start to leak.
Just as in ao many other eases of government largess, this is a self perpetuating CORPORATE jobs program.

It is bad enough that you ARE• still bringing in low-level wastes on a regular basin, plus thse ongoing radioactive
wastes from botht the Coluanbla Station, and the Government lab on site.

An:d in your brat ease rosy scenario, you probably ltavc another 30-40 years of work to do. flaser nit that, it
makes no sense to begin to bring in momn il(GI-LEVEL wastes to add to the ntix! That, coupled witht the msasy
documnented potential daog,•rs involved with truc king these ltGtt-LEVEt. wastes across the cormntsy throaglh
cities end on public highways, is enough for me to strongly insist that it nat be donell

Clean ttp the tmesa that is already there, before even thinking about adding more to it. Thank you.

A very conernted citizen,
Robin Illoomugarden
P0 B~ox 3965
Portland, OR 97208-3965
503-?719-4771

El07-1

EI07-2



Bohammon, Jason. Commenter ID No. L55 L55-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. In this GTCC EIS, DOE
analyzed a range of disposal methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench,
intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford

Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial
locations.

L55-2 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments 4•ct
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the

No Action alternative

46 z"CJiJ.6
UD=,/,1<_7 1
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L55-1

L55-2



Bosworth, Carol, Commenter ID No. L310

13505 SE River Road #251
Portland OR 97222-8232
15 May 2011

L310-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L3 10-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of

GTCC LLRW.

Greater-Than-Class C Waste
Office of Technical and Regulatory Support (EM-43)
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20585-01198

l•h• 2 3 •

Gentlemen:

These comments relate to the Public Hearings on the USDOE proposal to

send high-level and long-lived radioactive waste to Hantford WA..

I urge you to consider how these proposals look to American citizens who
have wrestled with the Hanford contamination for over 50 years, with no
redress, no serious engagement by the government to clean' It up, no
concern by authorities for the hazards. Serious radioactivity [s steadily
leaching through unstable layers of landscape toward the major water
passageway of our entire region, the Columbia River. This has been and
will continue to affect our land, our water supply, our food chain, and our
air quality-all with radioactive materials far above the limits permissible
for health and life. Once the mass of that waste reaches the river, it will
spread far beyond recall or repair. We are running out of time to solve

this problem.

As Citizens here, we see the nuclear industry as beyond both moral action
and responsible behavior in the use of land and water. Nothing, even
court action, has reached this industry with the necessity of cleanup of
this site. Responsible cleanup and management could have helped your

public image here as a responsible industry.

Now there are steps you could take to help correct your reputation
toward being responsible and moral industry managers. They involve
considering better alternatives for handling the waste products of the
industry. These include your choices you must make now:

1. Highly radioactive and long-lived wastes should be disposed of in a
deep and stable underground geologic formation, and NOT in landfills, nor

L3 10-1

L310-2

0

0



Bosworth. Carol, Commenter ID No./_[310 (eont'd)

in trenches, nor in boreholes, nor in vaults which all are unstable and
threaten groundwater and life of the area. Evidence: Hanford

2. Reduce the amount of highly radioactive wastes created, by designing
more efficient reactors and limiting the plans for building more of them.

•You should provide environmental impact statements that consider ALL
reasonable alternatives, including ways to avoid making as much waste.

3. Include in your. considered alternatives, the stable Granite Shield of
North America. This is been the recommendation of the best science for
decades, and it is immoral to avoid this option because of present-day
costs to establish it. The long-term cost of ignoring this choice In favor
of unstable underground sites is immoral and dangerous to human
survival. There Is no cheap way to ensure human survivail

4. Storage and disposal of highly radioactive waste should never be done
as liquids. Projects that require hardened forms of storage must be
chosen from the beginning, if planning new reactors. This must not be

sidestepped out of concern for cost.

5. A thorough study of cumulative environmental impacts of all USDOE's
proposals to use Hanford as a waste dump, to ieave high-level waste tank
residues and leaks in the soil, and all the risks along all the routes of travel
for trucking wastes to the site, should be assembled Into one
environmental impact statement, for this entire proposal.

Please consider making moral choices at this time, in hopes to minimize or
eliminate damage from earthquakes and environmental disasters,
terrorism, or sheer overwhelm of the site by volume of material, We all
know we are due for earthquakes of large magnitude in this area. To
make plans for design of a nuclear industry program without considering
maximum safety and eliminating ALL possible hazards, is immoral. As
citizens of this area, we are all watching you. We have been watching you

for decades. We are not happy with what you have shown us of your
moral judgment and wisdom. We are not happy with the nuclear industry
for ignoring life-threatening issues. We do have alternatives to nuclear
industry and we will urge that they be chosen if the nuclear industry is
unwilling to meet our needs for a livable environment now and in the long

future, beyond our children and grandchildren.

L310-2I(Cont,)

L310-4

L310-5

L310-6

L3 10-3 Slopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-iike
wastes.

L3 10-4 DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

L310-5 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

L3 10-6 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.



Bosworth, Carol. Commenter ID No. L310 (cont'd)

Sincerely,

Carol Bosworxh
A concerned citizen of the Pacific Northwest.



Brasher, Charles and Lavis, Betty, Commnenter ID No. W144 W144-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

W144-2 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

glcceluwebmaster@anl.gov
Thursday, June 23, 2010 7:31 IPM

gtcceiswelbmast er @anl.goo
Receipt: Groater-Th~an-Class-C Low-level Radioactiet Waste CIS comment GTCCIt400

lThank you for your comment. aetty/Charles Lavlt]l~rasher.

The comment trucking number that has been a ssigned to your comment is GTCC1O400. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in atl correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 23, 2011 07:30:3SPM COT

Greater-Thon-Ciass.C iow-Level Radioactive Waste ELS Draft Comment: GTCCI0400

lFlrst Name: Betty/Charmes
Last Name: Lavis/Brasher
Orgunitation: Friends of the Columbia Gorge
Address: 7709 fit 57th Circle
City: Vancouser
State.: WA
Zip: 55662
Country: USA
Email: bratheriaviillcmct.aenet
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Pleate tube Hanford off your list. It has enough psroblemt already. We who live here do not want nesore radioactive
waste trucked through the Columbia Gorge, a relatiaely pristine area, nor dom•,e want It stored anywhere close to the
CoLumbia river.

Questions ubout submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcveiswvebfiastser~anleov or call the Greater-
Thon-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 1630) 2S2-5705.

SIW144-i
IW144-2



Brennan. Colm. Commenter ID No. T131

*Capital Reporting Company

HR. flHEWNA}} Iello. I'm Co~n ercynnan from

Aloha, and I would just liko to say that I went to a

meeting in Cascade Locks, I believe it was three or

four months ago, and the DOt was there with the

dog-and-pony show. They told us that Ihey were

cleaning up the site at Hanford. And what we found

out is they were decommissioning a nuclear reactor

and they found that, oh, boy, there was a crack in

the concrete below the reactor, and there was leakage

of technetium and chrem•um. And this wss new to
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866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com



Brennan, Colm, Commenter ID No. T131 (cont'd) T131-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

3

4

5

20

12

23

14

Capital Reporting Company

then, .and they didn't know what they were going to do

ebout it, and the contratotrs didn't know what to do

aboult it.

So now they coee to us and say they want to diasp

more noclear waste at Ilanford. They oan't deal with

the waste they have now. Ilow are they going to deal

with any new waste? And why should we allow thee to

deliver any new waste to Hanford? t'ms agaihst it

because it's totally unsafe, and it's insanity. If

you Can' t deaS with what you have now, hew tan you

deal with any more? And the waste they are talking

abeut~btlnging should be left whete it is. He should

not be the dueping ground for the waste of the Onited

Statoa. Thank you.
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Brennan, John, (Jommenter ID No. W484 W484-I There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From: gtcceitwebmaster@antgov
Sent: Saturday, June 25, 2021 7:12 PM
To: gtcceisvebmaster@anLgov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Leval Radioactive Watte UIS Comment GTCC1O48A

Thank you for your commenlt. Joaht Brentnan.

The, comment tracking number that hat been assigned to your comment Is GTCC10484. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in atl correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 25, 2011 07:12:05PM CDT

G~reater-Than-Ctass-C Low-tevel Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTcC1O4S4

First Name: John
Last Name: Brennan
Address: . ...

State:
Zip. "
Country: USA
E~mailh lons teraennoodlecom
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please don't bring radioacttie materiles thrrough Portland. The constequences of an accidoet nre too grave. W484-1

Questions about submitting comments aver the Web? Contact ustat: elecelsvaebmastertaani.eov or call the Greater-
Than-Clans-C Low-Level Rladioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.



Brenner, Loretta, Commenter ID No. W534

From:

To:
Subleet:

' 9tcceiswebmaster@ant.gov
Monday, June 27, 2011 12:50 PM
gtcoeiswebmasler@anLgov
Re~cipt: Greater-Than-Class-C [owe-Levul Radioactive Waste EitS Comment GrccI0534

Thank you for your comment. Lorenta Brenner.

The comment tracking number that lhon been assigned to your comment Is GTCCSO534. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comnment Dote:June 27,2011 52:49:53PM COT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level lladloactive Waste EIS Draft Comnment: GTCC10O534

First Name: Lornatt
Last Name: Brenner "
State: Ott
Zip: 97:330
Country UISA
Email: lkbrenner~comravtnet
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold namu or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Itadioactive waste EIS Public Comment

We Can't cleanup Naarford and protect our Columbia Ritverrwhile mare matte gets dumped at Htanford.• Put Cleanup
First!
No, I don't approve of 120O00 + semI-trucks of the highest love! radioactive waste products (spent fuel rods) from about
100 very old nuclear (mid 70's)power plants be shipped all over across t he nation to store at Hanford with the rest of the
radioactive waste that they have not even been able to deal with after 60 years ted still the cleatnp budget exceeds $2
b~ililoe a year and they woant ever Isaae it all cleaned up. What con we do for electrical power??? Try using LESS..there
are safer mays to boil water than nuclear and coal [Ill! The sun is quite an amazing unlimited and safe pswer generatorl

1. Hanford can not be cleaned up if USIXOE odds any more waste to he hurled In landfills or borehoes - tlse mastes In W534-l
existing soil trenches and ditcheas and from tank leaks need to be removed.

W534-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, and the ongoing
cleanup efforts will Continue.

W534-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W534-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W534-4 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
dispotat of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste) at the
Hartford site.

2. Estremely radioactive wastes belong its deep underground repositorien, not In landfills, boreholes or vaulls.

3. UtsDOt needs to consider in the CII beta no avoid making more of these highly radioactive wast~en.

SW534-2

W534-3

4. USDiOt has to disclose tend consider the total tcumulatlvel impucts of both of USDiOE's separate proposals to use IHantford as a national radioactive waste dump, and allthe risks from tracking wastes to Hanford, in one environment al
impact statement far the public to review and comment on the fuil picture. The GTCC EItS needs to disclose that liSDOE W534-4
it also proposing to odd 3 million cubic feet of radioactive and chemical wastes to be disposed at latnford, in addition to
lthe 0TCC wastes.



Brenner. Loretta, Commenter iD No. W534 (cont'd)

USDOOgs envlroanmental impact statement (glS} on its proposal to use Hartford as a national radioactive waste dump for
the extremely radioactive 61CC wastes admits that putting the waste in landrill trenches at Hanf'ord would result In
unsual radiation doses of 48 milllrem per year to the people who will be drinking t he groundwater - which flows straight
to the Columbia.

That's a radiation level which would cause fatal cancera In approaimately I to 2.5% of the Natlee American children livieg
in the area under Yakama, Umnatilla and Net Perce Treaty Rights. W534-4

(Coot.)

Those carccer rIses and radiation doses do NOT Include the doset from the adjacent landfill, over which we sand USISOE
for adopting a separate proposal so use as a national radioactive waste damp. Nor does It Inchlde the risk front thu
adjacent state operated UNLINED, leaking sail stenc~hes of thu commercial radioactive waste damp at tiarfoart. Hnasttof
America Northwest and the Yahama Nation are workin~g clotely, together suing the State for operating the unlined
leaking radioactive waste dump and planning t:o just cover it with dirt instead of cleaning up the chemical and
radioactive wastes. .

Questions about submitting comanents acer the Web? Contact us at: etrrelswnbmasterd~ae!.eov or call the 6reater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level aedioactive Waste EIS Wobmaster at (5sO) 252-5705.



Bronson. Ann. Commenter ID No. W278 W278-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NR.C and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmastcr~lanotcjv
"thursday, june 16, 2011 8.09 P'M
gtcceiswebniaster@and~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactiv e Waste tIS Comment GTCC10278

Thank you for your comment, Ann Bronson.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCI0276. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: June 16. 2011 08:08:45i'M CDT

-I, r€Thn~'l. In- •.'Jp Rndiot~ucs Waste Fli$ oraft Comment: GTCCIO27a

first Name: Ann
L~ast Name: Bronson
Organization: retired
State: Ott
Zip: 97031
Country: USA
Emall: bonl•eor~e.nret
Privacy Preference: Den•t withhold name or address from publie record

Comment Submitted:
As a resident, of the Columbia River Gorge, I oppose the shipment of any nuclear waste on 1.84 to Hanford.

Hanford is aiready contami~nated and needs lo be cleaned up. Existing watst is moving toward the Columbia River. a
vital waterway which must be protected. Clean-vp should be the lop priority ... please do nat add ony more nacleur
* waste to th~is site.'

W278-1

Thank youJ for your consideration.

0.uestions about submitting comments aver the Webi Contact us at: etccniswebmaster~ani.eov or call the Greater-
tthan-Clasr-C Low-Level Radioacti'e Waste tIS Webmaster at (630) 252-570S.



Brooks, Sarah, Comm enter ID No. W457

From:
Sent,
To:
SubJect

* altcceiSwebmaster@anl.gov
Saturday, June 25. 2011 1:30 AM
gtccelswebmaster@enl.gov
Receipt; Greater-Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioective Waste OIS Comment GTCCSO4S7

Thank you for your comment, Sarah Brooks.

The comment tracking number that has been assigeed to your comment is GTCCS0457. Please refer to Othe comment
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 275, 2011 01:3O:08AM CDT

iGreater-Than.Cless-C Low-Level R'adioactive Waste OIS Draft Comment: GTCC104S7

First Name: Sarah
Last Name: Brooks
Address: 1817 SE Muitmerey'
Address 3:
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 07214
Coants-/: USA
Email: g 0atrs• tomul
Privacy Preference: Donctwithhold name oraddrnsr from public record

Comment Submitted:
Hantford cats flat be cleaned up if USDOE adds any more waste to ha buried in tandfilis or boreholes - the wastes in
existing soil trenches aed ditches and from tank leaks need tu be removed.

Eatr....ety radioactive w..steS beiong in deep undergrouind repositories, not in iundliits, borehsesorvau.. ... s

USD0E needs to consider Is the ItS how to avoid making more atf these highty radioactive wastes.

USD05 hat to disclose and consider the total (cumulatlve) impacts of both of USI2OE's separate proposals so use
Hanford an a natIonal radioactive waste damp, and all the rIsks from trucking wvastes so Hanford, in one environmental
impact statement ftr Ihe public to review end comment on the full picture. The SSTCC EIS needs to disclose thut USD0E
Is alto proposing to add 3 million Cubic feet of radioactive and chremical wastes to be disposed at: Hanford, in addition to
the GTCC wastes.

W457-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W457-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W457-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W457-4 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

IW457-1I

IW457-2

IW457-3

IW457-4

This Is totally insane to put all peoples !n this area at riskl We are already at risk from the unlined leaking waste dump atHanford,. we MUST cle, rn p and NOT ADD so this already severe problemsl In addition to possible accidents from
transporting trucks, there is already a high danger from radiation leekage from these trucksi Do NOT. I repeat DO NOT
jeopardize life, health and snrsiyl We peopte have rights and sw are speaking up against this utteriy insane proposal.

Questi'ons about submitting comments over the Web? contact ut at: utCCeiswebmasterP~anleov or coil the Greater-
T~han-Cass-~C Low.Levei Radioactive Waste 11$ Webmaster at (530) 252-5705.



Browning, Linda. Comm enter 1D No. W466 W466-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.

The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical

institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

W466-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision

on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
l'rom:
gent:
T"o:
Subject:

qicceiswebmastei @iinl.qov
Saturday, June 25. 2011 10:18 AM
gtcceiswvebmaster@an~gov
Receipt: Greoter-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EnS comme-nt GICC104EI6

Thank you for your comment, Linda Browning,

The comment tracking numlber that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIO466. Please refer to the caomment

trackinig number in eli correspondenlce relating to this comment.

Coemmnent Date: June 23. 2011 10:18:00AM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E IS Draft Comment: GSTCC1046S

•rint Name: Linda

MViddle Initialh M

Last N~ame: Browning

City: iteaverton
State: OR

Zip: 97008

Country: USA

Email: lmbrowelnrD8SiCOmcast.net
Privacy Preference: Don't vwithhold name or address fram public record

C•omment Submitted:
laedontllwradioactive waste to be transported through the Columbia Gorge. The risk of a track overturning and W466-1

spreading waste is unthinkable but all too real.I

Clenu te wst a lanford.'-don't add to it. it is already a huge dump that hal long term health consequences far I W466-2

hsumans end the environment.I

Thank you.

linda Browvnlng

Q~uestions about submitting commnents over the Web? Contact las at: otrceiswebmasteraanl. over call thse Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (6101 252-5705.



Bruvold. James. Commenter ID No. W71

From: "gtcceiavebmaster~ani~gov
Seot Thursday, Moy 26, 2011 8:00 AM
To: 'gtcceiswebmaster@anl.gov
Su bjectr. Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Law-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCC10071

Thank you foryour comment, James Bruvold.

The comh1 ent tracking camber that lass been assigned to your comment is GTCCO007O. Please refer to the comment
tracking newber ineall correspondence relating to this comment.

Commen't Date: May 26, 2011 OS:S9:16AM CDT

tGreater-Than-Ctaaa-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC10071

•First Name: James
Last Name: Bruvold .'
Country: USA
Email: jbruvold@nf norg
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:

-- Oniglaal Message-----
From: James Bravold (mallto:Jbres~oid~efntocy3
Sect: Wednesday. May 25, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Arnold Edetman
Subject: Public Comment on GTCC LLRW

May 23. 2011

Office of Technical and Regulatory Support

(EM-43)

U.S. Department of Energy

:1000 Independence Avenee, SW

Washington, DC 20585-0119

Re: Public Comment on Draft EIS for the Disposal of Greater-Than-Class C0
(GTCC) Lam-Level Rladioattive Waste and GTCC-Llke Waste ODOEJEIS.0375-D)

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the most ambitious mission



L

Bruvold. James, Commenter ID No. W71 (cont'd) W71-1 The technologies and alternatives suggested for evaluation are not within the reasonable range
of alternatives for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Other concerns or

programs suggested for DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of the EIS and do ~
not meet the purpose and need for agency action stated for this ELS.

of the U.S. Department of Energy. dealing with the environmentaltlegacy
of the Cold War national defense activities. I have a plan and a method

to assist in these cleanup activities. Let me introduce yea to the

science and technology that believe can help you accomplish your mission.

Apparently various strains of soil fungus exhibit the tendency to

sequester heavy metal radioactive Contaminants into their cell structure

and utilize the disintegratian energy as a life source, it han been

estimated that over 1.5 million species of fungus prolifervte nour

planet, and ame one of the oldest lyving species, found even at great

depths In the earth. Arbutouiar mycorrhiral soil fungi link their root

cells (hyphoe) to soil patticiess with these mictoscopic sized

structures. Under the tight conditions hyphae ca n grow so quickly that

is has been estimated the amount of hyphae produced in only one"Jay by

just one soil fungus would be almost a mile ionst.

All aerobic life forms, Including fungi, require carbon, nitrogen, and

oxygen. pius 20 or more essential micro-nutrients to thrive. All of

these essential nutrients may be produced in a Compost derived from a

natural biological docay process on=e Industrial scale by the conversion

of muelcipal wastes. If these composed municipal wastes were introduced

intlo radioactive contaminated soils to feed existing fungi. Ibis Idea

mty prone to be a long-term soiution toua very difficult problem. W71il

With evisting technology the Tri-Citias near the Hanford Site can

produce an estimtatd 3,000 dry tons per mouth of compost using a

patented and proven process. the process accepts curbside municipal

solid sWaste end blends wastemater treutment biasolids to achieve a Cla $.o

A comsposted material that is EPA approved for commercial horticulture

and home garden use.

The method whichl I propose to solicit to the Natlonal Energy Technology

laboratory is to form a consortium between units of local goveroments

responsible for wnaste disposal for the purpose of creating a pabtic

benefit corporation to operate, maintain, and traIn new workers. The

facility will include an educatiso program that Includes she children 
•

and famialies of wvorkers, as well as medical screening for those who may 
,

be subject to blo-accumulation dane toprevious medical conditions.

The facility that I hrave in wind will be an employment training center

with harnds-on job training for the disadvantaged and under employed. The

facility \4ill provide approulmately 30 union-wage lobs and provide 
"

public education to create permacuiture gardetns for local food.

production as w'ell so supervised day care services and a senior center

for gardening activities at the site.



Bruvold. James. Commenter ID No. W71 (cont'd)

Public Comment- Page 2 ""

If the U.S; Department of Energy were to egree to purchase this compost
at the full value of production including royalties to the patent
hotders, under say a 40 year contract. financial investors may be
interested to implement this plan. currently I am developing an
engineered cost estimate to acquire the technology and perform the
commissioning of such a facility In the Tri-Cities area.

Published papers on the subject of sequestering radioactive elements
into aolis with fungi inciude:

'Role of fungi in the biochemical fate of depleted uraniurn

Current Biology 18(9)11375-77 in 2008

By among others Prof. Geoffrey Gndd, Head of the Division of Molecular
and Environmentnl Bielogy

College of Life Sciences, Dundee University, Scotland.

W71-1
: (Cent.)

'"Fungi as potential bioremediation agents In soil contaminated with

heavy radioactive elements"

Biochem Soc. Trans. 1999, November 26 (4) 686-70

By among others Gray Sf1. Faculty of Science. Technology' and Design

University of tulon, UK

"Fungul transforreations of uranium osIdes'

EnvIronmental Milcrobiology 9)7) 1S96-710

Other sources of Information may be found at National Center for
1Illtechnology information

National Institutes for Ilealth, Division of the National Library of
Medicine.

mahan you again for the opportunity to comment.



Bruvold. James, Commenter mT No. W71 (cont'd)

Respectfully,

James C. Brisvold, Pg

Consuiling ,Engineer

Energy and Environmental Sciences Division

Sun Rays Mechanical Contractors, Tin.

2120 C• 3SS, PagosO Springs, CO 81147

Mail: P.O. Boa 578, Veneta, OR 97487-0578

Phone: (541) 935-4374

Ihbavold@efn.org

Questions shout sabmilttini comments over the Web? Contact us st: gtcceiswselmaster@anl.gsv or" coil the G~reater-
Thon-Ciass-C Low-level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 232-5705.



Bryanit. Nita S., Commenter ID No. W463 W463-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.From:

Sent:
To:
Subjent:

ptcceiuweb maater@ani~gov
saturday. June 25. 2011 932 AM
gtcceiswebmaster@ani.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC10463

Thank you for your commenst, Nita Bryant.

lire comment tracking number that has been assigned to year comment is GSTCC10463. Please refer to the commnent
trachling number In all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date:June 25, 2011 09:31r37AM CDT

Greater-Than-Class.C Low.Level Rladioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC10463

First Nlame: Ntta
Middle Initial: S
Last Name: Sryant
Organleation: member of planet
Address:.
City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA.,
Email: nit.,asuens pitit on e.or•m
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please do not track old nuclear waste to Hlantordi Please do not bauid more nuclear power plants, Let us harness the
powver of thre sun which will not harm us nrow or In the future.

Help us educate each other on better ways to use energy aad honor and respect each other and the planet we line on.

I lose life and where I live.

Questions about submittlng comments ouverlire Web? Contact us at: etccvlswebrnastermana-P-ov or call the G~reater-
Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 16301 252-$70S.

SW463-1



Bryant, Sally, Commenter ID No. W310
W310-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.

The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gt¢ceiswe b mstcr @anl.gov
Saturday, June 18, 2O1l. 6'.24 PM
gtccelswebmaster@anl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C low-Level Radioactive Wante EIS Comment GTCCI03S0

Thank you for yoar commeet. sally bryant.

The comment tracking nuntber that han been assigned to your comment is GTCCIO3IO. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondentce relating to this comment.

comment Date; June 18, 2011 o6:2.4:22PM cDT

Greatear-Th~an-Clans-c L'ow-Level Radioactive Watte 51S Draft Comment: GTCCI0320

Feirst Name: sally
Middle Initial:
Last Name: byantt
Address: 5211 big ranch road
city: napa
State: CA
Zip: 94558
cotntry: USA
EnialL: s.lias~katevs'Ieevard.com•
Privacy' Preference: Don't withhold name or address fr'om pablic record

Comment Submitted:
Do not tra•nsport radioactive waste through the Columbia River Gorge; It In far too dangeroes.

OQuestion.s about submitting comments over thea Web? Contact us at: g tccelswebmatter•0atnltn or call tire Greater-
Than•-Class-C Law-level Radioactive Wnate 61S Webmaster at (5301 252-5705.

SW310-1



Buehre, Kim, Commenter ID No. L87 L87-I The Chemical and Metallurgical Research Replacement Facility is outside the scope of the
GTCC EIS. Additionally, stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative
energy sources is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate
disposal alternatives to enable the selection ofra safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.Joel 24 11 02;52p K(1m M. Baahra

June 24, 2011

Kin M. Buebre
226 Eapinozan Road
Ranchos dc Taos, NMv 3755?

Conmmentt

I am against building a new Chemical and Metallurgical Research Replacement Nuclear
Fatiliw in Los Alamos.

I doubt ifany site is 100% safe geologically or o therlwise s'.*o handle as dsngerous a
material as Plutonium-, but tlhe more importanlt point is that the WOsld does not need nmore
nuclear bomb pita or more nuclear bombsl

lmatt~aing nuclear pit and bomb production decreases our security and w•ould
compromise our efforts for nuclear arms reduction. Nuclear weapons are useless

•against terrorist attack, Increasing production of Nuclear weapons wosld spursa newt
nuclear ones raco witls other nations.

Crcatin~g more plutonium pits is• extrenaely danlgerous. Any accident could tam many
cieties arid towns ini northern Ne~w Mexico into ghost towns. Any increase of risk of
cancer for Asneriesas (or anyone) is unacceptable.

YrI is time to step going dow•n this path of sheer madness.

'The only research montey thai I would approve of wo~uld ha for the purpose of eliminating
Or disposing of all nucelar weapons, plutoniuma and other nuclear m aterials and for
dismantling present nucea..r power planots The money spent antI the time of'the talcured.
people of Los Alamos should be used to develop renewable energy technologies and to
solver the problem of Climate change.

I persontally betie've that the role of man ltnd should be ta iy anod live santainelbility rand
ispemece focuas long as our ours ean sustain life on earth. This ehould be dose no metter
what the economic price. Doesn't that round hetter than war st all costs?

L87-l

0

0
t-a

0



Bushman, Gary, Commenter ID No.W602

From:
Sent:
To:
$ubject:

gtcceiswebmaster@ael~gay
Tuesdlay, June 21, 201:112:25 PM
gt¢€eiuvebnaster@anl.gov
Reteipt: Greater-'t'han-Clasu-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste 215 comment GTCC10333

Thanks you for your comment, Gary' Bushman.

Thu comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10S333. Please refer to the comment

trackinlg number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 21. 2011 12:24:30PM COT

Greater*Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment. GTCCI0333

First Name: Gary
Last Name: Bushman
State: OR.
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Secretory Chsn and Mr. Edelman:

Assa fell time resident of Hood River, Oregon I would greatly appreciate you removing the Hanfiord Nuclear Reseavatlon

from the U.S. Departmsent of Etnnrgi,.'s list of candidate sites for a pernaneent nuclear matte dump site to stora

radioactive materiats coming from across the United States. Stanford lv tho wrong place to transport end dispose of

mare highly dangerous radioactive material.

Hantford is already thie most costamilnated site in the Westerti Hemisphere and ltsa Deportment of Energy is already

engaged in one of the largest and most complen cleanup projects in U.S. history at Hanford. The number ons priority

ohOtl~d be to stop waste from leaking into the Columbia Itiver and clean up the existing waste at Hanfor d. No new

nuclear waste should be stored at Hanford,

W602-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W602-2 The GTCC EIS does consider risks involved in transporting these waste materials tto Hanford
and through the Columbia River Gorge (Chapter 6.2.9., Transportation), as well as risks due to
an earthquake (Chapter 6.2.4.1, Facility Accidents) or an intentional attack (Chapter 5.3.4.4,
Intentional Destructive Acts). Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste to a disposal
facility would be on preferred routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes
designated by a state routing agency in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397,
Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human
health risks compared to managing wastes at multiple locations, and can be conducted in a safe
manner based on compliance with regulatory requirements and past experiences. About
12,600 truck shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million
km (30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (LCFs).

The 800 LCF value for transportation risk referenced in the comment is not applicable to the
GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the value is from the results provided in the Draft Global
Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS)
regarding transportation of SNF and HLW that was canceled by DOE on June 29, 2009
(74 FR 31017). The same types of transportation analyses were done in both the GNEP PEIS
and this ELS, but no LCFs are expected to result from transportation of the GTCC LLRW or

GTCC-like wastes to the potential disposal sites considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much

lower shipment numbers.

SW602-1

This proposal means that thousandt of trucks ~iths dsngerodsu radioactive waste mould bei travelIng along interstate
routes, passing through our cities and the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area. I-84 travels the length of the

Gorge and is often within a few feet of homes, schools, critical wildlife habitat and thu Columbia elver. The risk of an

Occident is simply too great, and the environmental and human health coast u* rn unacceptable.
W602-2

The Draft tnvironmental Impact Statement 10EI51 folilo to consider the risks isvolved in transporting thete waste

materials tO Hlanford. The OBIS does not Include a 2008 USD01 study that estimated g00 adult cancer deaths would

occur due to ambient radiation from the transport vehicles alone. Her does the.OtIS include the unImaginable smbmLer

of deaths and environmental damage resulting from a truck accident, an earthquake ur an intentional attack.

Finally, on the 25th Anniversary ot the Columbia River Gorge Natlonol Scenic Area Act. we should celebrate the past and

future protection of the Columbia Gorge--not propose mere daegers to this national treasure.



ThanhmayOU 

aor.yCurmeiter 
andNconsideration.

lam joined In opposition to transporting more nuclear waste to Hanford by FriendC of the Columbia Gorge. Heart of
Amerira Northwest, Columbia Itlverireeper, 17 Oregon legislatorS. Congressman tart Blumenaver, US. Senulot Merkiny,
U.S. Senator Wyden and many others.

Thanh you foryouetimo and cozialderalian.

Sincerely.
Gary Bushman

Questions about submitting commenta over the Web? Contact us at: etccelswebwas1erf~vnl.eovor call Urn Grouter-
Than-Class-C Low-Level RadIoactIve Waste tiS Webosastor at (6~O) 2S2-S7GS.

0

c-s

0

c-s

0



Butz. Andrew. Commenter ID No. L401

O
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for the

DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-L1KE WASTE
(DOE/EIS-0375-D)

IJ.S. Department o f Energy

WRITTEN COMMENT FORM
Mest be reeeieed on or heftcaviww 2L 2011

L401-1 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts I1500-I1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods

(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade

vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the

WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was

reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste

disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic

repository.

L401-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision

on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L401-3 See response to L401-1

Mr. ¢/ Mrs.

Name: ...
Ms. Mr. & Mrs. Dr.

City: -ae:Zip Code:

•AlTHi•IG FPESNA NFRATO: 4Jk-n•in o prfde'WA)~isfor -- wbep~isiet L4plrt

W -hoi y naead d ,ltfo - Lpu4i0re-3d

IthhodLi 4 )Wt m dras fomth4ph&# e~r

Comament forms may be mailed to: Cornmeal form may he faxed to:

Mr. Arnold E.delman (301) 903-4303

D~ocuament Manager
Oiftie of Regulatory Compliance ( F.M-43 )
U.S. De.pafment of Enzergy or sent by electronic maill to:

1000 Independenee Avenue, SW gteegs( .,8go

Washington, DC 205S5-0l119



Bynum. Vann. Commenter ID) No. T95 T95-1 Implementation of DOE's preferred alternative would provide a disposal capability for GTCCLLRW, including medical sealed sources and GTCC LLRW from the production of
molybdenum-99 for medical applications.

Capital Reporting Company •

2

4

6

9

10

ii MR. BROWN: Okay. Vann Bynum, and he will be

12 followed by charlo.

13 MR. IIYNUM: Thank you for the opportun•ity to

34 speak to you tonight. I'm a resident of Machi Valley

3$ (phonetic). I'm also affiliatad with one of the

36 companies that's building a facility to build

1l Molybdenum-99.

II Opening of a GTCC disposal facility will be a

I9 significant benefit to the companies that are looking

20 to do this and will benefit our ability to provide this T95-1

23 .asentiel medicel isotope for ou•r ne1ghhor• ,ind ou•r

22country.

$66.48&.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingComnpany.comn



Bynum. Vaunn Commenter ID No. T95 (cont'd)

Capita! Reporting Company s

! As noted earlier in some of the remarks, these

2 medical isotopes are used in over 55,000 procedures a

.3 day for all of us. Today the U.S. imports all of those

4 medical isotopes frots foreign countries, and over the

Spast few years we~ve seen some significant impacts to

Sour medical community's ability to take care .of all of

7us by shortages raised by the reliability of some of

•these other facilities.

9 In fact, the major producer for medical

10 isotopes in the United states is a foreign country, and

31 "they are going to be shutting down that facility in the

12 next few years, !ea'ving the medical community with no

13 other alternatives.

14 Having been personally impacted by this in my

Is family, that's a significant concern to me.

36 Opening a disposal site for GTCC waste will be

17 of tremendous benefit to the companies, not just the

1iS one that I'm working with but for a number of the
T95-1

15 companies to address this pressing medical requirement (Coat.)

20and will facilitate the continuation of the outstanding

21. medical system that we have and the care that we all

22receive.

866.488.DEPO
'www.Capita]Repor tingCompany.rom



Bynum. Vann, Commenter ID No. T95 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

SAnd I en~courage DOE to expeditiously open

2 reliable GTCC disposal site consistent with all the T95-I
(Cont.)

3 laws and requirements aS quickly as possible.

4 Thank you



Cain, Nikki, Commenter ID No. E69

From: tlikki Cain enikkicain5g@gnsail~cOnss
Sent: Saturday, June 25. 2011 5:29 PM
To: gt¢ceis@OaLgav
Subject: public comment for tANL. proposal for a GTCC site

To whom it may concern at the D apartmcat of Eaergy or
Dear Mr. Aronld Edel man,

I am writing to express my disapproval of the DOE's plan to construct a site at Los Alamos National Labratory

in Los Alamos ,N.M. to dump GTCC Waste and OTCC-likn waste.

First of all, a complete new envrionmental impact statement (EIS) is needed, a SETS can not adequately assess

the, impacts ofta CMRR-NF'at LANI.. This in vital sinces the plan is to construct a site in a seismic fault zone.
This isncompletely irresponsible to the local neighboring communnties, to future generations. and to the wordd
community. WVe should be looking at the events in Japan and realizing that not only do accidents naluraly occur
hut that they can effect the entire world. The cost of trying lo build a plutonium pit production comple~x in a
geologically unstable area are juat too high, finacally and physically. People who live in the surrounding areas
feel the seismic activity on a regular basis. People talk about the seismic tremors that they feel is the area.
Although we ,are not a local that is known for earthquakes, thne locals know that small ones happen and they
happen regularly. Just a looking around at thte local landscape from, Jemez. Mountain to the Tio Creeds Groge,
one con tell that the earth is active hesre, To build any waste site here in irresponsible and reekiess.

A stew nuclearP facility will detract from the cleasrop of the exsrjtinsg mess in Tlos ALamos. Again, sthe locals
know•. We know that there are 50 -60 y/ear old aites at LANI, that have• never been cleaned up. Wec knew that
waste leeches out of the asroyos and dowvn into the tRio Orande river. I even believe that there is Congressiobaal
evidence of this fact.. All of that mecss should he cleaned up and no new facilities should be allowed
to operate and potentirally further pollute the fragile ecosystetm of the arid southawest. ! personally live up stream
from Los-Alamos and feel grateful that Ilean take my tbmily• my ehildreotti y petls to play in the waters of the
Rio Grande. I wont touch the river" after it passes Los Alansos. I was raised in Las Cruces, down stream of
LA1'L. The river is damaged enoutgh by daomnS, agriculture, the northern cities to make what was once a
boantilitI life force of tht region itute a ditchs. All that waste goes inito lisa agriculture in the sooth an tine fanu•es
pull the water out of the-Rio Grande and into their fields. WVell have nuclear chill next. Why should we continue
to poison ourselves fucther? rTue DOE hans aresponsibly to to people it sem•,en net to pollute our children, our

food, and our land.

The best alternative ia for the DOE 1o develop others nuesis of protecting and energizing sur ntation besides thse

use of nuclear devices. Poisoning the lan~d for cotuntless genarations to come is what the DOE• is really talking
eb:otnt when discussing plans to create anything related to nuclear energy or 'waptans. Despite popular ideas that
nuclear anything cots be clean stnd asaf, we know that nuclear waste does not go away for thousands of years. So
what if in 2090 wve have asn earthquake that is 5.0 or higher? What happens to the "sa fe" nutclear waste then?
(Nuelearelhili, for sure.) There are too tstssy poasishilities that can play out in the futlure to ever makea nuclear
waste 'safe". le is a major sell-out to believe otherwise. Onforgivably, too many of the oflctials whence meant
to protect its am or or have been on the payrolls othiduresthat they are suppose" t9 be protecting us front.
It is Ithe DOE's responsibly to putt thts public and future publie's safely ftrst. Zero ntscleisi activity is lisa only
acceptable altecmative. LANL could be tooned into a facility that can create solutions for renewable energy
needs, solutions for waler ashortages, solutions fur clitmate contro'l and ehmtge, solutions for the culturol devicea
thtatereate terrorism. It's shontld be bmiis factory fur thme¢otoneon good of all the peoples of the easerthiot Ihe

E69-1 Comments regarding the Chemical and Metallurgical Research Replacement Facility are
outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to
enable the selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of
reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Hanford Site,
INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP and the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial
locations. DOE determined that it was reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they
currently have operating radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity,
which is near an operating geologic repository. See Section 8.1.2.1.4 for discussion on
seismicity at LANL.

E69-2 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at LANL and ongoing cleanup efforts
will continue as planned. Potential impacts to water resource and other resource areas from the
proposed action were evaluated in the GTCC EIS (Chapter 8). The results of the evaluation
were taken into consideration in identifying the preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.

E69-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-hike
wastes.

"E69-1

E69-2

E69-3



Cain, Nikki. Commenter ID No. E69 (cont'd) E69-4 Comment noted.

dtunp site for thne destruction of liven through the pollution and derogation of our environment. All we really
have is the: future, we know it's coming and that nothing can stop it. What do we want it to look like? 1, for one,
would like to see the future is a phec where all are welcome and safe. I would love nothing better thnn a iiCl•i
frd&e'i,6vld because then 1 would know that no matter whet my great.great-grentbgreat granddlaughter has to face E69-3
in her life lime that it wouldn't include cancers in her childr'en and sneighbora or mutations of fosod and wildlife. (Cont.)
That she too can wake in the morning and breathe the clean air; grow her own food if she wishes, and live a life
free of Ilno stress and fear of what nuclear waste, energy and weapons can do. That sine can trast in the physical
world around her to provide and enliven her and not to poieon her.

Thank you for creating timne f'or public consment. More time should be givean for the public toI
educate thcmnsclven and create comments before action is taken. My personal information may ha uted to I 69-4
support tiy comment, so that it can be. entered into the public commtent record.

Thnank You,

Anus-Nicolc Cain

6275"NDCBU
Tnot, NM
87571
55-7576-1264

•n 09kiainfg~tmal.com



Call, Beth, Commenter ID No. L51

102 Otis
W~alla Walla, WA 99362
June 23, 2011

TO: USDOE

Making Hartford the nuclear waste depository for the US would show an outrageous lack ofconcern for the health end safely of Americans who live in the area drained by the Columbia
River and its tributaries,. It is impossible to clean up Hanford and protect the Columbia River if
the USD0E imports and buries waste with nearly as much radioactivity as all of Hanford's
high level nuclear waste plants.

12,600 truckloads of extremely radioactive waste w'ould come through Portland and Spokane
on t-65, 1-84, and t-903. Thle public would be exposed to radiation from the trucks along the
way, even If there were no~accidents or terrorist attacks. And accidents are inevitable.

Trucks carrying highly actlvo radioactive waste would be a prime target forterrorists. In a
aingle attack they could contaminate hundreds of square miles in Washington and Oregon,
including major cities thke Portland, Vancouver, and Spokane, for many generations to come.
Cancer deaths would spike horrifically, especially among, chltdmnr and women. There would
be massive environmental destruction.

So wh~y h~asn't thle Department of Homeland Security expressed concern about this proposal?
At airports we must submit to ever more invasive procedures, ostensibly to protect us from
terrorists. Yet surely these truckloads of highly radioactive waste present a much greater
threat,

No further nuclear power plants should be built unless a safe way of storing nuclear waste Is
discovered. So far vitrificat~ion, the proposed solution for decades, has yet to become-a
reality. The nuclear waste that already exists should be stpred in deep geologic repositories.

Thank you,

Beth Call

LSI-I

L51-2

1 51-3

IL51-4

L51-5

L51-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L5 1-2 The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 truck
shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected LCFs. The GTCC EIS estimates
one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

The EIS also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential for such
destructive acts is low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secured, and the packaging for the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would be robust. The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are not readily dispersible, and the impacts from any attempts to disperse these
materials during transportation (such as the impacts from an explosive blast) would be greater
than the impacts from any potential release of radioactivity. Impacts from severe natural
phenomena, such as earthquakes and tornados, would not be expected to be significant, given
that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are largely not dispersible and given the robust
nature of the waste packages and containers.

L51-3 See response to L5 1-2.

L5 1-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

L51-5 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC ETS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.



Call, Beth. Commenter m No. W504

From: gscceamebmassvr@savI.gov
Sent: Sunday. June 26,2011 634 PM
To: mailgtcceisarchives gtcceiswebmastcr@aal.goa gtcceis6~anl.gov
Subject: Oreater-than-Cluss.C Low-Level Rsdioactive Waste fiS Comment GTCC1OSO4
Attachments: Beth'sjetser to 1106. 6-24-11 GTCC5OSO4.stoc

Thanlsyou (orynur comment. Beth Call.

The comment tracking number that lass been ussigned to your comment Is 0lCC10504. Pleats rerer to the comment
tracking numberlo altcoerespondence relating to thiseemment.

Comment Dote: June 26, 2011 0S:33:44PM CDT

Oreater-Than*Class.C tow-Level Rsdioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: 13TCC10504

First Name: Beth
Lost Name: call
Address: 102 Otis St.
City: Waila Waila
State: WA
Zip: 99362
Country: USA
Email: trnllshosse~Aabml.nvt
Privacy Preference: Oset withhold name or address ftom public record
Attachment: Beth's letter so DOE, 6-24-lidoc

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelswnhmaster@sel.eou or cull the Greater-
TItan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Webmaster at C650) 252-5705.

S
0

0

r-a

0



C.all, Beth, Commenter ID No. W504 (cont'd) W504-1 See response to L51-1.

W504-2 See response to L5 1-2.

W504-3 See response to L5 1-2.

W504-4 See response to L51-4.

102 Otis
Waila Walla, WA 99362 W504-5 See response to L5 1-5.

June 23, 20J11
To: USOSE

Making Hanford the nuclear waste depository for the US would show an outrageous lack of I
concern for the health and safety of Americans who jive in the area drained by th~e Columbia
River and its tributaries. It is impossible to clean up Hanford and protect the Columbia River if w504-1
the USDOE imports and buries waste with nearly as much radioactivity as all of Hanford's
high level nuclear w•aste plants.

12,600 truckloads of extremely radioactive waste would come through Portland and Spokane.|
on I-5, 1-64, and 1-90. The public would be exposed to radiation from the trucks along the
way, even if thlere were no accidents or terrorist attacks. And accidents are inevitable.

Trucks carrying highly active radioactive waste would be a prime target for terrorists. tn a W504-2

single attack they could contaminate hundreds of squuare miles in Washington and Oregon,
including major cities like Portland, Vancouver, and Spokane, for many generations to come.
Cancer deaths would spike horrifically, especially among children and women. There would
be massive environmental destruction.

So why hasn't the Department of Homeland Security expressed concern about this proposal?
At airports we must submit to over more invasive procedures, ostensibly to protect us from I W504-3

terrorists. Yet surety these truckloads of highly radioactive waste present a much greater
threat.

No further nuclear power plants should be built unless a safe way of storing nuclear waste 's W504-4
discovered. So far vitrification, the proposed solution for decades, has yet to become a
reality. Tho nuclear waste that already exists should be stored in deep geologic repositories. 50-

Thank you,

Beth Call



Call. Tom. Commenter ID No. W505

From: 9"tcceiswebmss'e@unl~gnv
Sent: Sunday. June 26, 2011 6:36 PM
To: mail~gtcceisar chives; gtccei webmast er@ant~gov glcceis~anl.gov
Subject: Greater-ThanClas-C Low-tenet Radioactive Waste tIS Comment CTCC10505
Attachamentsm Tom'sjot ter.to_.006_6-24 -11 GTCC1050.d oc

Thanlsyou for youar comment0 Tom Cull.

The eomment-t racklng number that has been asSigned to your commencis GTCCL(d50S. Please refer to the comment

trucking number In all correspondence relating to tIhs comment.

Comment Date: June 216, 2011• 06:36::14PM CDT

Greater-Than-Ouast.C Iow•tLevetltadioactive Waste ELS Craft Comment: GTCCI050S

First Nunme: Tens
Last Name: Call
Address: 102 Otis
City: WallaWalla'
State: WA
Zip: 99362
Country: USA
IEmail: son~ory@bg ni,.o .
Privacy Preference: Conot withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: rem's letter to DOE, 6-24-11,doc¢

Questions abost submitltig comments over the Web? Contact us at: ezt~celsmebmastertennl.eov orcull thu Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level RadioactIve Waste tIS Webosatter at (630) 252-5705.



Call, Tom. Commenter ID No. W505 (cont'd)

102 Oils St.Walla WaVlla, WNA 09362
June 23, 2011

TO: USDOE

I strongly oppose making Hanford the national radioactive dump site. It is Impossible to clean
up Hanford and protect the Columbia River if the USDOE imports and buries waste
with nearly as much radioactivity as all of Hanford's high-level nuclear waste tanks.

12,600 truckloads of extremely radioactive waste would come through Portland and Spokane
on 1-5, 184, and I-90. The public would be exposed to radiation from the trucks along the
routes, even if there are no accidents or terrorist attacks. And there are bound to be
accidents.

Our government claims to protect its citizens from terrorists by ever more Invasive procedures
at airports, Yet the Department of Homeland Security. apparently has shown no concern
about the highly radioactive plutonium shipments that would be a prime target for terrorists.
Hundreds of square miles in southern t5kashington and Northern Oregon, including major
cities like Portland. Vancouver, and Spokane would be radioactively contaminated for many
generations to come, causing a huge spike in cancer deaths, especially of children. Such a
catastrophe would also wreak massive environmental destruction.

No further nuclear power plants should be built unless a safe way of storing nuclear waste is
found. The nuclear waste that already exists should be stored in deep geologic repositories.•

Thank you,

Tom Call

W505- 1

W505-2

W505-3

IW505-4
]W505-5

W505-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W505-2 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or altemnative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D).

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The
EIS addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 truck
shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km
(30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected LCFs. The GTCC EIS estimates one
fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

The ELS also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EJS). The potential for such
destructive acts is low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secured, and the packaging for the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be robust. The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are not readily dispersible, and the impacts from any attempts to disperse these
materials during transportation (such as the impacts from an explosive blast) would be greater
than the impacts from any potential release of radioactivity. Impacts from severe natural
phenomena, such as earthquakes and tomados, would not be expected to be significant, given
that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are largely not dispersible and given the robust
nature of the waste packages and containers.

W505-3 See response to W505-2.

W505-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EtS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W505-5 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC ELS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.



Call. Tom. Commenter ID No. L505 L505-1 See response to W505-1.

L505-2 See response to W505-2.

L505-3 See response to W505-3.

L505-4 See response to W505-4.

AmWalla Wat~a, WA 99362 L505-5 See response to W505-5.
June 23, 2011

TO: USDOE

I strongly oppose making Hanford the n~ational radioactive dump site. It Is impossible to clean
up Hantford and protect the Columbia River ifthe USQOE imports and buries waste IL505-1
with nearly as much radioactivity as alt of Hanford's high-level nuctear waste tanks.

12,600 truckloads of extremely• radioactive waste would come through Portland and Spokane
on 1-5.,t84, and 1-90. The public would be exposed to radiation from the trucks along the
routes, even if there are no accidents or terrorist attacks. And there are b3ound to be L505-2
acctrdenls,

•Our government claims to protect its citizens from terrorists by ever more invasive procedures
at airports. Yet the Department of Homeland Security apparently has shown no concern
about the highly radioactive piutonium~shipments that would be a prime target for terrorists.
Hundreds of sruare miles in southern Washington and Northern Oregon, including major
cities like Portland, Vancouver, and Spokane would be radioactively contaminated for many/
generations to come, causing a huge spike in cancer deaths, especially of children. Such a L505-3
catastrophe would atso •wreek massive environmental destruction.

No further nuclear power plants should be built unless a safe way of storing nuclear waste Is L505-4
found. Thu nuclear waste that already exists should be stored 'in deep geologic repositories. [ L505-5

"h~ank you,

•l 1/Ja



_Campbell, Patricia Commenter ID No. W294 W294-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia 3'
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW. •

The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical•

institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Prom: gtccelsswebmaster@ani.g ov

SentC Friday, June17., 2011 9:38 AM

To: atcceiswebmaster@anLaov

SubJect: Receipt: Greater-Thhn-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS comment G7CC10294

Thank you for your comment, Patricia Campbell.

The commeiti tracking number that has been asuigned to year comment s GTCC10294. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date; June 17, 2011 09:3 8:08AM CDT

tlreuter-Than-Ctass.C Low-Level Radioactive waste 815 Draft Comment: GTCc10254

First Name: Patrficia

Middle Initial: A

Last Name: Campbell•

Address: 15450 S W Piuasant Hill IR.

City: Sherwood
State: OR

21p: 97140

Country: USA.
Email:ht~lcv~os
Privacy Preference: Con't withhold name or address from public record

comment Submitted:

The Coiumnbia Go~rge Scenic Area is a one of the inner beautiful •nd spectacular pisces left on earth. Truclring grtsage W24-

from Portland tO Arlington is bad enough. We must not lmve radio active waste trucked through the tlorgel W9-

Qautletons about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ntccelswehmasterl~aai uov or caii the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Rtadioactive Waste EiS Webmaster at (630, 252-5705.

.%

I-



Campbell, Rebecca. Commenter ID No. T173 T173-I The technologies and alternatives suggested for evaluation are not within the reasonable rangeof alternatives for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Other concerns or
programs suggested for DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of the EIS and do
not meet the purpose and need for agency action stated for this EIS.

Capital Reporting Company •

2

3

7

3 MR. BROLS1: .Rebecca will be followed by 14ick

9 W~ilson.

|0 54S. CR24PBELt: Rebecca 525 casphell, Seattle,

It kWashington. Here because there were tee few public

14 hearings in the venues there should have been and too

IS little publicity by the U.S. government and by those

14 noncrofirs tasked with dealing with nonnuclear

15 iSSUes.

ISi The Hanrtord supetfund site, as well as all the

1? superfund sites, are unnecessary problens. As a

13 smatter of fact, the Departnent of Energy has had the

19 technology to lclas ulp the sites for over six --

20 probably over 60 to 65 years. In thin envelope is a
T173-1

21 31-page article that I sent out earlier today te

22 activist sites and to sone governmsent officials that

23 shows that they have a type Of borer eachine called a

24 Subterrene, which is kept top secret. tithiun

25 powered, can bare seven to saves] and a half miles per

866.488.DEPO
www.CapltalRepor tingCompany.com



.Campbell, Rebecca, Commenter ID No. T173 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company 69

I day, create tunnels 40 feet in diamneter with

2 automatic vitrification that could confine the

3 nluclear waste that they are now placing in unlined T173-1

4 .trenches in the ground in deliberate eooside and (Cont.)

5 genocide against tha people of Amnerico and the

6 planet.

7 The' idea o• renewable energy is somewhat of a

S travesty if we confine it only to solar and wind and

9 none of the other conventionally considered options.

15 Over i00 years ago Nikola.Teala came up with

II zefo-tree and zero-point energy and was immediately

12 dafunded by hia funders, J.0. tHorgan and 2ohn 0.

13. Rockefeller. Because of this -- oh, and after his

14' death,. mysteriously -- which eysteriously happened on

15 his way to have dinner with President Franklin D.

16 Roosevelt in 1944, all of hia notebooks and works

11 were confiscated by the United States Govertssent.

10' The Pentagon black budget, which has not only

19 contiscated it but weaponired and put it in private

26' hands of contractors where we have no access to any

21 proof of this because rOIn requests are not respected

22 by private Corporations.

23 So, as to sacred sites, I think we need to

24 ' consider the planet a sacred site and extend that to

20 all that we do, including the need to deal with the

8t6.488.DflPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com



Campbell, Rebecca, Commenter ID No. T173 (eont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

I 
n•ber on• t•rorist 

organization 
in the world that

2 
is proventing 

this, 
which 

is the Onlted 
States

3 

government 

and 
±t• 

militazy.

4 

Thank 
you, 

•nd 
good 
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I nester one terrorist organisation in the world that

2 is preventing this, which is the Onited States

3 government and its military.

4 Thank you, and good e.vening.

to
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C~arlson, Kevin, Commenter ID No. W554

Froms gtcceiswebmastes @ani.gov
Sents Monday. June 27, 2011 740 PM
To! gtcceiswebmaast er@antgaov
Subject: Receipt: Oreater-Than-Cless.C L~ow.Level Radioactive Waste 65S Comment GTCC105S4

Thank you for your comment, Kevin Carlson.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to yoer comment Is OTCCW0SS4. Please refer t'o the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this commnent.

Comment Date: June 27, 201.1 07:40:21P M COT

Oreater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: OT(CCS0554

First Nlume: Kecin
Middle initial:J
Last Name: Carlnor
Addr'ess: 2233 NE $6th St. #106
City: Seattle
State: WA
Zip: 95203
Country: USA
Emailh kevin(,,hoanw.or.e
Privacy Preferenace: Den't withholdl inane or address finns public record

Comment Submitted:
Hanford is not a suitable site for the storage of additional rtdioactive waste. The site is currently not in compliaencevittb IW54
environmental laws and shouid be taken off the table regarding any additionai waste shipments. it in also unacceptable IW54

that the 00E is considering barying thse GTCC waste in trenches and borehotes. Waste thin highly radioacttae eionags in a
deep geological repository whirls Is suitable for long term storage, net in shailom holes or trenches above the I W554-"

groundwater near a major riner.

Quastions about submitting cemments over the Web? Contact us at: glte. |ssbmaeler anlI. oor call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Losw-ievei Radioactive Waste EIS Webmastee at (630) 252-5703.

W554-1 DOE plans to keep its commitments regarding sending offsite waste to Hanford. The
limitations and exemptions defined in DOE's Januaty 6, 2006, Settlement Agreement with the
State of Washington (as amended on June 5, 2008) regarding State of Washington v. Bodman
(Civil No. 2:03-cv-05018-AAM), signed by DOE, the State of Washington Department of
Ecology, the Washington State Attorney General's Office, and the U.S. Department of Justice,
will remain in place.

W554-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the W/PP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC ELS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.



Carver. Heather, Commenter mD No. W467 W467-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. The limitations and exemptions defined in DOE's
January 6, 2006, Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington (as amended on June 5,
2008) regarding State of Washington v. Bodman (Civil No. 2:03-cv-05018-AAM), signed by
DOE, the State of Washington Department of Ecology, the Washington State Attorney
General's Office, and the U.S. Department of Justice, will remain in place. For information on
DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: gtcceiswebmoster@anl~gov
Sent: Saturday, June 25, 2011 1L'O0 AM
To: gteceisw~ebmalster@anl.gov
Subject: R~eipt: Greater.Tlsan-CiaassC Low.Leeel Radioactivo Waste FIS comment GTCrCcl467

Thank you for your comment, Hleathter Carver.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCI0467. Please referto the comment
tracking numlber In all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date:Juane 25, 2011,10:59:5OAM CDT

Greater-Th~n-Clast-C Low-Level Rladioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCI0467

First Name: Heather
Last Name: Carver
Address:•
City:
State:
ZJp:
Country: usA
Entail: tiereodhlme~mail~c r
Privacy Pr'eference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment submitted:
Ido not want to see Hanford selected os a radioactive waste dump. There is already too macb there and the cleanup is

taking forever. Trucking waate through Oregon and Waoshington to be stored there is totally unacceptable.
This waste will cause cancer sad whO know what other effects on humans and wildlife for long after vwe're gone..
hundreds of thousands Of years.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: e•teceiswebmasterranliotio or call the Greatee-
Tha n-Class-c: Loin-Level Radioactive Waste gi5 Webmastet at (630) 252-5705.

SW467-l

0

0



Castle. Janet. Commenter ID No. T137

38
* Capiata Reporting Company

MR. ERON: Janet CaStle is next. She will be

followed by Gregory Sotir. And befote you statt, if

folks have conversations, particularly in the back,

as a courtesy to the preseaters, talk out in the

hallway. Thanks.

MS. CAST'Lt: Thank you. My naee is Jan Castle.

First, !'d like to say a special thank you to the

high school students who have core. This takes a lot

of courage. You are the future, and we as adults are

•8

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompanly.coml



Castle. Janet, Commenter ID No. T137 (cont'd) T137-1 The Secretary of Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spentnuclear fuel at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed.
Therefore, DOE concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable
alternative and has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the
ELS.

T137-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Capital Reporting Company 39

answerable to you, as is the Depatrtmet of Eflrgy.

The second thing I'd lItke to say is just to

"mention --- there have been a couple of mentions of

Yucca 5lat5 -- Yucca Mountain, thank you. And I've

noticed in the news coverage, which has been

generally very good lately, they just keep mentioning

that was taken off the table by President obama.

* There's a reason for that. It's not just

because Harry Reid doesn't like it. It's because

there's watre running throtagh that mite and also

volcanic activity there. It is not a suitable mite

£or this. Mot only that, even if it worn built, its

capacity would be completely taken up by fuel rods

that were already intended to be buried there. Se

•the kind of waste that we're talking about here would

sot he huriable in the Yucca Mountain facility.

Iweuld Just like to say that I've noticed is

'the ElS'that all of the sites that DOE is

considering, which are ones that they own, all have

disqualifying features about then, and I think

Hanford is right up tb~ero. It is completely

disqualified, if for no other reason, because of the

risk of contamination to the Columbia Rtver, which is

already going to be contaminated, and which would be,

of course, further contaminated for eves longer and

T137-1

T137-2

866.488.DEPO
www.Capitalftepor tingCompany.comn



Castle. Janet, Commenter ID No. T137 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

at higher rates if we were to bury this waste there.

I think DOt should broaden their view and take a

good hard look at the Iorth American granite shield

as a place for deep geologic repository for this.

'know that wouldn't be very politically palatable to

people in the Northern states, but it is socething

that is going to have to he addressed.

Equally unpalatable for people In localites

[where there are currently nuclear power plants, I'a

sure, would be the idea of leaving the reactors in.

place. I would like to see DOE take a good, hard

look at the idea of in-site entombment of the

reautorsrathor than trying to take thea apart. I

realise there say be some sites, like the Vermont

yankee plant, where there are pipes leaking into the

soil. Perhaps that really does, need to be dismantled

in order to got to that, but that is something that

should be aeplored.

* one of us has a right to expect to get the

be~nefits'of nuclear power without sharing in the

risks. It is timse we cane to grips with the fact

that there is no solution for the waste problem, for

nuclear waste, and we should nor build any neor

reactors.

410

T137-2
(Cent.)

T137-3 DOE agrees that development of a deep geologic repository in the granite shield would be
would be a safe and protective method for disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike wastes; however, DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository
exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because such an alternative is
not reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and
the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC
EIS. The GTCC EIS also evaluated a trench, borehole, and vault disposal method in the WIPP
Vicinity, and the evaluation concluded that these disposal methods may be appropriate for
GTCC waste.

T137-4 See response to T137-3. Onsite entombment of reactors is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS.
The NRC and its Agreement States regulate the decontamination and decommissioning of
nuclear facilities.

T 137-5 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

T137-3

T137-4

TI37-5



C~ellarius, Doris. Commenter ID No. W54

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmaster@antgov
,Saturday, May 21.2012. S42 PM
.gt cceiswebmaster@anI~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C troy-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCCI0054

Thank you for your comment. Doris Cellarius.

the comment trackinig number that has been assigned to ytour commeent Is 6TCC10054. Please refer to the commsent
trackinlg namber in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date:. May 21. 2011 0S:42:DOPM COT

Greater-Thnn-Classa-C Low-tosel Radioactiv•e Waste EIS Draft Comnient: GTCC1O0S4

First Name: Doris.
Middle Initial: S
last Name: Cellarius
Adtdress: 621 Park Avenue
City: Prescott,
State: AZ
Zip: 83630-4044
'Countty: USA
tmaih: dollielalss
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or addreas tram public record

Comment Sabmitted:

I urge USD0E to Consider B~etter Alternatives. Do nut send more waste to Hanford I

1. It Is unacceptable to plan a disposal site for waste that can be avuided if the US stops building nuclear plants.

USD06 bshold consider how to reduce tihe amount of highly radioactive wastes created. Mere than 555% of the wrastes
considered for disposal It the Drmft GTCC E1S are from reactors which are not even built. The National tEnvronmental
Policy Act (NEPA),requirts that ensironmental Impact statereents cansider all reasonabie alternatives. includieg how to
avoid mahieg as macis waste.

2. DDE musc evaluate. disclose and consider thle total Icumulative) Impacts of ali USDDE'5 proposals to use Hanford as a
national radioactive masse damp along with proposals to leave I-igh-tLevel Waste tank residues and leaks in the soli, and
all the risiss from both proposals to truck wastes to Hantford .lncluding the actual truch routes. lneone environmental

Impact statement.

W54-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W54-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes.

W54-3 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

W54-4 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC ELS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 1 0 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W54-5 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this ELS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

W54-1

Wv54-2

the.eg Highlaloudwtradioactive andanlong-livedhelh mactea shotiid NOT he disposed In landfilts, trenches, brnreholes and vaults which I 5-

4. USD.OE has failed to adequately consider all the alternatives that have been proposed. Along with stopping the I
generation of additional waste, this moat happen. T[hey should alto consider long term hardened-on-aite storage of theu W54-5

reactor G1CC wastes.,
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Chabot, Kimberly. Coinmenter ID No. W537 W537-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

From: gtccelsssebmaster@an tgsv
Sent:Monday, June 27. 2011 1:47 PM

To: gtcceiswebnastler@ant.gav
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Ctass-C Low-Level Ratdioactive Waste EIS Comment GITcc10S37

Thank you foryour comment, Kimb~erly Chabot.

Th~e comment tracking number- that hut been assigned to your comment Is GTCCIO$37. Please refer to the comment

tracking number In all correspondence relating to this comnment.

Commtent Dure:junse 27. 2021 O2:47:1OPM COT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft comment: GTCCIO5S37

First Name: Kimberly
Last Name: Cisabot
Address: 8159 Jumleson Court SW
City: Olympia
State: WA
Zrpi.98512
Coantry: USA
Email: kimb erlvch abotllsvahoo..com

Privacy Preference: Oonbtwithhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:

DOt,
Please learn from thy disaster In Japan. DO NOTCIIOOSE WASHINGTON with all sur water, wraterways and groundwater.
to store nuclear waste from over 100 others sites.

We have lived and paid for WlPPS, Hanford and much ecolagical devasatioln. The mater around Hanford continnes to be
compromised alter all these many years.. the land is attempting Is grow vegetatono once again.

THIS SNDULD NEVER BE PROPOSeD FOR THIS LAND of WATER. Who are the scdentlsts who have convinced You that
putting ALl.THIS IN ONt LOCATION makes some tort of sense. As t read this, i felt I man Ins hah ase of mirrors., so mach
distortion of truth.

W537-1 t
We who tiey here in Washington ash you to make the mast Important decision you may ever he atbed to make in your

careers.

Use COURAGE and change yotur mind, eliminate Washington, land of water, frmm yoer conssderatlon list. Not for your
sake, not for oar sake, not for the sake of our children or grandchildren., but for the sahe of our great great
grandchildren.. for it is they who mill -live with thre consequenoces of the decision your render. PLEASE STOP and CHANGE
DIRECTIONS and eliminate any proposed site that has massive reserves of ground water, commerce ts be threateneed
with ships traveling the rivers in our state and the most impacted of all, life forms that require water to survive, he they

human, animal or plant life..
Kimberly Chahot
himhe rlychahot tmahsoocom



Charlo, Comnmenter ID No. T96 T96-1 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same would, in most case, not be the same
as the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in
lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and
can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory
requirements and past experiences.
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MR. BROWW: Thank you.

Okay. Charlo is our next speaker, and he will

be followed by Erich Kuerschner.

HR. CHIARLO: Is your name Holmes?.

MR. BROWN: Holmes Brown.

MR. C[!ARLO: Say, Holmes. Slow s it going?

HR. BhROWN: Fine.

MR. CHARLO: All Right, everybody. A couple

of words I want to throw out there: environmental

racism, water pollution, birth defects, cancers on the

rise, abandoned salt mine. Really? It's in

containment?

What are you guys doing, man? You guys are on

-- might be tripping or something.

The bottom line is, yes, it is a problem, and

I think that everybody that puts out should have a

place in their backyard for it, not just my yard, but

your backyard. Like Fort Sheridan, and you guys are
866.488.DEPO

www.CapitaiRepor tingConipany.Com
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Charlo, Commenter ID No. T96 (cont'd)
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Iall from Chicago, right? Or some of you are. I know

2 that lovely lady is and her buddy. Hey, how are you

3 doin~g there? Nice toenails.

4 Anyway, I just wanted to say that that's the

S way it should be. Don't bring it to my backyard.

6 There's enough here. They were mining it here. So

7 it's here now naturally, and now it's stockpiled in Los

gAlemes and'they want to put it in Carlsbad.

9 Now. N. Bush said -- that's right, W4., your

10 friend probably -- he said -- they were going to put

II one of these things in Texas, and he said, "By gum it,

12 if it ain't safe, we're not going to put it there."

1D That's the truth, and you know what? It didn't go

£4 down. So (1., hey, he night be whet he is, but he

15 didn't go for it.

I6 SO I think that if there's radioactive waste JT6
37 in your~neighborhood, it should stay there, and if it's (Cent.)

18 in your neighborhood and yours and yours and yours,

IS well, you know what? tle're ell victims the bottom line

20is, and I don't know. Don't shoot ma when I leave.

21 (Laughter.)

22 MR. CHARIOt The bottom line is it's a mass,

866.488.DEPO
www.Capita)ReporlingComnpany.com



Charlo. Commenter ID No. T96 (cont'd)
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and we could stop this. He could comie up with new ways

2 of solar.

~I know one of the guys said, "Oh, well, the

4 windmills are unsightly, people say, and solar panels,

Sthey take up too much space."

6 But you know what? It's a lot safer. Okay.

7 The Windmill is going to go, "tWhhh, whhh, whhh." All

8 right. Going to blow your hair, but it's not going to,

9 Your Honor -- look at Ms. Chernobyl. Do you look at

io girl pin-up pictures? Look at Ms. Chernohyl. She's

it got a real ass on'her. Okay? Two ass cracks, by the

is way. She's, you know, a 25 year old kid who's trying

13 to pursue her modeling career.

14 Anyway, it's not safe, and we could do

is something else, and you guys are in it for the money.

16 Political contributions? Talk to your Congressman.-

1? Thank you.



Chavez and Putkey, Commenter ID No. T90 T90-1 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the ELS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings. In
addition, to advertising in the traditional media, notices and meeting information were made
available electronically on DOE websites, as well using established mailing lists. DOE values
effective stakeholder participation and methods to enhance is outreach efforts. See Section 1.5.

Capital Reporting Company 3,9

MS. PUTKEY: And we are both active in groups

around hare, including Think Outside the Homb, the

Environmental Justice Group at Tewa tlomen United, Honor

Pueblo's Existence. He work with a lot of the other

groups coming together to analyze this SIS.

And I've been working with youth in the

Espanola Valley. I can't help but notice that you --

when I say 'you,' I mean DOE -- you've been not doing a

very good job of letting anyone in this community, the

Eapanola Valley, that lives downwind of Los AMamos,

which is one of the sites whero you want to put 160

million Curies of radioactive waste, that you haven't

really got the word out.

I've been looking in the Rio Grande Sun. Take

note. The Rio Grande Sun, it's the valley newspaper.

It cornea out every Wednesday. Try to got an article or

an ad or something in there.

He've been doing outreach in the community and

talking to people and youth. He went to Espanola

Valley High School and talked to a lot of classes. Not

one person that we have come across has heard about

this proposal to bring waste here to Mew Mexico. So i

866,488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepnr tingConspany~rom
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Chavez and Putkey, Comimenter ID No. T90 (cont'd) T90-2 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonablealternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

Capital Reporting Company 4

think it's kind of preposterous to even have a

community hearing without doing the proper, adequate

outreach to the cozsmunity.

That being said, when we wore at Espanola High

School, we worked with youth. Maybe youi come to our

table afterwards. you can check out the artwork that

the youth from the Espanole High School made in regards

to this, and we made it as a way for them to have their

comments and have their voices here even though it's

very, very hard to get around in the area, lack of

public transportation and such.

So i'm going to have Elizabeth read one and

I'm going to reed another one from two different

students from the Espanola High School that they wrote

on Tuesday.

MS. CHAVEZ: This letter is written to the

Department of Energy. it says, "New Mexico is a

beautiful, peaceful and friendly environment. Please

do not take that away from us. This state is not a

waste for the government to be destroying. We are all

humans, and we all deserve to live is a free, healthy,

and clean environment.

866.488.DEP'O
www.CapitalReporfi ngCompany.com
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Chavez and Putkey, Commenter ID No. T90 (cont'd)
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I "Please consider another source or idea to put

2 this waste. We care about our community. We want it

T90-2
3, to be the best for our economy, and we do care for a (Cont.)

4 clean, healthy environment. Please reconsider.

5 Students of Lspanola Valley High School."

6 Ws. Putkey: "We don't support this idea

i because we don't want anything to harm our community.

W e want our children and grandchildren to live healthy

9 liven and not have to live through devastation if

19 something goes wrong.

I1 "This idea is frightening. This idea isn't

12 going to allow us to live long, healthy lives."

13 Thank you.



Chilton, Maria, Commenter ID No. T108 T108-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS,
WIPP, and the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that
it was reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating
radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the 'WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating
geologic repository.
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MR. BROWN: Okay. All right, very good.

okay. This is Maria Chilton, and Rebecca Ortega will

be after you.

MS. CHILTON: Hi. Ism Maria Chilton, and I

was born end raised in Dixon, and I recently moved back

to Dixon to raise my son, and I want to feel like it's

a good place to raise him, and I am oftentimes afraid

that it's not,

I'm totally unprepared to speak. I have a

huge fear of speaking in front of people, but it's not

near the fear that I feel with nuclear industry.

I j'ust want to say I feel like all these

beautiful, brave people who came tonight have spoken

what I've had in my heart, and I just came up in case

my voice means anything. I also fear that it doesn't,

I fear that the big machine, the power, the money

industry goes ahead and does what they want to do.

Those are my fears.

My hopes encourage mle to come up end just add

my voice, and just I am another mother like many

mothers, and I just want to -- I just want to live life
866.A88.DEPO

www.CapitaIRepor tingCompany~com
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Chilton. Maria. Comm enter ID No. T108 (cont'd)
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!and I want to see a healthy planet, healthy waters, T0-

s healthy, air, .and this stuff doesn't need to be in our (Cent.)

•3 backyard or anyone's backyard.

4 Thank you.



Christ, M'Lou, Commenter ID No. W160 W1 60-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Pronm; 9tcceiswsebmastes@anl.9ov
Sent: .Wednesday, June iS. 2011 1003 PM
TO; gtcceiswebmaster@antgov

Subject:Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCCI0160

Thanki you tor your comment. MtLou Christ.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is 6ITCC10160. Please refer to the comment
tracking number us ail correspondence relating to this comment.

Contient Date: June 15. 2011. 10:03:05PM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Lowa-Levec Radioactive Waste E0S Draft Comment: GTCC101S0

First Name: MILou
Last Name: christ
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: Meortierinyahoo.com
Privoty Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
ihe Columbia Gorge is a national treasure, uniqae and without equal. There is absolutely no encase for submitting it tom
the probability of exposure to radioactive wastes. "IWi 60-1!
Permit mast be denied to transport sack materaias thru the Gorgeil

Queations about subnmittisg comments over the Web? Contact us at: ntccelswebmaster65ani.eov or call the Greater-
Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Christ, Peter, Commenter ID No. W196

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

glcceiswebmuster@an|,gov
Thursday. June 16,.2011 2:45 AM
gtc~ceiswebmaster@a'sigos
Receipt: Greuter-Than-Clatn-C Low-Level Radioactive W'aste tiS Comment G3TCC10196

W196-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017). The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments
than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting
estimated impacts for that program (now terminated) were much greater than those given in
this EIS. The same types of analyses were done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no
LCFs are expected to result from transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to
the potential disposal sites considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment
numbers.

Thank You for your cremsent. Peter Christ.

The comment trucking number that has been utsigned to your comment is GTCC2[O1,9. tPlease refer to the comment
tracking number in ati correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: Juno 56, 2011. 02:44:33AM COT

Greater-Thua-CiaonC low-tevel Radijoactive Waute EIS Oraft Comment: 01CC2O29G

Pirst Name: Peter

last Nume: Christ

Addretss 28818 Nt Hancock Rd

City: Comas
state: WA

Zip: 88607

Country: USA

Emalh ptseeobo~e~comcoat.net

Privacy Preference: Dauet milhhold name or addrets from public record

Comment Submitted:

It does not seem sensible to ailows hazardous waste sock as that propose to pass through the Coluosbia Gorge. Accordin~g

tO a 2t00 Dept of tnergy study, there would be user 800 deaths from leakage even if there mere no accidents. This is
insane. And if there were an occident, the destruction to the Gorge weould be incalculuble, and terrible. Please do not w196-1

ailow trucking tacht waste through the Gorge.

Qvsestions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact usaun rtcceiswehmaster~aniLeov or cull the Greater-

'than-Clans-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 81S Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Cimino, Elaine, Commenter ID No. T63
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B

4

6 uS. Cfl4INO: Goad evening. Ny name is Elaine

7 Cimino, and I didn't come here tonight to actually

speak; I was on a listening tour. But after I heard

C the introduction at this sitnatioav and the Power~Cint

20 presentation, I realized that there were a lot.of"

11 inconsistencies in what was being said and what was in

12 the PowerPoint presentation, especially on the fourth

iS slide, It has just bulleted points, but the nusbers

14 that were being told to us, like we're going to

i• remember all, those numbers, are not on that slide. And

16 I think thet -- I noticed this throughout the

27 presentation, that some of the facts that the man was

is reporting wasn't reflected in the slides that ware

19 being presented.' And I find that a little

25 disconcerting," at best.

22 I will submit my comments in writing, and

22I agree with most of what has been said here this

865.488.DEPO
www.CapitaIRepor tingConmpany.com



•Cimino. Elaine. Commenter ID No. T63 (cont'd)
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I evening, that' we must stop this insanity. Wie must at

2 this point stop our shift from -- of nuclear power, of

3 nuclear energy and nuclear. These things have to be

4 stored at the site that they were created, and I truly

Sbelieve that. I don't believe that New M~exico is a

e place that we should be bringing all of this~nuclear

7 waste to. New NMeico is disproportionately impacted in

8 this. You could see that with the three places now in

9 New Nexico. And I believe that we should etop' this --

10 stop it. There were some other things here, but I

II think like I said, I wasn't prepared to speak, but I

12 will submit my comments in writing. Thank you very

13 much.

T63 -

T63-2

T63-1 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

T63-2 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hantford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS,
WIPP, and the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined
that it was reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating
radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating
geologic repository.



Clark, Barbara, Commenter ID No. L311 L31 1-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hantford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L311-2 See response toL311-1.

L311-3 See response toL31 I-1.
PO Box 1222
Walls Walla WA 99362

June.20, 2011

Greater-Than-Class C Waste
Office of Technical and Regulatory" Support (EM-43)

*U.S. Departmenat of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

*Washington, DC 20585-01198

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposal to use the
Hanford site as the national repository for high level radioactive wastes.

*I am dismayed that once again it is proposed to add more waste to the
Hanford area before tie contamination already here is cleaned up. The
existing soil and water contamination aind leaking tanks are a serious and
continuing hazard to health and safety.

We have all become re-sensitized to the safety issues related to nuclear
*power" plants anid storage of waste by the disaster at thle Fukushinia plants in
lapan. Although Hanfohrd seems a great distance from Washington DC, it's
very close to the cities that surround it and to the Columbia River.

With existing wastes still not adequately confined or protected from
s•preading, it would be irresponsible and unfair of the DOE to add further
contamination to die Hanford site.

L311 -1

L3 11-2

Ii L31-3

Vi'ruyors•



Clark. Elisabeth, Commenter ID No. W302 W302-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hartford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.From:

gent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmasler @anl.gov
friday, June 17,.2011 3:23 PM

gtceiswebmast er@a nl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-level Padioactive Waste EfS Comment GTCC10302

Thank you for your comment. Eliiaberh Clark.

The comment tracking number that has been a ssigned to your comment Is GTCCIO3O2, Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all corresPOndence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 17, 2011 03:22:37PM COT

Greater-'lhan-Class-C Low-Level Raditoactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC1DO02

First Name: Elisahseth

Last Name: Clark

Country: USA
Email: Cla rk,Elisshothatgmailro._ m

Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or sddress from public record

Comment Submitted:
The Columbia Gorge Is irreplaceable- and Is a national treasure. The cultf walls between the Washington and Oregon

sides of the Columbia are relatively close together. Toxic waster could perreahently damage the people, wildlife, and

waler.

Please don't ruin this magnilllctnt landmark. Do not allow inaclear waste to be trulcked through the Columbia Gorge.

Q~uestlons akost submitting comments over the Web? Contact as at: getcceisehmnte lnno or cali the Greater-

Than-c/aos-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ELm Webmaster at (eS0) 252-5705,

W302-1



Clark. Janice. Commenter ID No. L278

O
L278-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision

on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L278-2 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for the
DISPOSAL OF GREATER THIAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-LIKE WASTfE
(DOE/EIS-0375-D)

U.S. Department of Energy zww•~o,_
I

WRtITTEN COMVMENT FORM
Mest be received oan or before June 27, 2011

Mr. ___Mrs. __Ms. __ Mr. & Mrs. __Dr.__

Name: Jpy'ii.e I?. C'• I(et-t<

Tile

"Orgnnizatidn:-

Ciey- • State: .• • Zip Code: 2 2

P.n:•t~• t ..-. 9o/ l¢,ilAdrs: a.,c ,°L oe ~ .

• •~

l')eoee me other stde (feore seoee is needed• " t .@ ,c.-

WVITHIICOLDI NO OF PERlSONAL INFORM~A'TION; tn olbreatlen yost pe•eiie en this feint tesy be pobtiSbed xx part
oftho pubtic eeerd roe this project, including publication on the Interect. Individeal respeeduens ieny rnqtuest
eonhiutxntieltiy by elsecking on_ f tie tucO bOneS betowe. "|'he DOE• wilt tinnor inch reqeests to the exiest allowed by law.
All submission, free, organizations and bosinessen, or fornmiondivbdualt, dentifying thnisehte, as reprcsenialis'esor officials
•of organiznsions or busineesses, still beoavajilabe to stie peblic in their ectirety.

[] Wqitthld my came otid nadress• rrm t~he public record. ""

[] Withhold only my aiddress fromi the public reseed

"Comment forms may ho mailed to: Comment ferim may be faxed to:
Mvr.Arnold Edelsean -•(301) 903-4303 "
Documelnt Manager --.
Offie•of Regulatory• Co0mplilance (UM.43) "" "..
U.S. Dep~ftticnt of Energy or sent by e'lectronic molt to:
1000 tottpeedence Avenue, SW' •tccels~Rnleok,
WVashington, DC 20585-0119.

L278-1

L278-2



Clark, Janice, Commenter ID No. L278 (cont'd)
L278-3 See response to L278-I.

L278-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the

scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to epable the

selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes.

• •" - ,'- ... . .A.? •.€o-.-

SL278-3

SL278-4

• • '." ' .: .'.:.'. '3 ' ,,

-,. . . .:- . .'. : . •,•,, ;" ,

"L,:" " : :, ' '



Clark, Judi, Commenter ID No. W128 W128-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceis.webmaster~ani.gov
Wednesday. June 15, 2011 7:55 PMd
gtcceiswebmaster@unl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Clata-C Low-LueveR Radioactive Waste EII Comment GTCC10128

Thank you for your comment, JUDI ClARK.

the comment tracking number that hus been assigned to yoor comment is GTcCIOZ028. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in o(i correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 15, 2013. 07:54:45PM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC10128

First Name: JUDI

Middle Initial: M

SLast Name: CLARK
Address: 17785 ChEST VIEW LN

City: NEHALEM

State: Olt
Zip: 97131

Country: USA

Email: fairvilzarddamail.com
Privacy Preference: Don't wittiheid name or addrest from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please do not allow more people to die from cancer dun to radiation passing thr'ough the Gorge. Hanford is far mere
than enough. My husband died from cancer. This particular cancer risk is preventable. Please prevent it.

OQuestions about submitting comments over the Web? Cotntact us at: eteceelswebmaster~snieov orca~lthe Greater-

Than-Clars.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EiS Webmastet aE (610l 252.5705.

IW125-1



Cohen, Alicia A.. Cornmenter ID No. W139 W139-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gt~cciswobmast cr@anI~gov
Wednesday, June 1S,.2011 8:39 PM
gtcceiswebmastcr@anigov

'Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactlve Waste 115 Comment 6TCC10139

Thank you for your comment, Alicia Cohen.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCO103. Please refer to thea comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this c:omment.

comment Date: June 15, 202.1 08:58:51PM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC10139

First Name: Alicia
Middle Initial: A
Last Name: Cohen
Address: 2240 SE 24th ave.

Citylo Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97214
Country: USA
Emaih cohe nallciap @nmall.¢om
Privaoy Preference: Donetwithhold name or address from public record

comment Submitted:
We need to clean up Hanford Cot dutmp more waste. Trucking radioactive waste is expensive, dangerous, and I
completely' onnecesoary. People will die as a result: as reported In the DOE's own EIS. There Is no J'ustification passible [ W139-i

Ouestloas about aubmitting commienta over the0 Web? Contact us at: etcceiswebmaster sant. ov or coil the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste EI5 Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.



Cole. Charles, Commenter ID No. L282

2874 Plaza Blanca
Santa ]te,NM 87507

May9, 2011

Arnold RdclmanDocument Manager
DOE OTCC EIS •
Cloverleaf Bldg., EtM-43'
1000 lndependence Aye, SW.
Washington, DC 20585•

Dear ivrk. Eidelmas,

hAY 1 6 toll

L282-1 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify~ the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-1 64) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
moditfy this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201I) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1. 1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require site-specific NEPA review, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

L282-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

I am concerned about the Draft Environnmental Impact Statement for the Disposal of Greater-Than-Class C (GTCC2) Low-Level Radioactive Waste and CsTCC-Likc Waste,

I object to two provisions in the DEIS. One is that it considers only the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant near Carlsbad, Newv Mexico, at a site for disposal. The WtPP was designed for low-levet
waste disposal. Dot GTCC waste is muach more radioactive than this low-level waste. To begin
to dispose of this higher-radioactive waste at WIPP will set a precedent that this ia the only
nuclear waste disposal site in the U.S. and there~fore all radioactive waste can be deposited threre.

We in New Mexico, pserticulasly in nosilsern New Mexico, are arecady St risk from possible
exposure during thre transport of low-level waste from the Los Alamos National Laboratory to
she WIPP site. Approving of GTICC disposal at WI?? w.ould mean even greater exposure while
these w•astes are being transported. I object to this assa resident of this area.

The other prrovisi'on is t'he D EItS that is regrettable is the omission of any consideration of
Itardencd-On-Site Storage (II0SS). This kind of storage would mean the retention of nuclear
w.astes On-site as commercial nuclear power plants. It would ensure safety from terrorist or other
attacks, It would mean that thcre would be no risk of exposure during transport. And it would
three the U.S. to do what it should be doing anywvay, which is so find an alternate site for
disposal of GTCC. I ask therofore that tIOSS be considered in thu EtS.

Fatling the changes on these two critical issues, [ ask that the BIS not be approved.

Sincerely,

Charles 13. Cole
(505) 424-0456
eheflca.cole@q.eeom

L282-1

L282-2
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MR, BROWN: Thank you. Chelsea s next, and

Ken Homan will be after you.

MS.. COLLONGE: Hi, my name s CheLsea Collonge.

I live here in Albuquerque. And going off of what

866.488.DEP•O
www.CapitalReportingComopany.coni



Collonge, Chelsea, Commenter ID No. T67 (cont'.d)

Capital Reporting Company 52

dollars a year. IFolks in our neighborhood who sleep in

ditches and- n burned-down houses come to our house

four days a Wieek to take a shower, to do their laundry,

to eat a meal, which is often their only meal of the

day.

New Mexico's really poor. Ha're like

48th, 49th in this country. Stop dumping on us. We

don't have the haalthcrar. We don't have the money to

deal with these risks. I have three friends who

Couldn't be here tonight and who asked me to speak for

them. They're all really sick. One of them has kidney

failure that causes extreme pain in all of hia

appendages,. and he's a veteran. Another one is a

single mother, younger than I am. She has three kids.

She has pancreatic failure, meaning she can't digest

her food. She's in severe abdominal pain almost all

the time• Another friend of mine had a seizure today.

She works full-time on this nuclear issue, but she grew

up in a neighborhood that's right downwind from Sandia

National Laboratory. Her dad just died. Her mother

died when she was 11 from leukemia. Set grandmother,

who was a worker at Sandia, died of brain tumors.
866.488.DEPO

ww~w.CapitalRep ortingCompany.coni

T67-1 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposalat the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-201I) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of W1FP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the ;ermns and
conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require site-specific NEPA review, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

T67-I

S
0
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0

Ce

0



Collon~e, Chelsea, Commenter ID No. T67 (cont'd) T67-2

T67-3

See response to T67-I

The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS is based on

standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of radiation on

humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all altemnatives; thus, any

modification of this methodology would not affect the comparisons among alternatives and the

identification of the preferred alternative.Capital Reporting Company • 53

So I would like for the DOE to keep its

promise, that WIPP would remain a site only for weapons

waste, that its mission would not be expanded, because

we can't handle additional wasto here. The standard or

reference man, the model that our government uses to

calculate how much radiation is safe, that model is a

20-something year old five foot seven Caucasian male.

"That's a sexist end a racist model, and we know that

every single dose of radiation cumlulatively contributes

to risk of cancer.

Me and my friend, who couldn't be here

because she had that seizure, we talk to high school

students about radiation all over Albuquerque. They

understand that, end the fact that like no one else is

telling them the truth, it just shows who gets cared

about in this society. It's the people on the East

Coast who have money, who ear living near nuclear, power

plants who are making gazillions of dollars off of

radioactive industries, they're the ones that the

Department of Energy cares about. So you guys might

think 'that the world's forgot about Chernobyl, that

we'll forget about Japan, that our country is just

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com

T67-2

T'67-3

II I I



Collonge. Chelsea. Commenter iD No. T67 (cont'd)

SCapita! Reporting Company S4•

!going to forget about New Mexico, but we're not going

.2 to let that happen. Thanks.

.C.

S



Conlan, Mike. Cormmenter ID No. W20 W20-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: gtceinveb mast erit@eni~tov
5entM Sunday, May IS, 2011 12:51 AM
To: gtcceisw~ebmaster@enl.gov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-lhan-Ciass-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCCIOO2O

thank you for your comment, Mike Conian.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is 6TCClOO20. Please refer to the comment

trackdng number In oll correspondence relating to this comment,

comment Date: May IS, 2011 12:50:3SAM COT

Greater-Thao.Clest.c tow-Level Radioactive Waste ED5 Draft Comment: GTCC10020

First Name: Mike
Last Name: Conialn
State: WA
Zip: 58052
Country: uisa
Email: distfu nd@ hoiwai,coen
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or addrest from public record

comment Submitted:
US DOE

Re: greater than CiessC Waste at Hantford

W20-2 See response to W20-1.

W20-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W20-4 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLPRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

Before even considering edding to the radioactive (8) mess at Hanford -

CLEAN UP the 70 years of radioactive waste presently at Henford !l
I W20-1

flarford is a'stupid place to make into a radioactive dump se/the Celamniaa Riter adjacent fet t-which has been, and is]
presently being contaminated with radiocttive ground water. IW20-2

The number of trucks or train cars that wouid be carting R material would be a huge security problem, along with [

possible accident -not worth the riski

The idea f new nuclear plats isagain stupid. esthould be fochsingout energies onalternative sources. nes that W2-

won't bioweup, pollute the enviroament, or leave a legacy for thousands of years.

Geologicai depositories are a much more rational solution to 5 waste.

Sincereiy,

Mike Conian BS, DOS, MHIA

JW20-4



Cooke. Harriet. Commenter ID No. W35 W35-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceswebmeaster@aoligoa
Wednesday, May 13, 2011 12•02 PM
gt cceisweismasler @ant.gov
Receipt: Greater-Tharn-Ciass-C: Low-Level Radioactive Waste 55S Comment GT~CI1C03S

Thank yotu for your comment, Harriet cooke.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTcC1003$, Please refer to tihe conmment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: May 13, 2011 12:02:00PM CDT

Greater-Tisan-Class.C Low-.Level Radioactive Waste EtS Craft Comment: OTCCIOO035

First Name: Harriet
last Name: Cooke
Address: 3050 Nt.Simpson Stroet
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97211:
Country: USA
Email:hnrits'edarssnctum.net
Privacy Pretereece: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
l am Writing to oppose Eke propossl So use Hantford as a national radioactive waste damp far extremely radioactive OTCC
waste. Transporting and burying toxic waste is not unlike an ostrichs burying ins head in the sand. All it does ia transfer
the unacceptable risk associated with radioactive materials to a dilferent place. thils wtill do noiling to alleviate the two
foundational problems or energy, 1) tire need to learn to live within our SAFE energetic means, and 2) the need to tarn
our political will toward exploring and developing safe, sustainable energy ossrces and masimising tire utllization of the
safest resources we still huve. We have had Ike capacities to bauid more efficient autos for decades, but have lacked lise
political will to require it.

in voting no to the Hanford storage proposal. I vote ygS to every locality learning to take responsibility for it's owvn
wvase and finally understanding that tkere is no place called "away.' Every 'away" is a sacred place on earth with
populations and ecosystems that deserve clnealiness and safety. Please skift your agency's energy to sustainable, safe,
SOlatiarns for all.

Thank you. Harriet Cooke MD, MPH

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Concoct us at: ecceiswehmasterlenlieav or call ike Greater-
Than Class-C Low.Ley01 Radioactive Waste EIS Wehmaster at l630) 252-5705.

W35-I



Cooley. Mary. Commenter ID No. W60 W60-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alt~mative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W60-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the

scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal altematives to enable the

selection of a safe alternative or altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes.
From: ,gacceiswebmaster'@anl.gov

Sent: ,Sunday. May 22. 201,1 10:41 AM

TO; gtcceiswebmaster@anl.gov
Subjeetb' Receipt: Greater.Than-Ctass-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste EI$ Comment GTCCIOOSO

Th~ank you for your comenot, Mary Cooley.

The comment tracking namber that has bseen assigned to your comment is GTCC1C;O60, Please refer to the oemmnent

truebing number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comnment Oate: May :22. 2011 10:40:55AM COT,

Greater-Than-Ciass.C Low-L~evel Raudioactive Waste EIS Draft comment: GTCCliOOSO

First Name: Mary
Middle Initial: E
Last Name: Coaoley
Address: F

State:
Zip: ,
Country: USA
Emoil: mneolev001 mnillrnfl
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:'
We need to move away from producing nuclear waste, instead of figuring Out wbere to damp itt i am completely

opposed toucing Hanlerd ataconlinaing site fr toxicaste dumping. t isavery bad idea fortha safetyof peoplend W60"1

the planet."•
Let's get creative with ways to produce energy without creating tonic waste sthat wo then have to figure out how to I W60-2

dispase of. The reality is that it wvilt nount go Sway.I

Qunstions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: p~tcceiswebmastert~anl.•ooor call the Greater-

Than-Class-C; Low-Level Radioactive Wuste EnS Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.



Corcoran. Jill. Commenter ID No. W536 W536-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated• December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision 'on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: 'gtcceiswebmnaster@anltgsv
Sent: Monday. June 27, 2011 1:40 PM
To; Rlcceiswebmaster@aul.gov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Cl ass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS comment GTCC10536

Thank you for yokur comment, Jill Corcoran.

The comment trarking number that has been assigned to yeur comment is GTCC10S36. Please refer to the comment
tracking; number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: lane 27, 2011 01:39:52PM COT

a reate r-Than-Class-c• Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Oranft Comment: 610C10536

First Name: Jill
Last Name: Corcoran
Organization: self
City: Salem
State: OR
Zip: 57302
Country: USA
Email: si11924 t'lnomca st1;rn e
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address firom public record

Comment Submitted:
No, I don't approve of 12,000 + aemi-truck-s of the highest level radloective waste products (spent fuel reds) from about|
100 very old nuciear (mid 70'n)
power plants be shipped all over across the nation to store at Hanford W536-1
with the rest of the radioactive waste that they have not even been
able to deal with after 60 ye0ars. The US has to figure oat ham to deal with them nowinstead of creating nlew nuclear
power plants.

Questions about submitting comnients over the Web? contact as at: v.tcceiswebmaeterman!.eov• or call thn Greater-
Than-Class-C Law-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705,

'-

c'



Costa. Demelza, Commenter ID No. W140 W140-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the
Columbia River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for
GTCC LLRW. The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from
local medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement

State licensees.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

g tcceisweb master @ael~g ov
Wednesday, June 15. 2011 8:40 PM

.gtccoiswebmaster @enlgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Claas-C Low-level Radioactive Waste It$ Comment GTCCI034t0

Thank you for your comment, Demelra Costa.

The comment tracking hureber that has been assigned to your comment is GITCC014OIo Please refer to the comment

tracking number in at! correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: Jute 15, 7011 08:40:09PM CDT

Gruater-Than.Closs-C Low,-level Radlioactive Waste EIS Oraft Comment: GTCCS0140

First Name: Domoiza
Last Name: Costa
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: .Oenaoone~ytvhlo.com.
Privecy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
Radio aCtive waste in the Colombia gorge. Absolutely NOT! I

Questions about submitting comments seer the Web? Contact ut at: utIehetemastertaoni.rov or catllthe Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Rladioactive Waste EIS Webmast~r st 16301 2S2-5705.

WI40-1



Couche. Stephen, Conimenter ID No. w500
W500-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the

Columbia River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for
GTCC LLRW. The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from
local medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement

State licensees.

Froms: .tcceiswebmaster@anl~gov
Seant Thursday., June 16, 2011 12;22 PM

To: gtcceiswcbmaule.ef@uanL~goo
Subject= Receipt Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Itadioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCC10248

Thank you for your comment Step~hen Couche.

The comment traclsing number that has been assigned to your comment Is G1TCC101248. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: luae 16, 20•11 12:22:07PM CDT

Great er-.Thnn-Class-C LoW-Ibsel Ildlouctlre Waste EIS graft Comment: GTCCS0248

First Name: Stephen
Middle Initlal: W
Lust Name: Couche
Organlzatien: U•S. Government
Address: 4718 SE. 31st Ave.
City: Portland
State: 03
Zip: 97202
Country: USA
Emailh .•t eve ol948 co mca stn et

Privacy Preference: Don~t withhold nome or address from public record

commuen Submitted:

The Columbia Gorge is tight and narrow and of course the route of a major river. The threat of an accident Is real and I

cun not be tolerated for Its threat ts a mujor metropolitan area ll'ortland, Oil) anid the threat to thre Pacific Oceon if ars w
leak made it'into tihe river. This threat is real, and lust as It could threaten the local area It could have a world wide 50-

potentIal and farther disrupt the sensitive world ecosystem.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us ut: getrceiswehmastert~ant.eo.v, or call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at 1630) 252-S705.



• Crai2, Edward, Commenter ID No. W190 W190-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Wi190-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.From: gt c¢eiswebmast er@anl.gov

Sent: .Thursday, June 16, 2011 12:22 AM

To: gtcceinwebmaster@ani~gov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-CtasS-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCC101SO

Thank you for your comment. Edward Craig.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIOSS0. Please refer to tim comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 16, 2011 12:22':26AM COT

Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Rtadioactive Waste EiS Draft Conmment: GTCC101S0

First flame: Edward

Lost Name: Craig

Address: 850 West Fifth Ave

Address 2: Apt 11

City: Eugene
' State: OR

Zip: 97402
Country: USA
Email: encraimflrmail.corn
Privacy Preference: Den't withhold name or address from pubiic record

Commnatt Submitted:
I think trucking radioactive waste through the Cotumbia Gorge will prove massively stupid if everything goes mull. W190-1I

Please remove the Hanford Nuclear Reservation frosm the Us, Department of Energy's list of candidate sites for a
permanent nuclear woase dump site to store radioactive materials coming from across thre United States. Hanford is tire W190-2

wrong place to transport and dispose of more highly dangerous radloactive materia

Questions about submitting comments over tihe Web? Contact us at: ratcceiswebmasteri~anI.rov or call the Greater-
fhans.Class-C Lose-Level Radioactive Wusfe EIlS Webomaster at 16301 252-5705.



Crimi. Richard4 Commenter ID No. W407 W407-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

W407-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hantford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W407-3 See response to W407-1

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

gtcceiswehmoat er@antgov
Thursday. June 23, 2011 9:35 PM
gt cceiswebmaster @ant~gov
Receipt: Oreater-Trhan-Class-C tLow-Levei Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCCIO4O7

Thank you for your comment, Richard Crimi.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIOIO7. Please refer to the comment
tracking number is oil correspondence relating to thin comment.

Comment Dote: Juno 23, 203[1 09:34:3RPM COT

tlrenier-Than-Ciass.C tow-Level Radioactiv'e Wuste EiS Draft comment: 0iTCl04O7

First Name: Richard

Last Name: Cnimi

State:

Zip:

Country: USA
Email: richard cdiml@hatmnil.com•
Priv acy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Commenst Submitted:
Secretary Cihu and Mr. Edeilnan:

l am fervently oppored to trucking nuclear waste through the beautiful Colombia Gorge. This is precious land which we
must preserve and not endanger. On the 25th Anninersary of Ike Columbia Ricer Gorge National Scenic Area Act, we
should celebrate the post and future protection of the Colambia Gorge--nor propose more dangers to this national

treasure.

I hoar reports noerp weak about the cleanup at Hanford. itrs already the naost contaminated site in the Western
Hemisphere and tire Deportment of Energy as already engaged in oun of the largest and most complex cleanup projects
in l.$. history at Hantford. The number one priority should be to stop waste from leaking into Ike Colombia Riveraend
clean op the eaisting waste at Hanford. Na now nuclear snasin should be stored at Hantford.

W407-l

W407-2

t am Joined In opposition to transporting more nuclear watte to Hanford by Friends of the Colombia Gorge, Hours ot
America Northwest, Columbia Ricerkoeper, 17 Oregon legitlators, Congressman tori iDlemenauor, U.S. Senator Merkiny.J W407-3

U.S. Senator Wydeo and many others.

Thank you for your tint and consideration.

Richard Crimi

Qaestions aboot submitting comments over Ike Web? Contact us at: ntcceiswobmastnrt•0ani.eov or call the Greater-
Than-Clans-C Low-Level Radlioactive Waste EIS Webmnatter at (6301 252-5705.



Crocker, Terece. Commenter ID No. E90

Fromu
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

Terece Crocker uterececrockerttyahsoocoms.
Thursday, tune 02, 2011 4:25 PM
gtrceis@ant.gov
Ore~os as a waste dump

E90-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC ETS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

E90-2 Based on the analysis found in Chapter 12 for generic commercial locations, many of the areas
where the waste is generated are not suitable for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
waste. The GTCC EIS evaluates a range of reasonable disposal alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

Regarding the designation of Hanford to be included in the Manhattan Project National Park,
legislation was passed under the National Defense Authorization Act of 2015 and signed into
law by President Obama on December 19, 2014.

Arnold Edeltnan
lDocumernt M~anager
Office of Regulatory Comspliune6

Dear Sir.

We in Oregon care about our state. WVe recycle, return our bottles snd cans, and take our cars through DEQ in
order to hrane-n safe and livable cnvironnment.

Please atanid firm in our eommsitmenrt, by keeping Oregon front being a dumuping ground for radio active waste.
Trucking it across country fromt other states is dangerous and an accident waiting to happen.

E90-1

If another state benefits from their waste then they cars deal whith their problent in their own backyard. Hanfordis just getting cleatted up, I tunderstand is was Iso be a park! xtiaplai that!, E90-2

Your consideration is appreciated.
Sincerely,

Terece Crocker
Lifetime Oregon Citizen



Cummings, George. Commenter ID No. W222 W222-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From: gtccelswebmaster@aneigov
Sent: Thurstday, June 16, 2011 10:22 AM
To: gtcceiswebmaster@antgov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCCIO222

Thank you loryour comnment. George Cummings.

The comment tracking number that has been asslgned to your comment s G~TC10222. Please refer to ithe camment
tracking number In all correspondence relating to Ihis comment.

Comment flute; June 19. 201.1 10:21:49AM CDT"

Greater-Than-Cleat-C Low-Lovel Radioactive Waste itS Draft Comment: GTCC10222'

First Name: George ,
L~ast Nante: Cummings
Counter: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't witihhoid tiamo or a•ddress tram public record

Comment Sabmitted:
Do not truck dangerous radioactive materlalthsrough the narrow corridorof the0 (ole~mhla Gorge, thereby risking Cte I
health of residents and trveclers and damage to a national scenic treasure. Tihe estimated level Of radiation release iv I W222-i

utterly unacceptabie.

Questions about submit~ting comments over the Web? Contact us; at: .etcceiswehmasterliani.eov or call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste Egis Webmastee at (6301 252-5705.



.Cunningham, Lynda. Comnmenter ID No. W264 W264-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
Sent:
To:
Sublect:'

gtcceisw,'bmast er@ant.gnov
Thursday, June 16, 2011 ?"30 PM
gtcceiswebmaster@aeligov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Rudioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC102O4

Thank yau for 'nur comment, Lynda Cunningham.

The comment tracking numberthat has bean assigned to your commentIt GTCC102O4. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 16, 2011 02l:30:1PM COT

Dreater-Than-Class-C Low-Level tadloactlen Waste ELS Draft Comment: GTCC10264

First Name: ikyndn
Last Name: Cunningham
Address: 55051 EsEergreen Boulevard, 6109
City: VANCOUVER
State: WA
Zip: 98661
Country:, USA
Email: lvndeeelLcomeast.nnet
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please help us keep the gorgeous Colurmbia Gorge clean and green.

Thank you.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Corltact us at: strreeiswebmasterfkninL•ov or call the Greater-
Than-Claus-C Low-Leant.Radioactive Waste EIS Webmanter at {OS0) 252-570S,

SW264-1



Daggett, Fran, Comnmenter ID No. W399 W399-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From: gtcceiswebmaster@anligov
Scai, Thursday. Juno~ 23. 2011 7:23 PM
TO: 9tcceiswebmaster @anl.gov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Weste EiS Comment GTCC03S99

Thanit you for your comment, Fran Oaggett.

Thu comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC'/OS9S. Piease refer to thre commont
trucking number In oil correspoedence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: iune 25, 2011 07:22¶S7PM CDT

Greate r-Th a n*Caso•-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft commenlY GTCCI03S5

First Name: Fran
Last Name: Oaggett
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold nanme or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Save tire Gorge from radio-active pollution by not trucking it aiong the freeway. - W399-t

Questions about submitlting Comments over the Web' Contact us at: etccoiswebmasreraael•eov or cail the Greater-
Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Dale. Dorothy, Commenter ID No. W25 W25-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local 9nedical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

W25-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal altematives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

From:
Sent:
TO:
SubJect:.

gtcceiswebmaster@anl~gov
Sunday. May 15, 2013 5:23 PM
glcceisyebmastler@unl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCCIO025

Thunltyou for your comment, dorothy dale.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCCIOO2R. Pleate refer to thie comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comtment.

Comment Dote: May IS, 21111 05:23:OSPM COT

Greater-Trhan-Claso-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI$ Oroft Comment: GTCC10025

First Name: dorothy
Middle tnital 0: a
Lest Name: dale
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name oreaddress from public record

Comment Submitted:
Is there any way that we can learn fronm the events in Japan? Moaut we continue to destroy our habitat? it isn't jast the
Columbia giver, It Is the entire planet that contInues to he hilled acmwe mi•s-uan our ocltiefl ic know how.
Stop Nucleon Stop our unsafe storege of Ihe waste.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact at at: etcceiswehmasteriaanl.nev or call the Greater-
Than-class-c Low-Level Radioactive Waste tSS Webmaster at (610j 252-5705.

xcxcxc
W25-1

SW25-2



Dancer. Daniel, Commenter 1D No. W464

From: gtcceiswebnaoster@a ni.gov
Sent: Saturday, June 25, 2011 9:56 AM
To: gtcceiswebmatter@asl.gov
Subject. Receipt: Greater-Thsan-Class-C Lov,-Levee Radioactive Waste 61S Comment GTCCtO0464

Thank you foryour comment, Daniel Dancer.

The co~mnent tracking number that hns been assigned to your comment is GTCC10464, Please refer to the comment
trocking number In all correspondence relating to lills comment.

Comment Dale: June 25, 2055 0g:s5;51AM CDT

Greater-Than-Ciasn-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E1S Draft Comment: GTCC10464

First Name: Daniel
Middle nitials: D
iLast'Namtr: Dancer
Organization: Art For the Sky
Address: pO6 693
City: Mosier
Stole: OR,
Zip: 97040
Couetry; LISA
tEmaih danceri~artfortheskv.com
Privacy preference: D~on~t withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Hello,

W464-I There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W464-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W464-3 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository altemative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC ELS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W464-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting altemnative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W464-5 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

I live In tihe Colombia Gorge. drive on it's roads everyday and think illIs an iusane idea to be driving nuclear waste up and
down these roads. I don't approve of 12.000 + cemi-trucks of the highest level radioactive masse products Ispeut foci
rods) from about 100 very old noclear (mid 70's) power plants be shipped all over across thu nation to store at Hanford
with the rest of the radioactive waste that they have not even been able to deal with after 60 years and still the cleanup
budget enceeds $2 billion a year and they won't ever have it all cleaned up.

S. Hanford can not he cleaned up if USD06 adds any more watte lo be buried In landfills or boreholes -the wastes in

oveisting soil trenches and ditches aed fronm teak leaks need to be removed.

2. Extremely radioactive wastes belong In deep unde rground repositories, no t in landfills, borehains or vaults.

3. USDOE trends to consider in the tiS how to avoid making more of these highly radioactive wastes.

4. USD06 has to disclose and consider tire total (cumulativel Impacts of both of USDOEts separate proposals so use
hanford as a national radioactive waste dump, and all the risks fruon trucking wastes to Haunford, in one environmental
lwpact statement for the public to review and comment on the foil picture. Tire GTrcc fis needs to disclose that USD06
is alto prolsosing to add 3 meillIon cubic feet of radioactive andi chemical wastes lo be disposed at ilaniord, in addition to
the GTcc wastes

W464-1

W464-2

W464-3

W464-4

W464-5



* D'Arrigo. Diane. Coonmenter ID No. L313

From: Diane D'Arrioa/NIRS .sdiaietd@nirtorgS

Sent: Thlursday', June 16, 2011 5:39 FM

To: Arnoid Otdehlasan

Cc: Diane D'ArdgoINLRS

Subject: Greater thair. Class C Coninents

June 16 2011.

Arnold Eudotman, Documenlt Managetr, 006 GTCC EiS, Cloverleaf Btd., 6M-43, 1000

tneeteendence Avenue, SW.• Washlngton,. DC 20565

Dear Arnold Edelman and DOE

'Iease ealen~d the public com~menlt period (o r one nsonthls 00hat hsidieidualCl organiaations atd communities at fected

and potent~ally aftoceted| by G34CC and GTCC lilse waste canl fully renlio, evalulate and counrent. Those l~inn an~d working

Sat and around some of the sites witls large a mounrts of this wascte or poteal~tall in line to receive large aounslets ol

deserve the ch ance to learn' snor and provide input. It has been a long time consine -gIetting to the point'ashern the

public can weigh ln on this unique waste category. We would greatly appreciate a ll day extension.

L3 13-1 DOE provided a 120-day public comment period, as compared to the required 45-day publiccomment period. The public review and comment period on a DOE draft EIS shall be no less

than 45 days (40 CFR 1506.10 (c)). The public comment period begins when EPA publishes a

NOA of the document in the Federal Register.

SL313-I

Sincerely

DIana PDArrigo

Nuclear Informnationl and Revoerce Service

Takorno Parkt 1uD

Peggy and Melodies Pryor

AndrewS TX

DIane D'ArrigofNtRS
6930 Carroll Ave 11340
Takotna Park MO 20912

'-5

C.:

0

0

'-5



Davidson. Jennifer. Commenter ID No. W533 W533-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferredroutes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be. conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

The limitations and exemptions defined in DOE's January 6, 2006, Settlement Agreement with
the State of Washington (as amended on June 5, 2008) regarding State of Washington v.
Bodman (Civil No. 2:03-cv-05018-AAM), signed by DOE, the State of Washington
Department of Ecology, the Washington State Attorney General's Office, and the
U.S. Department of Justice, will remain in place. For information on DOE's preferred
alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Prom:
Sent:

TO;
Subject:

gtcc:eiswebmastnr@S n~g ov
Monday. June 27. 2011.12:17 PM
gt~ceiswebmaster@anLgov
Receipt: Greater.Thms-Cl5Os-C tLom-LCvI itudloacttve Waste EIS Commennit GTCC1OS33

Thank you for your,commnent, Jennifer Oavidson.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC!05S3I. Please refer to the comment
tracking number its all correspondrence relating to this ceoement.

Comment Date: luea 27. 2011 12:16:44PM COT

Greater-Than-Cl5Ss-C Lowe-Level Raedioactivet Waste EIS Draft Comment; 6TCC10535

First Name: Jennifer
Last Name: Danidson
Addretss
city:
state:
2ip:
Country; USA

Privacy Preference: Withhold addreoe only from public record

Comment Submitted::
I oppose the use of the Hanford site for the disposal of GTCC LUIW, it poses an undute risk to the denself poplaited
areas of NW Oregon and SW Washington to hace these materials transported through this region.

Questions about sabmittingecommsents over tie Web? contaeosu at: nt~ceiswebmattrfanlt'O oor callthe Greater-
Thsan-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste Elt Webastater at (6S0) 252-5705.

W533-1



L417-1 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of

Federal Regulations 
(40 CFR Parts 1500--1508), 

DOE analyzed the range of reasonable

disposal methods (i.e., geologic repository, 
near-surface 

trench, intermediate-depth 
borehole,

and above-grade 
vault) and federally 

owned sites (i.e., Hanford 
Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS,

WIPP, 
and the WIPP Vicinity) 

as well as generic 
commercial 

locations. 
DOE determined 

that

it was reasonable 
to analyze 

the federal 
sites because 

they currently 
have operating 

radioactive

waste 
disposal 

facilities, 
except 

for the WIPP 
Vicinity, 

which 
is near an operating 

geologic

repository.

L417-1 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of ~

Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed the range of reasonable

disposal methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole,
and above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, 1NL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, ~
WIPP, and the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that

it was reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive C~

waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic

repository.

0

(b

0

0

L41 7-1



L4 17-2 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, INL, LANL,
NNSS, and SRS. The ongoing cleanup efforts at these sites will continue. DOE does not
anticipate that GTCC LLRW or GTCC-Iike waste disposal would affect ongoing cleanup
activities at these sites.



Deaton, Douglas. Commenter ID No. W515

pronm:
Sest:
To:
Subject."

gtcceiswarbmaster'@anl~gov
Sunday, Juno 26, 2011 11:58 PM
gtcceiuvebnmasier@ani.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Cla~ss-C LoW-Level Padloactive Waste EIS Comment G5TCCO1051

Tha nk yOU for your comment. Douglas Deafon.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is SITCC1O515. Please refer to the comment
tracktng number in al1 correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date:June 21, 2011 11:55:14PM COT

Greater-Than.Class-e Low-Level Rtadioactive Weste E1S Draft Comment: GTCCLO055

First Name: Douglas
M!ddie Initial: C
Last Name: Deaten
Address: 4613 tal Kiliigngsmorth St, I1l.
City: Portland
State: DR
Zip: 57218
Country: USA
Emailh doueselaneti~mac.com
Privacy Prefereneo: Don't witihhold name or address from public record

Commeet Submitted:

Greetinga.

Hanford can not he cleaned up if USD01: odds any more waste to be boried in landtlIt Or borehtoles- the wastes in IW515
existing sail trenches sand ditches and from tank teaks need to be removed. E~tremeiy radioactive wastes belong in deep11 W51 5-2

underground repositories, not in landfilis, borehales or vaults.

W5 15-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR. 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W5 15-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WVIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W5 15-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

W5 15-4 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

USD01 needs to consider in the EIS how to avoid snaking more of these highly radioactive wastes, IW515-3

USD01 has to disciose and consider the total tcumulativel impacts of botlh of USaOOes separate proposals to use
Hanford us a national radioactive waste dunip, and all the risks from treching wastes to Hanford, in one environmental
impact statement for the public to review and comnlent on the full picture. The GTCC OIS needs to disclose that USD01 W5 15-4

iS aLso proposing to add S million cubic feet of radioactive and chemical wastes tu be disposed at Hantford, ha addlition to
the GT7CC wastes.

Thank you.,

Questions about submitting comnments over the Web? Contact usk at: ~t cceiuswe b a stnerfaa n l~no or cull the Greater-
Tlhan.Class.C Low-level Radioactive weste EIS Webmaster at 16301 252-5705.



Delanty, Hueh. Comm enter ID No. T138 T138-1 Comment noted.

Capital Reporting Company 9

3

6

7

B

9 MR. BROSN: Okay. HuLgh Delanty. Okay. And

10 then Linda Oleon-Osterlund will be after Hugh.

I1 HR. DtLANTY: Thank you, sir, Hy name is Hugh

12 Dielanty. V'ma retired U.S. civil servant, and was

13 a natural resource planner. I worked for the United

14 states government, and I had plenty of chance over

I$ the years to talk about th~s and all kinds of other

I6 issu•es related to resource development. And I've

I? hoard an awful lot amd learned some new things

IS tonight that I hadn't really realised before, and • T138-1

l9 appreciate being sble to come to a place where

20 could hear that.

21 One of the things that has really occurred to me

22 as I've listened, t]here'e been talk about diggin9

23 these sites in the Canadian shield where nuclear

24 waste coujld he safely stored. I mean, now, as safely

25 as we can do, and it's not totally safe either. But

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalfteportingCompany.com



Delanty. Hugh. Conimenter ID No. T138 (cont'd) T138-2 Comment noted.

Catpital Reporting Company

I we could be doing that, but that seems to be not a

2 viable alternativo because there's tremendous

3 political opposition.

4 And as a civil servant, I know what a real

5' obstacle it is to have a politticia against you fot

6 some darn thling. mean, you know, it doesn't matter

? if they're making sense or whether their stand makes

S sense or anything else. And with due respeet to our

9 friends here, t think they're kind of up against

IC that. They can't really tell all these Eastern

II congressmen and senators about all this stuff.

12 Bot, yOU knOW, nuclear power is something whore

12 the true costs of it ore not being fairly accessed.

14 The people who are demanding nuclear power, they

15 should have to pay the true casts of it, and that

16 includes this two-or three billion, or whatever it
T138-2

|?" is, to dig these hloes. They're getting by without

IS paying'for some of the stuff that they're doing. And

19 I don't think that's right. And I think our Congress

20 is really remiss by not acting out tows that will

21 fairly distribute all this.

22 And, you know, dues arnybody here besides me f'eet

22 like it is tine that our politicians started getting

24 honest with us about, you know, the resources are

25 finite mmd the nuclear power, you know, it can't hs

866.483.DEPO
www.Capl taRep or tingCompany.rom



Delanty, Hugh, Commenter ID No. T138 (cont'd) T138-3 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(LLRWPAA, P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. Under the LLRWPAA
(P.L. 99-240), DOE is to identify, options to Congress for ensuring the beneficiaries of the
activities resulting in the generation of GTCC LLRW bear all reasonable costs of
dispositioning of such waste.

T138-4 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Capital Reporting Company lea

2

4

6

7-

S

12

13

'4

16

'7

20

expanded indefinit~ey. Joez, you know, Unhimited

growth is the etiology of a cancer cell. stole

that fran Edward Abbey.

Sat I don't know. I guess there's a lot of

other things I can say, but I think the people that

are using nucear power in the fast, and all the

other people that want to duep all this stuff out

here, they have not been told the true cotat of

nuclear power. Sn I am strongly in favor of stuff

being taken care of at the sito. They're getting the

benefit of it, and they ought to pay for it, and we

should not pay for it. I an flatly and unalterably

against desping mare waste. I cannot believe that

.that was ever selected as a site, because we're

putting wsste into the ground right next to the

largest river in th~e Itesrican Rest. -That's what

we've done.

fly the way, I'm free Vancouver, W'ashington, bet

isotopes come down the right side of the Colembid

River as welt as the left too. Thank you.

T138-3

T138-4

0

(~l

0
Ia

0



*Derry, Anita. Commenter ID No. T139 T 139-1 Comment noted. DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to
disseminate the information to the public so that input from the interested public can be

obtained to inform the Final EIS. See Section 1.5.

Capital Reporting Company 9

2

3

4' MR. PR50lY: Thank you. Theodora Teongas

S following Anita Derry, correct?

6 MS. DERRy: That's concect.

7 MR. BR0115: Good.

5 MR. SCAnt: Vsm from the Portland matte area,

9 and I'd like to thank the lady who's doing the

10 recording. I've been watching you for some time, and

II S think it's -- it's so important that we each speak

12 out., S didn't come with anything prepared, Cnd I'm

13 really glad to be at the end because I've learned a T139-I

14 .lot tonight. And I fool some inspiration.

15 Last night r stayed up kind of late looking at

16 the Internet, mostly about Fu/kushilea, and I asked my

11. dad tonight if he wanted to come. He's going to be

11 89 in July, and he said he wasn't up rot it. And,

19. actually, since rukushima happened. I've seen my did

20 change radically.

21 lHe'S always been a very well informed

22 individual. strong feelings about social justice. Me

22 was a World Mar IT pilot on a Bosbardier. Sut he's

24 begun to withdrew. And all the magsaiines he gets --

25 they're all left, hu'a very progroeisve v.- he's

866.488.DEI'O
www.CapitatRepor tingCompany.com



D~erry. Anita. Commenter ID No. T139 (cont'd) T139-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision• on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Capital Reporting Company '9

I pretty Such not reading, and he's started to read

2 fiction, which he read as a young child. And he's

3 disheartened. So I try not to tell his too SUCh

4 sbout what I think absut things, because I'm a

$ pessimist. But 2 did tefl. bus about the nuclear

6 meltdowns that ore happening in Japan and massive

7 amounts of radioactive seawater that are dumped every

8 day, that there could he dire consequences that are

9 going to affect the planet.

I0 So what I would like to tell the Department of

11 Energy is, this isn't about them or any of their

12 employees or any of the other agencies or our

13 government, It's really about the people of this

14 planet and all of ths species. And I think that as

15 long as we are engaged with the view of

16 aelf-centeredness at the expense of all of us as one,

17 we're never going to got it right.

IS How; I don't know if I'm going to be around in

19 10,000 years. 2 don't know what will be around in

20 10,0O00 years, but I think they're entitled to the

21 same opportunity that I was born in. And I cams in

.2 the early '5gs. Tbseother night I watched a show on

23• the ateomic energy industry, Soviet, 11.5. It was

24 pathetic, just pathetic. We are so shortsighted. So

2S ny request to them is, don't bring it to Hanford, T139-2

866.488.DBPO
www.CapitalReporfingCompany.com



Derryv, Anita, Commenter ID No. T139 (cont'd) Tl39-3 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

6

7
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9

Ia

11

12

"13

14

15

16

'7

'9

19

29

21

22

23

Capital Reporting Company

don't rake it anyw¢here. i'm really oncooraged by

what they're doing in Finland. Please, please,

please talk to the Finns and guit producing the

stuff, because We knew we can't contain it. We know

*it's deadly to everything. And as an individual that

was born trom Oregon -- my family moved west and game

*here -

* SR. aROSWN: YOU've got about 30 seconds.

HS. DERR?: I don't heve~much left of ny life,

but Vol wlli~ng tO take on our goveronent at this

point, because, really, they're not representing me

or anybody I know anymsore. corporations, we know

what's.happening with that, we know what's happening

with our political system. And I think it's time

that all of us stand up and say enough is enough.

you need to etep whal you're doing, change the way

we're interrelating with our planet and with other

people. And I think there's a lot of people in thio

state and throughout the United States that are

willing to go out into the streets and take -- you

"knew, take action. So that's my message.

sit. BRO5WN: Thank you.

515. ISRRY: I'm really glad everybody showed op.

T139-3

95



DeVries, Peit, Commenter ID No. W470

From:
SentN
To:
Subjern

egtccei.web'nast er@anl~g~e
Saturday. June 25. 2012. 11:37 AM
ytccehwe~bmastei@ani.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCCI047O

W470-1 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Thsank you for yourc€omment, Peg DeVries.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10470. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment,

Comment Date: June 25, 2011 11I:36:55AM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft comment: orcclos7o

First Name: peg '
Last Name: OeVrles
Countcy USA
Privacy Preference: Oon't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please consleer containment osf this highly toxic waste to remale In the general, local area w~here It was used. The
pristine N~orth West is not a toxic dump, and Hanford cannot safely deal with the waste It han generated mach less
adding more.
thank you... i

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelswvbmasterl~anl,pov or call the Greater-
Than-class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 15301 252-5705.

SW470-1I



DiPietro, Laura, Commenter ID No. W199

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmastee~anltgoe
Thursday, June 16. 20117:38 AM

0 tceeiswebmaster @ani~gov
Receipt: Grvater-Than-Class-C iLow-Level Radioactive Waste EIs Comment GTCC10199

Thank you for your comment. Laura DiPletro.

The comment trackinrg number that has been assigned to your comment is Grcc101go. Please refer no the comment

tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date:June 16, 2011 07:37:44AM COT

Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Lnvel Radioactive Waste h15 Draft Comment: GTCC10199

First Flame: Laura

Last Name: Di~letro
Address: 19 1/2.FuitonSt.
City: Aaheviile
State: FtC
Zip: 28801..
Country: USA
Emfli: iunaiunlor~l aheou.eo
Privacy Preference: Dan't withheid name or address from pubiic record

Comment Submitted:
Ioppopose the idea of trockine highliy radioactive waste (Greater Than Class C or 61CC waste) to the Hartford Cite in

Washington state through the Columbia River Gorge. That's 1,260 to 2,520 tracks of radioactive wusty passing through
the Gorge near homes, schools, critical wildlife habitat and the Columbia River.

61TCC waste is dangerous to human health and the environment for more than 560 years. A 2008 Department of Energy
study predicts over 800 adult cancer deaths along the trucking routes as a result of radiation leaking from the trucks
daring normal operation, even if no accidents occuri And this 'best case scenario" study osly inciudes adults. eucluding
children who are even more susceptible to the dangers of radioactive wraste. An occident reseltlg in the spillage of
highiy radioactive waste wvould be catastrophic for the Columbia River Gorge and ito reoldeets. The Columbia Gorge is
one of my favorite places on earth & a place I visit each lime I go hack west. Keep it spectacular pleaset

Questions about submitting commnents over the Web? Contact us at: gtrceiswehmaster~tanl.nov or call tbc Greater-

ThanCiass-C tow-Lceve Radioactive Waste 61s Webmauter at (6301 252-570S.

W199-I Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or altemnative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-]ike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million kmn (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nucleair fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017). The GNEP PEtS involved many more shipments
than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Because of this, the resulting
estimated impacts for that program (now terminated) were much greater than those given in
this EtS. The same types of analyses were done in both the GNEP PEtS and this EIS, but no
LCFs are expected to result from transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to
the potential disposal sites considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment
numbers (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W199-1



DiVincent, L.M., Commenter ID No. W476 W476-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sest:
To:
SubJect:

gtcceinwebmaster@ manl~gov
Saturday. June 25, 21111 1:25 I'M
gt cceisve b mastes@onl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC1O47S

Thanit you for your comment. LW DiVincent.

Tire comment tracking number thut bus been assigned to your comment is GTCC10476. Please refer to thre comment
trackinig number In all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: June 25, 2011 01:27:5OPM COT

G~reater-Tbran-ctaao-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OIS Draft comment: GTccIO47g

First Name: LW
Lust Name: DiVincont
Country: USA
Email: hn4nvc~vahoo,conm
Privacy Preference: Donst withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please Terrain from adding more waste to Hantford landfills or borehotes hut rathrer remove It from the trencires nod
ditches and tacit leaks need lo be removed and relocated ta deep underground repositories like tire otto they're building
In Finland. USDOE must disclose the impact of using Hanford as a national radioactive waste dump, including trucking
Wastes to Hanford. Thfs should be put in one environmental Impact statement for the public cotmment. including thse
proposal to add 3 million cubic feet of radioaCtive and celentcl wastes to be disposed at Hanford, in addition to the
GTcc wastes.

Questions about submitting comments over tire Web? contact as at: etccenin.aebraster~anitov or call the Greater-
Than-Clans-C Low-Level Rudioactivo Waste hIS Webmasterut le30} 2S2-5705.

W476-1



Diugonlski, Meiba, Commenter ID No. T140

Capital Reporting Companty

I problem, that the technocrats were going to have it

2 fixed, the scientists, the physicists, they were

3 going to figure it out before it was a problem. Zr

.4 is 24 years later, and it is still a problem. lie is

S still wrong in what he told mc, and l'm nota

6 scientist. You den't have to be a scientist to know

7 how dangerous this staff is, how --

B MR. BROuN: I'm sorry. You're at your time

9 limit.

10 MS. POLISHUK: Okay. Thank you.

11 MR. BR0WM: Our nemt speaker is Melba -- it

12 looks like nlugonski. Okay. You have lovely

IS handwriting.

14 MS. oLUGOlsKl: Melba Olugonski, Sou~theast

IS Portland.

10 One of the things about coming at the end of

1? something like this, everybody has already said most

1S of the things that you were planning to say. And

19 while soes redundancy is appropriate, we are short on

I0 time. So maybe I will just bring up a couple of

21 things,. and one was my vision of what S would

22 really -- a daydream of what 2 would like to have see

22 'happen tonight.

24 rho DOt would soma in and say, you knew, we

25 .really have screwed up. we're very, very sorry, and

8l66.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingConepany.eom



Dlu~onski. Melba. Commenter ID No. T140 (cont'd) T140-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Capital Reporting Company i

we'd like to nato it up to you. We'xe going to use

2 the considerable influence of our agency and our

3 other agencies we'li bring on hoard and their

4 corporate sponsors, and we will try to cake this

S" right by you.

4 The first thing we're going to do is see to it

? that there are no nuclear power plants, that we shut

S down nuclear weapons, that we stop using depleted

C uranuia to destroy peoples in other places.

I0 Remembering with humility that this stuff is forever T140-I

II and that this planet it is not just under'assault

12 freon this one thing. It happens to ha the nost

13 long-lived, hut €limate change and chemical pollution

14 'and overpopulation all cooing together at one tine.

|S And to have a kind of hunility as an agency to

16 see that you are a part of the whole. There are

I? cman, aman problecs in the world, and it's going to

18 take an enorcous responsibility on the parts of

IC individuals and groups of people to try to step doing

28 business as Usual. We need draeatl~c changes and

21 solutions.

22 3 think the nisune of science is my other point.

23 A true scientist is a person who goes out and says,

24 yOU know, I really would like to understand the why

25 of things and the how of things, and I will do all

866.488.DEPO
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Dliigonsld, Melba. Commenter ID No. T140 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company 7

I the work necessazy to find out about thin, but I'm

2 always asking you to prove ,se wrong. l'n always

3 looking for why I am wrong. hot why t'n right.

4 And have you heard that kind of science here

S tonightl Thank you.

6 11R. BROWN: Thank you, We have ZMartha Shelley

7 next and then Joe Walsh.

8 IIS. SHELLEY: lii. i am Nartha Shelley. I'm

9 with Code Pink Portland.

10 AUDIENOF. 11R.'BE: Yes. Right on,

II lIS. SHELLEY: would like to say I suppOrt the

12 ereation of a deep geological repository for existing

13 nuclear waste, and absolutely oppose the building of

14 additional nuclear power plants to ecrate additional

IS nuclear waste. These gentlemen here say that a deep

16 repository was tOn expensive, it's going to cost two

17 or three billion dollars. This country spends $120

15 billion every year on wars in the Mliddle Rast, and

19 hon since -- what, ten years ago. 120 billion, but

25 we can't pot a deep deoes~tory in this country for

21 the nuclear waste.

22 The DOE and the NRC are acting with unbelievable

23 arrogance. You talk about repositories to control

24 waste for 10,000 years. 10,000 years ago peoplo were

23 just hunter, gatherers. Only 5,000 years ago the

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor ttngCompany, com



Dobson. Bruce. Commenter ID No. WIO WlI0-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

gt cceisw.,ebmaster@ ant~gov
Monday, May 09. 2011 4:02 I'M
gtcceiswebmaoter~anl~gov
Receipt: Geater-Than-Ciass-C iLow-Leve! Radioactive Waste £LS Comment GTCC10010

Thank you for your comment, Bruce Dobson,

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is OTCC10O1O. Please refer to the cornmeat
tracking number to all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: May 9, 2011 04:01:52PM COT

Greater-TlsanClass-C Low-Level Rndionctive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC1001O

First Nnme: Bruce
Middle Initial: e
Last Name: Dobson
Address: 5026 Deer Trail Lana
City: Langley
State: WA
Zip: e8260-8727
Country: USA
Email: hoshot~whldbev.com
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
t'm w~riting to urge the agencies concerned, to clean up all ra•dioactive contamination at Hanford, to cease adding new
waste, and to find absolutely safe methods for shorine radioactive waste for tihe nation. This problem of radioactive
contamination of our earth's water, air, and life is a huge one, sod we must Immediately do everything In our collective WI 0-1
power to repair the damage we've already done, as welt as to immediately an

8 
drastically reduce our generation of

morn radioactive waste.
Thank you.
-Bruce Dobson

Quettiont about submittlng comments over the Web? Contact utat: enccvivwnbmaster.I._n.ggoor cal theGreater-Than-Class-C town-Level Radioactive Waste tI$ Webmaster at te30} 252-5705.



Dnlan. Christonher. Commenter ID No. W404 W404-l There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local miedical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Froms: " glcceiswebmnaaterl~an,9or,
Sent." .Thursday, Jusne 23, 2011 ll.18 PM

To: .qtcceiswebmaster@enl.rjon
Sab~ect: Fleerolpe: s'=reneP,- 7)n-C•usu-C 5 nv4 eivl falu ksurre Waste 05 Conient 6TCC20404

Thank you for yer cosmeans, Cbtophser 0u.n.

The comment trocking number that has been nssigned to your comment is GTCC10404, Please rfeter to tihe ¢onment

nrakldng number in all rorrespondenee relating to this• consent.

Comment Date: June. 23., 2051 fRI R•':12PM •nT

Greater-Thas-dlaas-C Low-ouevlfladlucstlve Waste EOS Oraft Corement: OTCC IO4tO

First Name: Chii;,talse~r

Middle initial; J

Last Name: Dolars

Address 33 Bonnie, Brae I Js
City: Eastaound

State! WA

Zip: 9a241,

Country: USA
Entall: dolan ljrocdslary.om.
Prlnry Preeferenre: tlon'twithheld n•ame or nddteess from, public record

comment Submitted:
I have lived near the Colombia Rive~r Cnrte for over 34 yeort,. I now first hand the dnsgers of that interstate. Between
the wi'nd and Icy conditions It Is Irronspnslhl tno hove nLuclear •.vuns trucked diown that interstate, We already have
health issaea at Ifanfnrd, please den't add to the problem. Thank.

Chsristophser Dolan

Questions ablout submitting Comments over tihe Web? Contatct aa at: el e•iswebmuasterl~anl.eov or tall she Greater-
Ihnn.l-ulss-t Low-Level Radioactiva Waste EiS Webmaster at (6331 252-5705.

SW404-1



Donnelly, Dennis, Commenter ID No. E27 E27-1 The EIS notes that the decommissioning of a GTCC waste disposal facility is part of the
proposed action, but because the facility would not be closed and decommissioned until far
into the future (after 2083), the impact analysis for the decommissioning phase would be
conducted at that time.

The GTCC waste disposal facility would be designed to facilitate future decommissioning
consistent with applicable law, guidance, and policies. The appropriate site-specific NEPA
review will be conducted in the future as part of the decommissioning plan.

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

Dennis Donnelly <dnnnidosn@ida,net>'
Sunday, June 26, 2011 11:57 PM
GTCCEISOANLGOV
Response to DOf/EtS-0375-D

Oentlemen,

Please consider my comments on the Environmental Impact Statement for the Greater-than-Class-C tosev-cuvol

Ratdioactive Waste and GTCC-tihe Waste
(DOE/EIS-O375-Ol as follows.

I refer to Ipage 5-43, lint 15)

'- Because the proposed disposal facititles are expected to he available to contain the waste for a very long period of

time (for the nest hundreds of veers), the deconmmlssioning pihate of the proposed action could be better evatuated at
she time the disposal facility would be ready to be derommissioned. Hence, ovatoations for the decommissiuning phase
are not included in this E IS; instead, subsequent NEPA documentation swonid be prepared at t ater time to addresa the

decommissioning phate."

Whatfl It a ppear's that this ElS does not address the long-term Impacts AT AiLL II

- DOE realty cannot sanction the creation of waste-diuposai facilities weithosat adressing the core issue of long-tcrm
environmental impacts, without completely losing credibility in its competence to conduct its ob. Once Iho so-called
disposal sItes are in place and the waste is rupachugedo moved, and 'dispos'ed" in them it wii bet too late to re-do
the whole thing. The essence of the PiS process is to fully examine
the consequences before cowesiting to a decision.

Withost a long-term a nalysis that exceeds the radiotonic lifetime of lirIe wastes to be so disposed, this EIS is nor even
worth discussing as a credible document in the field of radioactive waste disposal.

E27-1

Dennis Donnelly/
S6 Tulane ,
Pocatelio ID 83201

dennldonnntxida.net



Donnelly, Dennis, Commenter ID No. T21
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Donnelly. Dennis, Commenter lID No. T21 (cant'd)

I

3

5

* 9

10

12

'13

14

15

16

20

21

22

23

24

25

1E1NIS OCOiIELLY; Yes.

015. BOlt•ili Tahan.

DENNIS DOlyEtLY; I would like to point out

that the 012 coni~dor -- ewe, apparently considero 0

19OK yeaz tlmn frame, and when yeu cay "tfmns~eanice"

'tho radiountive llfetimno 11 fst longer than

12',000 yearn.

Aed I mO•ld liko tO OCy, to he

neanlmqfut, it hal en addrene the fell length of the

radio toaieity of these mlterials involved. I

noticed that the Eil Concluded there wae to he no

do~o from the Invade Site. I mould Uhfc to ash if

they considered the pooniblilty of hydre-eugearie

volcanic activity at tie mevada Site.

FOr eac~eple In fluath Valleyf. june aver

the hill, there's a plane called Uibehebe Crater which

had u lyd~o-magctic euplosion. These events con put

hundtodc of sugare nilee of ouhterroneae conneente in

the aler ight main, end could petuntially -- meil,

t•ale eel -- take all ni that wasto if they mane tu

pet in there out into the ait aud it is -- it has tn

be considered IC any EII. urhecotue you l~ok lite

(inaudible) mith their ene considerlng folly the

inplicatisnu of an earthgnahe end tsunami. And you

knoew hum that endo. It's not peetty.

IT21-1

T21-2

T21-1 The 10,000 year time frame is consistent with the applicable EPA standard 40 CFR 191. In
evaluating the performance of the proposed land disposal facilities, a number of engineering
measures were assumed in the conceptual facility designs to minimize infiltration of water into
the wastes and thereby minimize contaminant migration from the disposal units. Monitoring
and maintenance of the land disposal units were assumed to be maintained for 100 years, and
corrective measures could be implemented during this time period to ensure that the engineered
barriers lasted for at least 500 years. This is consistent with the institutional control time frame
given in both NRC and DOE requirements and was determined to be a reasonable approach for
assessing the long-term performance of the disposal units.

It was assumed that after 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account for these
measures in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water infiltration to the top of
the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then 20% of the natural rate
for the area for the remainder of the assessment time period (10,000 years). A water infiltration
rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the waste disposal area; the
natural background infiltration rate was used at and beyond the perimeter of the waste disposal
units.

Additional assumptions were used for a number of parameters, including the distance to a
nearby hypothetical receptor (100 m or 330 ft from the edge of the disposal facility). The
analyses in the EIS indicate that a near-surface trench facility at NNSS and the WIPP Vicinity
can be safely used (e.g., estimates indicated no dose to a hypothetical nearby receptor at
10,000 years).

T21-2 A description of how the EIS considered volcanic activity at the Nevada site is provided in EIS
Section 9.1.2.1.5. All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses
presented in the EIS, including surface runoff and airborne emissions. These analyses
addressed the potential impacts on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA
requirements. The focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner
in which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC wastes in the
distant future. Locations closer than the 100 m (330 ft) evaluated would result in higher dose
and cancer risk estimates. The 100 m (30 ft) distance was used to be consistent with the
minimum buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE LLRW disposal site identified in DOE
Manual 435.1 1. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This information
could include sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposures for American
Indians. In a similar fashion, additional cumulative impacts analyses would be conducted by
using additional site-specific information when the location selected for a GTCC waste
disposal facility was determined.



Donneily, Dennis, Commenter ID No. T21 (cant'd) T21-3 DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCCLLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not

reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the

relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.

The GTCC EIS also evaluated a trench, borehole, and vault disposal method in the WIPP

Vicinity, and the evaluation concluded that these disposal methods may be appropriate for

GTCC waste.
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At thle WIPS Site, they alns aay there's
n0 ghost. Bauid a second hole In, the ground iN the

ar~ea, not the -ISPP Site. They can't tain It. Well,

have they wonaidorad the poesnibitity -- Or the octool

faitute 56 burial in salt, the flret atteu.pt to do

that at Lyone, Saeano bt~ioogicaly 40, 55 yearo ago.

tt was3 a failure because the eaIt repanitory In

Lynne, tasnsaC where they built theod400nstratian

fac~ifty railed, They peeped water in it and the

water dinapjsŽSted. It decnt" contain the waeto

really.

In that area, there is Carlsbed. Canada,

which .15 evidence ol nahiernonnan watec right in that

area, and sailt big holea in the ground aed sawing

•hinge around. What I'm saying Ia alao that the --

thia 115 hal not adapted the hoot practinan in

acttally gsajanteeinq a site where vuclcnit activity

and groundwater sanest act to nave those wastes

anousc.' Aed so it he On its Surface, very

iuccmpinte.

*Igueno all 06 thin otuiS adds Up5 to the

fact that we don't honeow O to do that. Per 70 yearn

ao've had an atomic induetty thai really haae't done

ny. serioun reonanch; ,,Or do they know how to jeolato

the produets of these things whith will last nesn in

T21-3
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Donnelly. Dennis. Commenter ID No. T21 (cont'd') T21-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside thescope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

I tie anvirooncnt, •o it to ennentially •Oenilgo=iO to

2 howe a oategory ouch au Groater-Thoa-Claoo c or h~qh

I evet or low tonal if you dont• lnow what to do with

4 any of it. To ooe, it aoundO lihe tho Salk Street

5 brokeru and thoir (inaodibblo) all. of those difforent

S Cateoqries that nobOdy roalkys really understands

7 okeeo you rake a liviog doing it. And it's all

0 pe~tty oeaningless.

9 Thu chakienge would ho tO isolate this

t0 staff, if pOoaiblo, and to stop crating sore. Thank

iI you.

721-4



Donoghue. Colin. Commenter ID No. E15 E15-1 Stopping the generaition of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the

selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes.

From: Coiln Donoghee <scolind~iveganmol!,¢om>
Sent: Saturday, May 07. 2011 8:59 AM
To: gtceeis@anl.gov
Subject: New Mexico Resident Comment on W-.ste Proposal

How nuclear energy is still seen by some asu o clean" energy source is beyond me, it's a completely irratieonl and I
inaccurate notion, "The nuclear industry should be comiatetety abandoned, as the Genrman government/people has E15-1

recently decided to dot Instead o f tilling the Earth with more tonic waste left to harm current and future generatiotot, see

should use energy" soturces such no solar, especialty here in sunny New Mexico,
Sincerely,
Colin Donoghue



Doran, Dour. Commenter ID No. T94 T94-l DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Capital Reporting Company SI

MR. B3ROMN: Doug will be followed by '/ann

Bynum.

MR. DORAN: Mow. Mr. Edeiman, welcome to the

Lend of Enchantment.

When I speak publicly about what has all the

signs of being a runaway train called nuclear

technology, tho destination of that train is a

forbidden planet. I have to speak like I know what Vrn

talking about. Please don't be fooled because r'm very

honored and at the same t~me I'm humbled to be in this

assermbly Of such powerful hearts and mind, all of us.

Thank you for the opportunity to voice my

concerns and advocate for on-site containment of

nuclear waste.

Joni gave see a fact sheet. So it could be

said that I appear before you hero armed and dangerous

with the facts. I'm going to aim at pertinent. See

bow close I come.

Ahout 12 years ago at the final hearing on the
866.488.DEPO

www.CapitalReportingCompany~con
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Capital Reporting Company

I HIP? before it opened, permission was given by the

2 Hearing Officer for the New Mexico Environmental

3 Evaluation Group to show us a video they had recently

made. Though pertinent to the issue, it was determined

not to fall into the category of the hearings focus

6 and, therefore, was not allowed onto the hearing's

7 record.

The images we all watched were of a stream of

9 water coming out of the wall with a smooth surface and

10 runnIng down. HE were told the camera had been lowered

Ii into the main air shaft at the HIPf, and what we were

12 watching was a stream of water entering into end

IS flowing down the airshaft. It was described as a

14 problem and remedy was suggested.

15 No one disputed the authenticity of the video

16 and the integrity of the NEENG is widely respected.

17 1 dn& t know the outcome on this, but the

to point is if a problem such as this one happened when

19 the airshaft was built, is it possible the same thing

20 happens somewhere ~lae in the facilIty? Phetorical

21 question.

22 Hut how many people here this evening believe 0

866.488.DEPO
www.CapxtalReporhn~Company.cons
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Doran, Dou2, Commenter ID No. T94 (cont'd)
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3

4

6

7
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12

13
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15
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the WIPP is dry?

M1ay the record reflect no one in the space has

indicated to' me that they believe WIii? is dry, and it's

true. HIPP is no more dry than my hand. My hand is

pretty sweaty right now."

And if the NIPS is not dry, Hr. Edelman, it is

not permanent. Let me repeat myself. If the 1115P is

not dry, then it is not a permanent solution, and

moisture is not the only problem.

'rime doesn't permit me to go too far into

this, but I would refer you to the findings of

researchers and workers like Charles Lof tus, Army Corps

of Engineers, among others. I know Don Hancock is here

tonight. I think he's a great resource, as an exarspie

of what I'm talking about as far as errors.

Got it. Thank you.

And to make the mistake that the W•tPS is a so-

called penlmanent solution when, in tact, it is nota

permanent solution does nothing but improve the chances

of a big time miscalculation, and that's a "big time"

with a capital a. As far as I can see, the only thing

ahont what to do with our nuclear waste that's

866.488.DEI'O
wwwv.Capital~epoertingCompanry.com

T94-2

T94-3

T94-2 The WIPP has been certified by the EPA as an acceptable facility for the disposal of defense-
generated TRU waste. The physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes proposed for disposal in the WIPP repository are comparable to the TRU
wastes currently being disposed of in the repository.

Dissolution has occurred outside of the WIIPP Land Withdrawal Boundary, as shown by karst
features in the Nash Draw area. The EPA has noted that it is possible that dissolution occurred
at the WIPP site sometime in the distant past (i.e., millions of years ago for strata-bound
features) but was associated with a geologic setting other than that currently present at WIPP.
However, dissolution in the underlying geology is not an ongoing process at the WIPP site.
The EPA, as part of its compliance certification process, concurred with the modeling
performed by DOE (which assumed that there was no karst within the WIPP site boundary)
and indicated that this was consistent with existing borehole data and other geologic
information.

WIA~PP is located in a salt formation, and moisture (brine) is naturally present. The brine makes
up about 1% of the rock volume. The brine comes in two forms: interstitial and included.
Interstitial brine is trapped between crystal facies (between fracture boundaries at the
microscopic scale). Included brine is inside small cavities called inclusions trapped within the
crystals themselves. Samples of brine collected from locations just inches apart from one
another show different chemical and isotopic compositions, indicating that the brine did not
move more than a few inches from where it was trapped when an ancient tidal flat dried up 250
million years ago. This indicates the extremely slow movement of water in this salt formation.
In addition, the current design for operating WIPP involves sealing the shafts to ensure that no
fresh water can enter and affect the disposed-of wastes.

WtPP is surrounded by various natural resources - including potash, oil, and natural gas - as
identified in Section 4.2.2.2 of this EIS. Resource considerations were included in the site
selection process for WIPP and are documented in the Final Environmental Impact Statement,
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Section 7.3.7. Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at
WIPP would not invalidate the WIPP site selection decision.

There have been no worker fatalities due to radiation exposure from waste disposal activities at
WIPP. In 1982, there was a single construction-related fatality in which a miner fell during the
first exploratory shaft construction.

T94-3 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP
would result in minimal environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including
human health and transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk
would he zero because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore
no radiation doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP
repository. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be
conducted as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide
inventory and heat loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.



Doran. DouQ. Comm enter ID No. T94 (cant'd) T94-4 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and 61CC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the 6TCC LLRW and 61CC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of 61CC LLRW and 61CC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Capital Reporting Company .'t

I permanrent is the search to the answer ior that

2 question.

3 The ultimete problemn is its permanonce.

4 Again, I advocate as strongly as possible for on-site

Scontainment of nuclear waste and an Intuits production

6 because a permanent so3.ution is yet to exist.

T94-3
(Cont.)

T94-4

7 If .I may borrow a few words from the Jefferson

5 Airplane, we ars proud. W1e are very proud of who we

9 ore.



DuBois. Marchette. Commienter ID No. W342 W342-I DOE is responsible under the LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. In
addition, under the LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240), DOE is to identify' options to Congress for
ensuring the beneficiaries of the activities resulting in the generation of GTCC LLRW bear all
reasonable costs of dispositioning of such waste. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

From:
Sent,
To:
subject:

g tcceinvwehmaster@anltgov
:Wednesday. Juno 22, 2011 7:27 PM
Otcceiawebmaster@anl~gov
.Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-c Low-Level Radioactive Waste ItS Comment GTCC10342

Thank pots for your comment, Marchette tDutoit.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to yout comment is GTCC10342. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: June 22. 2011 07:26:42PM COT

Greater-Than-Class.C tow-Level tRadioactive Waste E15 Draft Comment: tGTCC10342

First Name: Marchette
Last Name: Dulois
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold adidress only from public record

comment Submitted:
It is a shame that still in this day and age one considers Nuclear energy to'be clean wahen you hide the waste. it is not
clean, and we do not wsant the waste stored anywhere in our fragile environment. Please store~reprocess the waste on
site at the facilities at which is was generated, Please let the nuclear facilities become aware of just ham mock W342-1
dangerous by/-product is predated from their processes, and please make them land you Dept. of Energy - shame on youI
for being so irresponsible.) be renponsible for their mettes. We have only one plunuti Our natural resources are our
wrath and the future wealth of 0ur chiildren.I

Thank you for reading this,
Sincerely
Marchette DeBit ,!i

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: .etcce lwmemanterlael gov or colt the Greater-
Than.Clans-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EIlS Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.



Dukes. Aaron. Commenter ID No. W408 W408-l DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Suet:
TO:
Subject

gtcceiswehmasler~anligov
:Thursday, June 23. 20U1 9:37 PM
gt ccuiswebmastcer@anltgov
Receipt: Gweater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste uIS Comment GTCCIl0S0

Thank you for your comment. Aaron Dukes.

llhe comment t ruckingt number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1O04O8. Please refer to The comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 23. 2011 t53:36:51PM CDT

Greater-Than.Ciass.C Low-Level R~adioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCSO408

First Name: Aaron
Last Name: flakes
count•,: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhlhod name Or address from public record

Comment Submitted:•
Remove Hfanford from the last of siteu being considered for nuclear waste storage. Haonford is already a disaster nod the[ W405-t

wrong place to damp more radioactive garbage.

Thank yea.

Questions abo ut submitting comsments over the Web? Contact us at: etrcelswehmasteri@aol~eov or call the G runter-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Dunning, David. Commenter ID No. E23 E23-1 A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in 800
LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes that
the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) (DOE 2008b) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel
(SNF) and HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of
transportation activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water
reactors if they all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS
was canceled by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D).

From:
Sent:

Subject:

David Dunning eredboyslngs@yahoo.comn>
Monday, June 27. 2011 1l:13 AM
gtcceis@anl.gov
proposed deposit of more nuclear waste at Hanford

A really BAD ideal Let's aee, we already have unehtcektcd leaking of nueclar waste at Hanford and somebodywants to send 10,000 truckloads of more nuclear waste up there with a projected death toll of at least 800 due to
thc rodiation from the trucks as they pass by on 1-5. --not to mention possible crashes. and the felrther
rudiactive contamination of the Columbia River? NOI NOI NOI It's insanityl

Clean up Han ford for real and stop adding to the catastrophe upriver from usl

David Dunning. Ph.D.

Lake Oswego OR, 97'035

SE23-1



Dunning, Dirk. Conmmenter ID No. T141

Capital Reporting Company

MR. DUNNXMG• If I'm not mistaken, I think i'm

~ast. I'm Dirk Dunning. Vsm an employee of the

State of Oregon, Department of Energy. I'ri metly

going to be speaking on my own behalf. There are no

prepared remarks. I first wanted to thank Arnie and

you. and all of your crew for coming. It is immensely

important to us, sad, as you can toil, it's important

to our citizenry. Silently in the back we have Mary

Beth Surandt. Thank you for comning. Thank you for

listenidg. She'sm the document manager for the Task

Closure 0 Waste Management (inaudilbe) impact

statement, which is also being worked on. It is also

~866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com
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Dunning, Dirk, Comnmenter ID No. T141 (cont'd'l
T141-1 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the

information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings.S '.Capital Reporting Company

important that she is here representing that effort,

as well as hearing what all Oregonians have to say.

But mostly, thank you to all of you for cominzg.

Wy 12055, unfortunately, had to leave. We're under

furlough this week. TomOrrO'4 we're unemployed for

the day, and he timed out oer the day and had to

leave. So the honor fell to no to listen to the end,

and I thank you very much, everybody who is here,

particularly the younger folks. 'de tried very hard

to get people OUt that are younger, and its very

heartening to see so many tonight.

I won't have much to say in terms of eoaesents

about the particular CIS because we arc working on

coonolnts and will be speaking on behalf of the state

representing all of you as heat we dan. So pert of

whet we are doing in a meeting like this is coming to

listen, so' we can heat all the perspectives of

evaryone, and we deeply appreciate that.

On my'own behalf, oust a couple of cDenmrts.

One, to recognise that this prohlem, like so many, at

hanford and others is not a problem. It's a

predicament. iAnd the distlnction is that problems

can ha sOlved. Predicaments have to be dealt with•.

vo the degree yen can, yet solve them, hut you never

can completely. Hanford, given the beet efforts

114

T141 -1

17141-1
(Cent.)

866.488.DEPO
www.Capita1ReportingComnpanyocomn



Disnninig, Dirk, Comnmenter ID No. T141 (cont'd)i

( apital Reporting omnpany m

5

Is

"11

II

I$

1?

19

'90

"21

22

"24

posnihin amd as much moncy sswe can .spend, will nat

k• ttlu. tlx tank dlonuts EIS and cany eI~hsr that

that even smthl t~he besit etfnrna., t~he leve1l far

that brings me to ny last rIen~t.

Shave been 'working ior the Otete new ±et 16

yer teging to ensure% that hanford is elenmen up as

-acnac, 1II s-h e retired, most likn-ty, beeche the

1iaaudible) waste. To pet t.hie fl6 end thee, in1 seme

perspective, may qrandtahthr was the numtber sin badge

CCT Tkse flantot' sire. lie wamee to llanford int 1574, the

first nzew trdm Outont. his fat.her, my 93 eenrlthar,

nam to the atate wE Washington antd settled in the

Aotuaily, ass grandtater brasght ht.%s when he

was lass then one year old. I'm• a se~ond generation

•mseietn. t•1f grtadfather name here befote tIash~isyton

was a satoe. I cnn trace my li-ne tank through•

1-heophilus Dunning who arrived on this wontinent in

a6, nd then fu-ttthrt back into England, r-e the yea:

1238 e'nd t-he (tinaudibini ltne. That is 11?. yearn

ago. t9•. don't know€ who c-ane before that.

8366.488.DEBFO
www.CapitaiRepor tingComnpany.com
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T141-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste flrom other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
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Dunnin•it Dirk. Commenter ID No. T141 (cant'd) IT141-3 The results of the evaluation presented in the EIS are consistent with current regulatory
guidance (e.g., performance of the disposal technologies were evaluated for 1,000 years) and
sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal.

Capital Reporting Comnpany 0

l ~There's much that we don't know, but we can also

2 trace back and we can see the first civilizations,

t he big eivilizations that we know nothing about at

4 savesi to 10,000 yearn ago. Oze don't know anything

5 about these pseople. We can go back to the Cave art

6

7

5

9

10

Ii

.n taSeaum in France and sosse of the aboriginal art
at 60, 000 years ago. That is not far enough to

protect this Waste into the futere. We noed~tbe b

very careful to think how can we do this to protect

it as long as it needs to be protected. And again,

thank youJ all.

TI41-3
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Duran, Clarissa. Commenter ID No. T104

Capital Reporting Company 37

3

4

S

6

7

B

9

Is

13

12

12

14

Is

1~

'7

13

'V

20

23

22

HR. 3ROWN~ Okay. Clarissa Duran and Kathleen

Sanchez will be next.

MS. DURAN: Hi, ecerybody. Sorry to say that

we're seeing each otber under these circumstances, but

it is good to see all of you.

For those of you who don't know me, I have

been working with community orgen~zations on these

issues for -- sinco I was a student at Northern back in

1997.

Tonight I'd like to do three things. That is

to pay my respects, to create some imagination, end

some magic. And so the first thing I'd like to do is

86&488.DBPO
www.CapitalRepurtingCompany.com



Duran, clarissa, Commenter ID No. T104 (cont'd)
T104-I Other concerns or programs not related to the disposal of GTCC waste suggested for DOEconsideration are outside the scope of the ELS and do not meet the purpose and need for agency

action stated for this EIS.

C~~j
Capital Reporting Company •s

Iask this audience to take one moment of silence for

2every person -- to show our respect to every person

3 Croe our communities that we know who has cancer or who

4has died from cancer.

5 For those of you who aren't f roe these

6commsunities, respect for the fact that so many workers
i have failen, have given their lives. They are truly

a Cold Wqar patriots. So I'd like to start with that.

9 (gause in proceedings.)

10 1.1. DuRAN: The next thing I'd like to do is

I! use my imagination end rather than following your

12 process of what an ETS is, is -- wel2, for me coming

13 here is you telling me what you went to do or what
141 you're going to do, and as far as we, the com~munities,

is will allow you to do. And when I say "we, " I mean

15 those who are in charge both in Congress and at the

17 nOE.•

II And so I would like to tell you what I want

I9 tonight, ond~these are things that I Just came up with

ao while I was listening to everybody else, which thank

21 you so much for your incredible coranents.

22 The first.thing is that I would like the labs'
866.488.DE.PO

www.Capi talRepor tingCom pany.~om
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0
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Duran, Clarissa. Commenter ID No. T104 (cont'd)
TI04-2 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at LANL and ongoing cleanup efforts

will continue.

T104-3 Other concerns or programs not related to the disposal of GTCC waste suggested for DOE
consideration are outside the scope of the EIS and do not meet the purpose and need for agency
action stated for this EIS.

Capital Reporting Company 89

mission to chiange from threatening life to supporting

life, including new energy solutions which would help

the world to become nuclear free and carbon free.

Two, I would like for LANL to clean up all of

the waste that it has created, especially those from

nuclear materials and beryllium.

Three, I would like for LANL, the DOE, our

congress, our peopae to guarantee the safety of all

LANL workers so that we have no more who are either

"affected or. dyling.

Number four, I would like for the DOE, our

country to pay all the outstanding claims from the sick

and dying workers at all of our national labs.

Five, I would like for LANL to begin a true

dialogue and the DOE with surrounding communities in

northern New IMexico, and one of the things I would like

for you to dn in creating that true dialogue is to pay

-- I don't know -- 20 people a salary of 80, 00,

$100,000 a year to organize nur communities, to help.

bring them the education about what is really going on

up at LAN. and why our way of life before the 1930s has

been destroyed.

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReporfingCompany.com

r104-1
(Cent.)

TI104-2

TI104-3

T104-4

T104-5

T104-4 See response to T104-3.

T104-5 See response to T104-3.



Duran, Clarissa, Commenter ID No. T104 (cout'd/ T104-6 See response to T104-3.

T 104-7 See response to T104-3.

Capital Reporting Company.

* I'd like for the DOE, for this country to pay

2 for the education of all northern New Mexico residentsT14

3 at Northern Mew Mexico College, which is a smaller

•4 college, but really supports our cormmunities.

s I would like for the DOE and this country to

6 pay for the health care, including alternative and T104-7

7 traditiona]. medicines of all northarn New Mexicans.

5 I would like for the DOE and our cuuntry to

C -become aware of local traditions end respect them.

1o And lastly, for now, in this meeting -- maybe

II in the next EIS I'll coma up with some new things I

12 want you to do -- to become an entity that serves

13 humanity rather then the interests of corporations who

14 would rape and destroy for money, for power all of us

15 and this entire earth.

16 And ,so the last thing I'd like to do while I'm

17 up here for as much time as I have is to create some

i8 magic, and to do that I would like each one of you to

IC take about 30 to 60 seconds, close your eyes, and think

20 about what would happen if tomorrow you woke up and

21 IANL was no longer -- had anything to do with creating

22 bombs or anything that had to do with the war industry

866A488.DEPO
www.CapitaIReportingCompany.com



Duran. Clarissa. Commenter ID No. T104 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company 'I

! and instead was doing things to help all of humanity.

2 So will you do that with me? Just think about

a what it would be like to wake up tomorrow knowing that

4 those workers would be going to jobs they really wanted

Sto go to and that our community would be well and how

6 beautiful it would be without LANL and its terrible

1 waste.

$ (Pause in proceedings.:)

9 NS. OtJRAN: When you have finished thinking

to about what it would be like without lANL and its

Ii terrible waste, I'd like for you to turn to your

12 neighbor and tell them ono or two things that you -

13 are really jmportant to you that you saw when you

14 closed your eyes because this way we can make what's in

is our hearts real when we speak that truth.

10 14R. BROWN: Okay. Thanks very much.

17 We've got seven -- talk to your neighbors. I

to just wanted to say --

19 MS. DORAN: Have I used all of my minutes?

20 MR. BROWN: They --

21 MS. DURAN: Have I used all of my minutes?

22 MR. BROWN: Yes. In faot, you're over by two,
866A88.DEPO

www.CapilalReportingCompany.com



Duran. Clarissa, Commenter ID No. T104 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company 92

l

4

7

9

and we~ve got seven more speakers. So --

MS.. DURAN: Okay. I apologize.

NPR. BROWN: I want to make sure everybody has

a chance to speak.

* NS DURAN: All right. You still can talk to

each ether -

MR. BROWN: Okay. That's fine.

* MS. DURAN: -- regardless ot what they say up

here. Thank you, everybody, for creating that magic.



Easterly, E.M., Commenter ID No. W482
W482-1 DOE disagrees that it has demonstrated "beaurocratic disregard" for the citizens of Washingtonand Oregon. On the contrary, DOE has carefully considered all public comments on this EIS,

as well as the analytic results contained herein. DOE is required under NEPA to consider the
full range of reasonable alternatives to a proposed action. Accordingly, Hanford has the
climate, infrastructure, personnel expertise, and many other features that favor its inclusion for
analysis. Nevertheless, DOE intends to honor its commitment to defer a decision regarding the
disposal of offsite waste at Hanford at least until the WTP is operational (78 FR 75913).

lFrom: g tcceiswebmaster~a nl~gov
Sent: ,Saturdoy, June 25. 2011 6:49 PM
To: gt ccslswebmraater @anl~gov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCCOO4S2

Thank you for your commeet. E Easterly.

The comment trackint piurnber thut hae been assigned to your comment is G3TCCXtO482. Please refernto the coasment
traclsing number in all correspondence relating to this comment,

Comment Date: Juno 25, 201'1 06:4S:S8PM cDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Lows-Level Ilosloactlve Waste EIS Droft Comment: GITCC1O4S2

Pirst Name: S
Mliddle Initial: M -
Last Name: Easterly
Address: 775 Fir Gardens St. NW

City: Salem
State: OR
Zip: 97304
Country-. USA
Emnail: eastawest~lhotonuiinnom
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Given the proeimity of tho hanford site to both active fault areas ins the Pacific Northwest end the Columbia River
watershed I would encourage the monument of
Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste to tihe site anoan excellent demonstration of political and
bureaucratic disregard for citiaens of the states of Washington and Oregon.

Ido understand that many areos of the United States would welcome thre economic benefit of such a material storage
site, the Pacific Northrwest does not.,

E.M. Easterly

Questions about suboslltlng comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcce•isy~etmasterciant.no~v or call the G3reater-
Than-Ctass-C LowLevel Raudiouctive Waste EiS Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.

W482-1
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Edwards. Karen. Commenter ID No. W337 W337-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would he transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

P:rom:
Sent,
To:
Subject:

9t ccaisw/ebmaster@anlgsvTuesday. June 21. 2011 6:0? PM'

gticceiswebmuaest @anl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Then-Clas-C Low-Leveli Radioactive Waste EIt Comment GICC103,:7

Thank you tor your comment, K~aren Edwards,

The comment tracking number that has teen assigned to your comment is GTCC10337. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in atl correspondence relating to this comment,

Comment Oate: June 21, 2011 06:01l:54PM coT

Glreater-Than-Class.C Low-LeveI l adloacilvo Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC10337

First Name: Karen
Last Name, Edwards
Country: USA
Privacy Preference-: Don't withhold 'name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:

Please do not allow the radioactive waste ahlpments to be trucki through the Cotumbia Gorge. itlas a national treasare
thot we don't want to take chances with getting It polluted with dangerous radiation. W337-1
Thank you tar this consideratIon.

Questions about submitting comments Over the Web? Contact us at: ntcceiswehmaster@. unleov or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at (6301 252-5703.



Eldred. Mary. Commenter ID No. W78

From:
,Sent:
T"o:
Subject:

gtcceiswebnsaster@ ~anl~gov
Thursday, June 110.2011 10:15 AM

f9tcceis~webmaser~ant~tov
Rteceipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCC10078

W78-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hantford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W78-2 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. The Secretary of
Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS. DOE has
included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become
available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility,
DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

Thank you forytout commesstMary/Eldred.

The comment tracking numiber that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIC07S. Please refer to the comnmeal

tracking number In all correspondenlce relating] to this comment.

Comment Date: June 9,.201-1 10:14:54AM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radloactive Waste ElI Drait Comm~ent: GTCC10078

First Name: Mary

Middle Initial: L.
Last Name: Eldred
Adldress: 18800 Blue Ridge Drive

City: Oregon City

Stats: alt
Zip: 87045
Country: LSA.
Em ail: mleldrtt~ed@ all~com
Privacy Preference: 1on0t withhlold name or address from public record

Cornmeal Submitted:
I want to express my dismay that Ita nrord is belng co nsidered ua s t~e to store r'adIoactive waste from other NuclearW7
sites in the US. Hantord is considered one of t he nmost contaminated sites In tihe US and I feel that waste from other sitesj I 7-
should ha sent to Yucca Moantain for storage, not lianfoard. Yucca Mountain Is not situated near a major river like W78-2
Hlanford. and the chance oflcontaminatlng a weater supply in much much less.I

QuestIons about sutsrittiag comments over' the Web? Contact ax at: etccelswehmast ers~anl.eov or call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-level Radioactive Waste fris Waismaster at t630) 252-5705.



.Ellis, .Joell. Commenter ID No. W204 W204-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Pron: gtcce~iswebrnastert~anlgne
Sent: Thursday. June 16, 2011 8:46 AM
To:" gtcceiswebmaster~twnl~gov
Subcect: .Receipt: Greater-l{han-Clasv-C Low-Level Radloactive Waste 61iS Comment GTCC1o2I4

Thank you for your comment, Joefl E~ll.

The comment tracking number thet has been assigned to your comnment is IGTCCIO2O4. Please refer to the comnment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Oate: June :16, 2011 08:45:3SAMl COT

Greater.Than-Cfass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElS Oraft Comment: GTCC1O2O4

First Neime: Joell
Middle Initial: 6
Lent Name: FlliS
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: tlon't withhold name or address from public record

Comment SubmItted;
Please don't enee think• aboet truckint radio-actice waste op the Columbia :RiverlGorge. The Ilorge ia full of tourists ln I W04
the Summer and very dangerous to drive in the winter. W0-

Thank You,
I. tillis '

Questions about ub'milt iag comments over the Web? Contact as at: te~celswebmastnrtlwalno o•" call the GIreater-

Than-Cless.C Low-Level Radioactive Wante EIS Webmastar at (630) 2S2-570S.



Elmshauser. Erik C.. Commenter 1D No. W495

SFrom: gtceiswebmastr@,antgov
Sent: ounday. June 26. 2011 1:20 PM
To: qtcceiswebtnaster@anl.g ov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Thun-Clsss-C Low.Leeel Radicoctive Waste EIS Comment GTCCSO495

Thank you for your eomment, Erik Emlmshunser.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your Commeoot ls GTOC1049S, Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to thit comment,

Comment Date: June 25, 2051 01:itR:45PM CDT

Greater-Thun-Classn-C tow-Level Ra~dioactive Waste EtS Draft Commsent: GTCCI04955

First Name: trik
Middle Initial: C
Lust Name: Elmshauset
Address: 81l6 5E Taylor Court-
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97215
Country: USA
Omall: erklrettsrgyea.gicom.
Privcy Preference: Don't withhsold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
the Hanford waste in existing soil trenches and ditches and from teek leeks need to be removed; Extremely radioactiv e I I W495-l
wastes belong In deep underground repoaitories, not 1n landfills, boreboles or vaults. IW495-2
Our best policy is to avoid making more of these highty radIoactive wastes; which solves the drspowil Issue ali together. W495-3

I think we should store this material at the USDOE headquarters; that way It Is In the DOtrs interest to store it safely.

Questions about submitting ronmmsnts over the Web? Contact us at: etcisnmstrlan oor call the Greater'
Then-clans-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste IElS Webmaster at (6201 252-5705.

W495-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W495-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the W1PP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC ELS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land disposal
facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate radionuclides
for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

W495-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.



Enfield, Norm R., Commenter ID No. W253 W253-l There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From: gtccelsebmaster@ael~gov
Sent: Thursday. June 16, 201.1 2:GO PM
To: §tcceitwebtrnaster@anntgov
Subject: Receipt: tGreater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste t.IS Comment GTCCS0253

Thank yout for your comment. Norm Enfinid.

The comment tradklng number that has Been assigned to your comment is GITCcIO25S. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in alt correspondence retating to this comment,

comment Date: June1.26 2011 22:S9:38PM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-c Low.Levet Radioactive Waste EiS Draft Comment: GTCC102S3

Pinst Name: Norm'
Meiddie Initial: R •
Last Name: Enflald
Address: 2615 NW 46th Circie
City': Camas
State: WA
Zip: 98507-9141
Country: USA
Ematih nt Ie tfiedt~emcsl net
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name oraddresa from public record

comment Submitted:
Piease, no toaicmwaste in the bea utiful Celumbla River Gorge, I W253-1

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact tas at: ntrceiseebmasterflanleuov or cali the Greater'-
Thean-Ciaaa-sC Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (6301 252-5705.



Epstein• Joe, Commenter ID No. T26 T26-1 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-likA wastes,

some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility

Permit.
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MR. BROWN: Thanks, Betty.
Joe Epstein, and he will be followed by Doyle

Smith.

MR. EPSTEiN; Good evening, and thank you for

beingf here. I'n. Joe Epstein, resident of Carlsbad.

retired here;' I spent my entire career in the nuclear

business, making nuclear submarines, cormcerciel and DOE

waste management at Manford and here at NIPS.

As such, I, as well as the very large mtajority of

folks in southeast New Mexico, have every confidence that

IOP. end WISP could do the job of incarcerating

Groeter-Thefl-Ctes-"c and do it superbly, better than any

other site, and that this action would bi much better than

a no-action option.

Before WISP opened, there was an argucent that no

action was thh eppropriato action, leaving all the waste

where it was to be guarded with OngOing cost," and with the

waste relatively vulnerable to surface turmoil.

the transportation itself was a major visible

T26-I
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Epstein. Joe. Comnmenter ID No. T26 (cont'd) T26-2 See response to T26-1.

T26-3 See response to 126-1.

1 threateningf issue. MISS opened and has steadily with each

2 shijarent reduced the threat to the public. Who would

3 prefer Rocky Flasts than what it was and what it is now?

4 And this cleanup is being repeated across the nation,. and

S the transportation has proven the opposite of the dangers

6 expressed.

7 The' same story applies to 0T00 and

8 Greater-Than-Clsss-C-liko material. Transportation Is the

9 Jargast Eta area of concern for laPs. •with MISS, DOE has n26-1

10 the safest and most successful transportation system for (Cent.)

11 radioactive material transport in the country.

12 Activated metal is the greatest radioactive

12 COntant of GTCO and Greator-Than-Class-C-tike material.

14 With the relatively short half-lives of activated metals,

15 eyed with the ession longest-lived isotope in the metal

16 products, within 1.000 years, it's all background. WiSS

17 has a 250 million start on protecting against any

18 activated metals threat to the environment.

19 Use~ of NIPS requires Land Withdrawal Act, a

20 permit, and a State' of New Mexico DOE agreement for f26-2

21 consultation and cooperation to be addressed.

22 DOE'S solid relationship with the State of New

23 Mexico and Environmental Departeent and Congress and the
T26-3

24 public makes this very doable. tIPPr's attributes:

25 ceologic repository and a national treasure. By far the



Epstein. Joe, Commenter ID No.-T26 (cont'd) T26-4 See response to T26-1.

T•26-5 See response to T26-I.

13

1 lowest long-tern health effect to humtans of any other I 126-3

2 site. Trench, borehole are all designed, to address l (Cent.)

3 national security concerns on disposal sources. Marker

4 system protecting against intrusion. Very little

e nvironmental impact. The low cost and readily proven

S solution, skilled workforce with a proven record of

7 safe-wastcfhendling, highest safety and quality ceommitment

8 and established performance. Los Alemos and Sandia

9 National Labs, New Mexico State and Carlsbad, commitment

10 for any additional workiorce training requirement. T26-4

11 The Carlsbad Environmental and Monitoring

12 Research Center, assurance to population of no release to

13 the environment. Remoteness, both geographically in the

14 nation and a half mile down. of the biosphere, and very

15 importantly, the greatest public support in the nation.

16 . WIPS is reomemended for Greater-Than-Class-C, and

17 I and many of my colleagues will provide any support we 126-5

18 can do to cON to accomplish this.

15 'Thank you.



Evans. Bill. Commenter ID No. W52 W52-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W52-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

From:
Sent:

To:
SubJect:.

gtccelswebmsster@aultgcov
Saturday. May 21, 2011 4:33 PM
gtcc:eiswebmsster@snl~gov
Receipt: Grcater-Tharc-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 05S Comment GTCC1O5S2

Thanic you for your comment, Bill Evans.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIVO52. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: May 21, 2011 04:32:3IPM COT

•Greater-Thae-Class-C Low-Level Rladioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC100S2

First Name: Bill
Middle Initial: S
Last Name; Evans•
Address: 1930 Adams St
City: Eugene
State: OR
Zip: 57405
Country: USA
gemali:hile~f~
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

comment Submitted:.
Obviously there Is no Safe Place to store nuclear swaste,-- let alone by a Big River, where any INEVITABLE Leaks & Spills &
Emlssions-eephemisticaliy called 'Accidents'- will distribsute the waste over hundreds and thausands of rei~es. Please
do not even considerst'oring ANY levels of nuclear waste as Hantford, Washington;- and Please make all efforts to cloen
up the ealating nuclear waste that is already there and way too long festering.
Because Nuclear Energy Is INHERENTLY UNSAFE-- Let Us Proceed With The Obvious Course Of STOPPING ALL Nuclear
Energy Projects Now, and Clean Up The Enormous Waste We Have Already Generated. LET US LEARN FROM THE
LESSON OF ONGOING EUKcUSHIhMA DAIICHI CATASTROPHE AND OUR OWN DISASTROUS HISTORY WITH NUCLEAR
ENERGY 'ACCIDENTS'. AND THE RUSSIANS' WITH CHERNOBYL, AND OmgEs• AROUND ThE WORLD. AND CEASE TRYING
TO REAP ENERGY PROM THIS INHERENTLY HARMFUL TECHNOLOGyI
Thank you for your attention.
Bill Evans

questions about submitting comments over she Web? Contact us at: stcceiswehmasters~anl.sgy3orcall the Greater-
Than-Class-c Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-570S.

IW52-1

IW52-2
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0



Evans. Jay Lee. Commenter ID No. T75
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MR. BROWN: Thank you. Shannon Mason? Is

Shannon here? Jay Lee Evans? All right, and Jay Lee

is heeded this way, end ilildegard Adams will follow Jay

Lee.

AR. EVANS: My name's Jay Lee Evana. I'm a

lifelong resident. My father was born in St. Joseph

H~ospital, delivered by Or. Loveless, Hle had a

doctorete. •Something he gave me was an appreciation

for the amazing physics that was done at the labs

during the war, and I want to thank you for the

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.cono
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Evans. Jay Lee, Commenter ID No. T75 (cont'd) T75-1
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opportunity to put my words on the official record

again.

'- I ad.'it, I have a profound suspicions of the

process, but I'm grateful to once again enter into the

!<abuki dance that we do with the DOE or the DoD.

5'ifteen years ago, many of us were in rooms like this,

testifying whether or not WIPP should be open and what

level waste should be permitted and whether or not the

rRUPACT containers ware sufficient. And as a result of

the uIS process at that tinse, we came away with the

impression that WIPP would open but it would only be

licensed for lower level military waste. In all, we

knew deep down back then that this day was going to

come, but we had off icial reassurance that neither high

level nor military waste would be allowed at WIPP.

S I'm a bureaucrat. I'm a municipal bureaucrat.

I understand the need for the process: of appeal and

review and overturn policies, but hare we are again. £

worked in the circus when I.was a kid. If you've ever

been around camels, if you're insa tent, camel gets his

nose in the tent and okay, and you look around and

before you know it his neck is under the tent, and you

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany~com

DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify' the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable law~s (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC ELS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.T75-1



Evans. Jay Lee, Commenter ID No. T75 (cont'd) T75-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-]ike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.
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say, okay. And before that, he's got his shoulders,

his legs, pretty soon his hump is in the tent, and

before you know it, you've got a camel in your tent.

Well, the citizens of New Mexico, the industry's

stinking, putrid, death-dealing camel has its nose in

our tent, end we are hero today to suggest, to demand,

to plead, to be on the record, asking to turn away from

Pluto, the god of death, the namesake of plutonium,

turn towards sanity, turn towards life and the children

and the grandchildren that we are so fond of talking

about and do #het2

I'm not all about being negative. My

suggestion, my proposal, my reco•mnendation is a

monitored, double-welled, retrievable, surfaced storage

facility. I think we would be well-advised to explore

vitrification technology rather than weapons

protection. We need to refocus the las's mission.

We've got these amazing brains. We've done this

m~agnificent physics here. I think we could refocus

sway from weapons production and do some more

magnificent physics for humanity, for our children and

our grandchildren. With all due respect to the people

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany~rorn
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Evans. Jay Lee. Comm enter ID No. T75 (cant'd)

Capital Reporting Company 5'

T75-3 The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process.

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the long-term modeling calculations are
reasonable and enable a comparative evaluation of the impacts between altemnatives. The
results of the evaluation presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and
methods for disposal. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

that have spoken before, it should not surprise anyone
that the retired industry flacks and nuclear engineers

apeak aa apologists for the industry. I understand you

go through school, you've got a career, you got a

degree, you're looking for a good job. Your cboices

are severely limited. And the labs are the industry,

are the place to pay off those debts, and where you

stand' depends on where you sit. And this doesn't

change; it's always the same. We have the engineers

speaking about how safe it is.

I'm not surprised at them spinning the

industry's line. It was asked,. why was 13 billion

dollars spent on Yucca Mountain and came up rejected.

'rhe aiiswer to that is, you can't put enough lipstick on

that pig, whether it's united States Geologic Service

reports or labs modeling, to disguise the fact that

when you're talking about geologic time, thousands of

tons of waste, high, low, medium level, and half lives

of millennia, it is the height of arrogance and human

folly and shear stupidity to think that employing the

crudest waste disposal method imaginable, sticking it

in the ground, is going to be reasonable or well-

866A488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingConmpany.corn
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Eivans, Jay Lee, Commenter ID No. T75 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company 12

I advised way to provide for our children's and our 'r75-3I(Cont.)
2 grandchildren's hea~lth and future.

3 A gentleman I mentioned earlier that --

4 MR. BROWNt tou've got a little less than a

5 minute left.

6 MR. EVAN4S: I haven't got my running shoes on.

7 Permanent disposial passed to protect our .children and

B our grandchildren, I agree, and something else that we

9can also agree on is radionuclides are both mutaganic

10 end.carcinogenic. I know of no more authoritative

11 source than Nationlal Academy of Science. Google it,

12 look up n-W--I-R, Biological Effects of Ionizing

13 Radiation. It's clear. It's been mentioned here.

14 There is no safe dose of radiation, especially if it's

12 internal, ingested, or inhaled -- despite this very

16 reassuring plecemlat, very charming, that i'm very

17 grateful to have.

II We hear the canard, no fatalities at Three

19 Mile Island, no fatalities i~n nuclear subs, and now in

20 this cascading catastrophu that's Fukushima, the media

21 tells us in unity, immediately, tho two messages to

22 throw all on, it's safe, it's inevitable, even while

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.rom



Evans. Jay Lee. Commenter ID No. T75 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company S

S it's continuing to melt down.

2 MR. BROWMN: Okay --

IMR. EVANS: To finish up, to finish op here.

4 I'm going to conclude the way I always conclude my

s testimony at these events, with the statement --

6 MRn. wADE: Don't let. it break with tradition.

7 MR. EVANS: I will focus the question on --

Sthe (inaudible) . If you choose not to hear us, your

9 grandchildren will curse your name.



Evans. Peter, Commenter ID No. T4
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22 - 14. flR011NI Thank you. Peter Evans who will be

33 followed by Dr. Rose Hayes.

24 X'R. PETER EVJ0eS: Hi. I em Peter Evans, resident

25 of Ailcen, no aff±liations5• I actually want to thank

26 everybody for being here to give the prenentation end



Evans. Peter, Commenter ID No. T4 (cont'd) T4-1 SRS is analyzed as a candidate location for a new GTCC waste disposal facility as it currently
disposes of similar radioactive wastes. DOE is performing environmental restoration activities
at the SRS and ongoing cleanup efforts will continue.

12

1 give us a chance to give our thoughts an this. The SRS

2 is located in a large and growing metropolitan area.

3 When you have the people who are dependent uoen the

4 Savannah River for drinking water the people in

5 Savannah, Beaufort and eany other people in Hilton Head

6 it is even much larger metropolitan area. When.

7 radioactive material is stored at the SRI, whether

8 above the ground or underground, there is always a risk"

9 of leakage into the ground. This risk is amplified by

10 the earthquake fault lines that are in the IRS area.

11 We are put at further risk by the fact that the SRI

12 doea not continuoual7r monitor the Savannah River for

13 radioactive leaks. Heaven help us if radioactivity

14 gets into our aquifer or into the Savannah River. The

15 grOUp Citisens for Nuclear Technology awareness has

16 lobbied for note" nuclear activity to come to Aiken.

17 This group, many represent people either currently or

18 previously involved with the nuclear industry, however

19 they do not speai for the general populous. It is tine

20 that the focus be upon some additional jobs or not be a

21 promise of additional iobs of income for the area.

22 This would cease In the event of a substantial nuclear

23 accident. The focus most be on the health add well

24 being or the many people living in the area. The SRIt

25 is not the place for storage of any nuclear materials. T4-1

26 The materials here must he rem•oved and no nuclear



Evans. Peter. Commenter ID No. T4 (cont'd)
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materials should OVer ho brought here again. Thank T4-1
(Cont.)



Evans. Rosamund, Commenter JID No. T58

Capital Reporting Company 26

MR. BROWN: Okay, RoSalnund Evans and Floy

Barrett will follow.

MS. EVANS: I'm Rosam~und Evans. I've lived in

866.488.DEPO
www.Capitall~ep or tirgCompany~com



Evans, Rosamund. Commenter ID No. T58 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company 27

I New Mexico for 37 years. I'm a citizen. There will be

2 corjenfts submitted after I work with a couple

T58-1 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings.

T58-2 The GTCC ETS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP and all the
other sites being evaluated. No transportation LCFs are expected.

DOE's requirements for transportation of radioactive waste are developed and continually
revised to ensure maximum protection of public health and the environment, thereby
minimizing the risk of a traffic accident. DOE has established a comprehensive emergency
management program that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness
measures to minimize the health impacts of accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's transportation emergency preparedness program was
established to ensure that DOE and its contractors, state, tribal, and local emergency
responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and effectively to accidents involving
DOE shipments of radioactive materials. Should an accident occur that involves a release of
radioactive material to the environment, it would be promptly remediated in accordance with
these procedures. These measures would help DOE to minimize and mitigate any impacts on
the environment.

3

4

organizations to develop those, You know, when we come

-- and I realty appreciate the opportunity to have

S public commeants. We have very few venues where we can

6 be heard, end so some of the statcments I guess are for

7 ourselves and to bolster our activity, than it is,

Sbecause we don't feel that we're heard. I definitely

9 oppose the plans to bring thu nuclear -- the GTCC to

Io New Mexico, end certainly not to WIP2. 'The -- I oppose

I! - I'm just going to state the very simple things that

12 I can say at this time.

13 I oppose the transportation that will have to

T58-1

T58-2

T58--3

T58-3 The use of HOss and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

14 occur to bring that waste to New Mexico, across New
is Mexico to WIPP, and of course, the possibility of

16 accidents and conthmination then exists in many parts

17 of the country that might not be. contaminated, but I'm

18 not sure where that would be at this point. The

19 available current proposed solution might be the

25 hardened on-tsite waste. And as non Hancock pointed

21 out, that has not even been considered. But r believe

22that that is being used in some places at this time.

865.488.DEiPO
www.Capita]Rep ortinsgCompany.com
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Evans. Rosamund. Commenter ID No. T58 (cont'd) T58-4 See response toSpent nuclear fuel rods are not part of the GTCC inventory and are notconsidered in the GTCC EIS.

Capital Reporting Company 2

I I myself think that this plan has been

2 designed to test out bringing the high-level rods, that

3 waste, to New Mexico, because it could be the trial run T584

4 and the working out of the details of bringing all of

5it to New Mexico. And I definitely agree with one of

6 the other speakers, who said that New Mexico's had

7 enough. We really have. There is currently ongoing a

8 mapping of contaminated sites, water, land, around New

9 Mexico. When that is finished, I think it'll be very'

10 interesting for all, of us, because we can't really know

II of all of the contamination that" has happened because "

12 of the nuclear activity and the militarization in New

13 Mexieb. And we have accepted, and I think accepted in

14 much too passive a way, whet has happened to our land,

33 our resources, our air.

36 There's a lot of cancer, end it may be treated

17 With radiation, but that cancer, much of it has coma

18 from the radiation, and unfortunately, my grandchildren

39 and their children are certainly going to experience

20 that after what has happened in Japan, and we're still

21 suffering from chernobyl. We arc definitely lied to.

22 When you change the background -- I don't know the
866.488.DEPO

www.Capit~lfleportingCompany~conl



Evans. Rosamund, Commenter ID No. T58 (cont'd) T58-5 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternaive energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternaives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternaives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes.

Capital Reporting Company 2

I technical term, but you simply lift the bar on

2 acceptable radiation, which was done after Chernobyl

3 and now is being done in Japan. That's not solving a

4 problem; that's just saying, more radiation is

Sacceptable as part of the standard of safety. We've

6 seen that in other situations; chemicals, for example,

7 that are declared safer than they earlier were rated.

8 MR. OROWN:, About one minute left.

9 MS. EVANS: Thank you. I want to say that we

to must object, and we must use the words that recognize

I1 this as insanity, because that's what it is. The T5855

I2 nuclear power and the nuclear weapons, we are

13 experiencing crisis. We cannot continua to just go

14 along; we must call it what it :is, and it's insanity,

is and thank you, Joe, for helping us to understand that,

16 too. :Thank you.



Faris, Larry. and Janice, Commenter ID No. W430

• A. .- ... . . .. . . . .

To:
Subject:

g]tcceiswsrhrnestec@ael 5ev
Fiday• ieee 24, 2022 l2•t6 AM
ytc~ceit,,srbm aslar @anl~gov
Receipt; G~ealr-That-Clts-C ton-Levet Radioactive Waste R1S Comment GT'CC10430

Thanlryou far ynor omment, Larry and Janice Fans.

"Ihe commue~nt track~ng namher that hat been assigned to yoer c:omment to I5TCCI0OS0. Please refer to the comment

traciting number Irn all correspontdnnce relating to thlsco.mnens.

CamutnLe Date; iune 24, 2011 11:13:26AM COT

Greate f-1rlan-Claso:C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OIS Draft Comment: GTCC1O43O

FirSt Name; Larry awanic'a•e

Mivddle Initital: 0

Last N~ame; Faris

Address: 73.16 Iosarfo Pt. NE

City: Itenton

State: WA

Zip: 98C1S9

Ctteutry USA
Pincl: landllar slecomcast.ne.t
l'riocyPreference: flon't witltttd nameecradldress frornpublic record

Coammenr .tthmltrett:

Na nuclear wsastes eshttld he nn nec highways or railways, The danger to our children end communities as too gceatt I W430-1

Stare all wastes on site and do NO•T create eny more attclear ,waste. No engineer has solved the holding problem. tIhe W430-2
V/IT paiant has ean many~design problems and mill never he safely boilt tn hue lifetiwe e,

Ileestiotra about sabrninting cemments over the Web2 contact us at: etcrneivwehmas.ter@ant~pov or call the Greater-

Th~ss-Oteas-C Low-Levet Radicac~v Waste EtS Webmaster-at (650 2S2-57T5.

W430-l DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. The
transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory requirements
that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These regulations include
requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling, placarding, shipping
papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred routes, which are
interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in accordance
with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC wastes would be shipped in
approved waste packages and transportation casks. The robust nature of these casks limits the
potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous material under the severest of
accident conditions.

DOE is committed to completing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site,
including construction and operation of the Waste Treatment & Immobilization Plant Project.

W430-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting altemnative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

...................................... - ~



Fasnacht. Sharon. Commenter ID No. W55

To:

gtccelwemater@a.gov
Saturday. May 21. 2011 6:51 PM

gtcceiswebmnate al~gov
Receipt: Grelaer•Than-Class-C Low-Level Rad-ioatie Waste 615 Comment 6TCC1055

W55-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W55-2 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act

(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate

alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No

Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating

facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process

that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal

site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons

provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks

compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner

based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Thank you for your comment, Sharon Fasnacht.

The comment tracin number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC100SS. Please refer to the comment

trcignumber In .11 correspondence relating to this comment.

Commendt Date: May 21, 2011 06:51:11PM CDT

Greater-Than-class.C Low-Level IRadioactive Waste EIS Draft Contient: GTCC100S5

First Name: Sharon
Middle InItalM: C
Last Name: Pasacit
Address: 4006 113th Avesue SW
Oty- Olympia
State: WA

PriVacy P'referenc~e: Don't wIthhold name or address front public record

Comment Submiftted.
ta=ns opposed to transport of nuclear waste by truck, or any other method, to Hanford in Washington Slate. t am ]

opposed to increasing waste levels at hanford. WHlY? gecause we haven't cleaned up the last mess, and the leakage ha WS5t-

already begun contaminating tihe Columbia Rtver/Pacif'c Ocean. STUPID Is a good word for comssldermsrg any site on a riverI I

assa candidate. STUPID Is a g~ood word for Ic~ensing 23 MORE nuclear power plants in the Soisth before we've deveioped W55-2

a way to dispose of the waste. SP6ND Tilt MONEY ON RESEARCHI STUPID Is trucking the waste. It ilosl be stored

where It is created, and if that can't happen, DONWT CREATE fYI

Questions about submaitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: atccelswebmaster~anl.eov or call the Greater-

Than-class-C LowLevel Radioactive Waste E15 webmatter at 1620) 252-5705.

S
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Feldman. Laura. Comimenter ID No. L411 L4 11-1 The technologies and alternatives suggested for evaluation are not within the reasonable rangeof alternatives for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Other concerns or
programs suggested for DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of the EIS and do
not meet the purpose and need for agency action stated for this EIS.@

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for theDISPOSAL OF GREATER THlAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIlVE WASTE AND CTCC-LIKE WASTE

(DOE/EIS-037S-D)
UJS. Department o f Energy

WRITTEN COMMENT FORM
Mitor is' receipted on or befitr- Jan 27. 201Jl

M r. ........ M rs x ...... M s, . -, Mr. & Mrs. ..... Dr,. ......

Nam e: ...... • _ ..... ............... ..... T / /

Ciomment:

L411I-1

WITHHOLDING OPF' PRSONAL tNF'ORbtATION: tnfoftnatiott you provide on this form may be publisbed to 0~l/
of the public r-centv for tbis intjert, includin'g puoliclioni ott ehc Intntt Individual tespoodents may in•quest
confidentiality by cebeking tJgJ of lhs two tvoact below, lht LIDS will honor such requests to inln extent utllo.ssud by low.
All tubinnisinot from organiLatioos and busiones. or Cmo itutisiduals i,,onti lying ihnrnssel~cs at reprolativ, oe officials01orgml~atdtmo ion isote'se will be available to te epublic itt teire iety./t.ht•• •[oiJ• •••.•

wuoti ynnt n atra VO ....... . . .Itti r.......o' WlthhOld ooly my atddress from the publine record

Comnmset forms may be mailed to: Comment formn may be faxed to:
Mr. Arnold leltttan (30l)903-4303
Document Manager
Other of Regoalotoy Complionce (l.M-43)
U.S. Department of Energy or sent by elelcronle mail to:
1000 Indpedence Avenue. SW g•eis~anl•8oy
Washington, D'C 20585-0119
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Felton. John. Commenter ID No. L413 L413-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

5/19/11

Greater-Than-Class C Low4.Level Radioactive Waste EIS
Of fice of Technical and Regulatory Support (EM-43)
u.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave. SW., Washington, D.C.. 20585-0119.

For many years now. people have been participating in these public forums

expressing their outrage and anger over the continuing disregard for the site

known as Hanford. Residents both locallyand regionally have shared their
desires, often with very little governmental support or willingness to act on their

behalf.

Each timelI attend a meeting like this, I ask myself, Is anybody home? Is anyone

that is in a position to act responsibly and actually make positive change in the
situation at Hanford really listening? [413-I

Adding more waste to Hanfordl is not only a bad idea, ittis wrong. It is no different

than giving a drink to an admitted alcoholic saying "what harm couid come from

only one more drink"?

To the States of Washington and Oregon - keep fighting to prevent this waste
from coming into our region and never give up. Giving up will send a signal that

more waste will be on its way.

To the Department of Energy - shame on you. We have enough waste already,
we don't need any more, it does not belong here, and none of us wants it. Even

people whio work at Oak Ridge in Tennessee agree that the best place for any

nuclear waste storage is at Yucca Mountain. Whatever you wan) to send to us,
we will fight to turn It away.

Each meeting I attend, l am hopeful that someone in a position of action will

indeed act on behalf of Hanford because it is the right thing to do. We donit want

any more waste there, period.

Honestly, how many of you would really give a drink to an admitted alcoho~ic

thinking no harm would be done?

John Felton

Vancuvr, Washington 98666



Fentin. Karyn. Commenter ID No. W16 W16-1 The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCCLLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities
was evaluated as part of the No Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes from generating facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required
component of the disposal process that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes because the disposal site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as
the generator sites for reasons provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in
lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and
can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory
requirements and past experiences.

Front gltc~eiswebmaster'PanI.gov
Seat: Thuvvscday May 12, 2011 8:46 FM
To: gtccewt @atenSllgov
Su•-'ec Receipt; Greater-Than-clacS-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 115 Convsera GTCCXOO1

Thank you for yonr comment. Kayn Festin.

The comment trc~king number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCcIOO16. Please refer to the comment
tracking[ number in aft correspond/ence relating; to this comment.

Comnsent Date: May 12. 2011. 0S:4S:27PM COT

Glreater-Than-Claet-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E IS Draft Comment: GTCCIOO16

Middle tnftla E
Lest Name: Fentln

Stte:

Count.y USA

Pri•vacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Conraent Sutbmitted:
As a nurse. I am aware of the effects of radiation polsioninlg. Trucking radioactive waste over our highways is nut a saeIW -
or well thought oul plan. This must not be implemented.
Karyn Fenton

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: • ltr .e or cat1 the Greater-
ThanrCes-C Low-Level Radioactive waste EIS Wetimauster at (650) 552-5705.
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Fenwick. Steve, Commenter ID No. W57

Fronn.
Sent:
To."
s'iWac

gt ¢ceiwebmantter@8.nl.9ov
Saturday, May 21, 2011 9:53 PM
gtcc€is ematr@anlgo'd
R~eept: GIrater-Than •Class-< Low-Level Raclloatlve Waste OIS Comment GTCC 10057

W57-1 The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-l Ike wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS

addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the

consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including

those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 truck
shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km

(30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).

The EIS also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential for such

destructive acts is low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secured, and the packaging for the

GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be robust. The G3TCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are not readily dispersible, and the impacts from any attempts to disperse these
materials during transportation (such as the impacts from an explosive blast) would be greater
than the impacts from any potential release of radioactivity. Impacts from severe natural
phenomena, such as earthquakes and tornados, would not be expected to be significant, given

that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes are largely not dispersible and given the robust
nature of the waste packages and containers.

Thank you for your conmment. Stieve Penwidk.

"The c~omment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is 0TCC10057. Please refer to the comment

t racking number in atl correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Dat'e; May 21. 2011 09:S3:04PM COT

Greater-Thamn-Clan$-C Lowv,-Lvl Radioactive Waste OIS Draft Comment: GTCCIOOS7

Firat Name: St~ee
Middle Initial: M
Last Name:. renwkl
Address: 4929 Cooper Point Rd NW
City:.olympa
State: WA

Privacy Preference: Don't withthold nanme or address front public record

Comment Sunlte:I
Swish to voice my opposition to the -ta to transport dangerous radioactive waste on our Public highways titr~tih hIgh W57-

popuation centers. This is foolish, dangerouts and an invitation to terrorist attacks. You shoubi not be plaingl Russian

roulette wit our country's public safetyl

(Questions about submittng comments over the Web? Conttact us at: * ~sematra or at ltheGreater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radiloactive Waste 51S Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.



Field. Diane. Commenter ID No. W188 W188-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: gtceiowebnasta~al~gov
"aneThusda. is 16. 2011 I2:10 AM

To; gtccsemetrn•ov
Sublect: Receipt Gemass-Thl•ass-C Low-Lewel Radioactive Waste EtS contment GTCC101SS

Thanik you for' your cormment. Dianet fiekld

The comment trackJng numnber th~at has been asige to your c~omment is GTCC10188. Please refer to the casoment
traddeg number bs N corsonec relating to this conmnent.

onietDate: June 18. 2011 12:10:01AM CDT

Greater-ilsas-Chlss-C Low-Level PRadloaclre Waste ELIs Draft Commnent. GTCC1ISSU

First Nanme: Diane
Middle Initial: H
Last Narne: Field

State:,
Country." USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold addres ony front pubc recoid

Comment Submftted

O ur g r a n d clsld re n liv e In T o l ty o a n d th e ir bn o e d late e n v iro n m e n t h a s b e e n c o m ro m i e f o h u d r d f y e ar b y t h e

Fultusisma nucdear diaster. Don't add to the cotamination of the Portland area and hwaes too Are we on to W158-
leave any place safe foi our chilidren's chidre~n??

Questions about tubmittniOng oments over the Web? Contact us at: g~swemas r n~oor call theCreaterThan, Class-C Low-Level Raiatv Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Field. Michael. Commenter ID No. W388 W388-1 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Frm:l

To:"
Subject:

gtccaiswebmaster~anlgov
Thu~rsday, June 23, 2011 S:27 PM

gtlcceuwnbmastecbnl~gov
Receipt Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Raditoactiv Waste 115 Comment GTCC1O3S#

Thanik you for your comment, Michael Field.

The comment traltn number that htas been assigned to your comment is GTCCIlO3SS. Please refer, to the comment
tracking number In al correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 23,.2011 OS:26:561'M CDT

Greater-'Than--Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E15 Draft Contient. GSTCC103B8

Fi'rst Name: Michaeel
Last Name: Field
Country USA
Privacy Preference: Wfthlel address only trom public record

Comment Submnitlted
Please don't make a bad situti~on worse.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: tceswmaerahiy or call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E1S Webmaester at (6301 252-s7D5.

SW388-l
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Finney. Dee. Commenter ID No. L402

M r. .....

Name:

DRAFT' ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for the
DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-LIKE WASTE
(DOE/EIS-0375-D)

U.S. Department of Energy

L402-1 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

WRITTEN COMMENT FORM
.wt b e•'hrr it dwor hefiwe Jmtte2

7
. 2011l

Mr. & Mrs. t:

~ zf9nm~
__ //

Ir.

ritde:
Organization:

Address:

City:

Phone:

State: _____________ Code: _______

Cvm n .n _-,___........., .. .. _7"• - S -- -- -

of tbe public record toe this peeject, tlecludlin publication 00t the loteruet hbediskial re~spodn say re-quest
coftmdeottialty by checleing geg or the two hours below. The DOE will huottr sueh requests to the estent allowed by law.
All submission rmn organiztlaions ai b~~usiesses, or from indrntduuis idetetlt| )ing thto~selves us relpretentatises or offikials
at orpoeztioatisn or bsinese, will he availhble to the public itt their Coltrety.

Comment fotems mtay he mailed ito Comnie nt frmsi may be (axed to:
Mr. Arnold lEdelinan (301) 903-4303
Dscutment Manager
Ofiece of Regulatory Cotnpliaotce (EM-43)
UI.S. Department of Enaergy or sent by electronic mail to:
1O000 Independence Avenue, SW • ~~•v
washington, DC 215g5-01 19



Finney, Dee, Commenter ID No. T80 T80-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent

with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal

Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal

methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and

above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL., LANL, NNSS, SRS,

WIPP, and the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined

that it was reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating
radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating

geologic repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes

would involve flurther NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and

regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement..

Capital Reporting Company 13
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MR. BROWSN: Thank you.

Dee F'inney and ROz North will be after Dee.

M4S. FINNEy: Hello. My name is Dee Finney.

IVm a resident of Dixon, New Mexico, a downwind

co~mmunity, and I've lived there for 25 years.

I'm a registered nurse, and I work with people

with disabilities many of whom cannot speak tot

themselves. Most of these people that I work with live

in Los Alamos and Stio Arriba County.

We have so much waste already here in New

Mexico we are imploring the DOE not to dispose any more

here. We all know that New Mexico is considered the

nationai sacrifice area, but haven't we sacrificed

enough?

I am a nurse and volunteer my time to help

people die in my northern village. Do I do this

voluntarily? Mo, I do not. Why do I do it? Because
866.488.DEPO

www.CapitalReportinagCompanyxcom

TS0-1



Finney. Dee. Commenter ID No. T80 (cont'd) T02 Sersos oT0lT80-2 See response to T80-1.

Capital Reporting Comipany t

|there's no one to take care of all the people that are

2 dying there. It's very appalling that we're not

3 hearing this on the nightly news.

4 Many people from LAML are dying there, and

Sthere's a lot Of non-LAML people as well, but believe

6 me they're dying from all kinds of cancer there, and

7 most of the cancer lately has been bone. It's a very

$ painful death, and it's so horrific to see and to take

9 of these people with one of the worst ways to die in my

i0 opinion.

33 I feel we desperately need to find another

32 site besides Mew Mexico. We have enough, and we cannot

33 take one more Curie of waste.

34 There are so maany issues related to the 780-2

33 defense industry here. We're already so stressed Out

36 about dealing with all, this radioactive industry.

37 Please don't dispose more of this poisonous waste. We

3$ don't have the infrastructure here. This is one, in my

39 mind, the biggest issue that is so -- I mean, it's Just

25 amazing to me that there's no emergency management

23 system.

22 If there's an earthquake here or a tornado or
866A88.DEPO

www.CapitalReportingCompany.com



Finney. Dee. Commenter ID No. T80 (cont'd) T80-3 See response to TS0-1.

Capital Reporting Company I

Ssome other climatic event, there's no way to tell

2 people to leave. I myself have my car full of gas all

Stha time because we're just living on borrowed time

4 with no accident up here, and this is so basic there is

5 no emergency management system in place for this

6 horrific dump really up here, this radioactive waste

7 dump.

$ We don't have the infrastructure. We are

9 dealing with so many issues in these coasunities, drug

10 addiction, cancer, poverty, disabled people beyond
T80-3

ii belief. You just don't hear about it. Please let us

12 focus on these deep issues that we're dealing with all

II the time and no more dumping in New Mexico.



Fisher, Kristina. Commenter ID No. E50

Pr~one

Sen
To:'
Subject

tocristsigray tisher@ gmaitcorn on betral of Itristsin G. Fisher

Monra, Jun~e 27, 2011 6:22 PM
gtc¢es@ant~gov
Re: Comets On Draft GTCC tIS

E50- 1 The GTCC EIS evaluated potential impacts to water resources and other resource areas (seeSections 8.2 and 4.3) from disposal of GTCC waste at LANL and at WIPP.

Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1). In addition to
legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste.

E50-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC ELS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

June 27, 2011I

Arnold Edelmen

DOE (ITCC EIlS
Cloverleaf Bid., EM-43
1000 Independence Avenu., SW
Washington DC 20585

•Deer Mr. Edelman,

Please accept these written conmments on the Drafi LIS (DEWS) for Dispsa of (heater-Than-Class C (GTCC)
Lo•w-Level Radioactive Waste and 01CC-Like Waste.

Iam strongly opposed to the storage of these very dangerous wastes in New Mezico. either at the ILos AlaninaNational Laboratory (LANL) or the Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP). t.ANL currently bur'ies its low-level
radioactive waste in unlined trenches, pits, an shafts at Area 0. State and federal agencies are still determining
what will happen to the hazardous and radioactive wastes at Area (I. A decisio to bury GT1CC waste at LANL.
would predetermine that this other, less radioactive waste could be busied tthere, posing a serious threat to E50-I
gr'oundwater and perhaps ultimately the Rio Orande. Considering that Santa Fe and Albuquerlue now divert
significant portons of our drinking water from the Rio Grande downstream front LANL's ran-o11, this
shallowly burled waste poses unocceptable risks to human health. Similarly, burying 0TCC waste at WIPP
would contravene the ban on commer'cial waste at that facility, and would inres by 30 times the radioactivity
level of waste stored at WIPP.

I urge you to consider the sitlerasive of "Ilastened On-Site Storage" (ItOSS): storing (•flCC waste and
irradiated spent fuel at comnmereial nuclear power plants in tong-term storage an that they can be monitored and
are prtoected from aecidente or terrorist atacs Storage on site would greatly reduce the threat of accidents
during trnpot Although this is not a permanen~t solution, it would be more protective of hunian health and the E50-2
environment than DOE's current dumping practices and the alternatives presente in the curentn DE.IS. HOSS is
a good alternative for stoing wats until a scientifically sound, publicly accpal sotution is f~ound.

Thank you for considering my comments,

Sincerely,

K~risthna (3. Fisher
1608 Casnino Ia Canada
Santa Fe. NM 8750t



Flores. Esmeralda. Commenter ID No. T142
T142-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision

on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Capital Reporting Com~pany 23

MR. BROWN4: Esmeralda is next, and she will be

followed by JameS Hoaughton.

MS. FLaRES: Good evening. My nene is

Esmoralda, and I'm a senior at Aloha High School.

I Opposed the proposal of bringing more waste

into Hanford. It's ridicutnu• that Hartford is in the

process of eleaning up, and for more waste to be

dumpd in it, it's crazy. Even the smallest amount

brought in can still have an impact on our

environment. I love Washington and Oregon because of

the clean air, so let's keep it that way. This waste

is not good for our health, and we don't need any

T142-1

866.48.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCornpany.com



Flores. Esmeralda. Commenter ID No. T142 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

sore of it. The Department of £nergy can fincd

another piece to duep t~hat waste in. but: not in our

backyard.

29

2

2



Flu, e., Claudia. Commenter ID No. L287

MM• 2 2011

L287-1 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. Based on the

GTCC EIS evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result
in minimal environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and

transportation. In addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the

disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews,

including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as

well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No

Action alternative. The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that the transportation of GTCC LLRW

and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall
human health risks compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be
conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements

and past experiences.

Aprll 26,.2011

Arnold Edelnian

DOE Document Manager GTCC Eas

Clo.veieafalrd, EM-43

10XI) Independence Ave, 5W

Washington DC 205815

Dear Dept of Energy

This is a letter of strong oppositin to the 00E pl4an to utlze the New Mexico Wase islto No
Program is Carlsbad for Greeter Th1an Class C rdidoactive waste. Do not uwe New Mexico for GTCC

redtioactlve waste. This is ample evldenar that DOE and thei scienltst have failed to repn• us

nuclear enrgyr. If DOE cannot keep and treat the radioactive waste where is Is produced, then DOt

should not stupport a wastefu expens.ive exercse with laxpaersionay. Charnolyl. Futshm and

Three Mile island have shown how devastatingl radiatton damage can be Thank you ln advance to stop

L287-t

siahjlnnleclaudIa Flugge/TsosleTslnls

6020 Northland Ave NE

Albuqluerqe. New Mexico 87109



Ford. Lynn. Commenter ID No. L414

O
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for IheDISPOSAL OF GREATER TIlAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL

RAIDIOACT'IVE WASTE AND GTCC-LIKE WASTE
(DOEIEIS-0375-D)

U.S. Department of FEnergy

WRITT'EN COMMENT FORM
,Mine bt. rtnivednon or bcfne Iore Jfle 2011

L414-1 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings. See
Section 1.5.

L414-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.Mr. ....... Mrs. M ...... M , ,>4',. Mr. & Mrs.

Name. /:v ½ ?
T itle: ......... r't' -2 ..................

Oruwuin

Dr.

Citrys:

City: Zip Code:_______

Phone: I -Mail Address:

&d4 ~A ~f~1~L -

EI4pA..c~4 ~ , ~/~a~/ ~st A .iAa~AA ~

LAl4-1

1.414-2

WITHHOLDING OF PERSiONAI. U'EItNF ATION: Information you pronide on this form may be pbinbel~ as panlof tie public record for this project, iocluding publication oa the Internet I nditiduat rxmpmnetns mray requiest
enalidnarialaky by checking nai. otf tim• tun boxes below. "Thm 1)O1 will boe aud reqaests to rthe extcr• allowed by law.
All submission from orgunirtost h irard b•imslses, or from i~disiduatn, iunlcti~irrg Iemnes~len an un~pnn-nturivc or ofllclals
of oraianons or" buioess.s, will im available to tim pu~btrc in lheir entirety.

rO Wilthhold any name and address from the publkc rerd.
WRithhoald only my atddroma from tim pablie retard

Commltent forms may be mulledl to: Comment form may be faxed to:
Mr. Arnold idehotan (301) 903-4303
D~oeumertt Matrage~r
Offic of Regulatory Compliance (EM-431
1U.S. D~epaatment of Energy or neat by electronic mail to:
1000 Independence Avenue, SW glcp .!,paIguv
Washington. DC; 20585-01 t9



Freeh. Lisa Jo. Commenter ID No. Will WI Il-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Prono gtccewe~bteranlgov
etWaednesday. June 15.• 2011 7:20 PM

To: gtcceiwbmaster@anltgov
SuabJect: Receipt: G ete-ma-Cla~ss- Low-level Radioactive Waste E15 comment GYCCIOill

Thank you for y/Our comment. Lisa Jo Friths

The comment tracking number that Ises been assined to your comment is GTCCI0II1. Please refer to the comment

trucking number in all correspond:ence relating to this comment.

comment Date: June 15, 2011 07:20:01PM CDT

Greate r-'Than-Class.C Low-Level Rladloactive Waste ElS Draft Commentr (JCCiOtE1

Fkrst Name: Lisa Jo
Last Name: Frech
Address: 20645 SW MCCormIck Hill Rd

lty Hlltsboro
State: OR
Zip: 97123

Privacy Preference: Don't withshold name or address from public record

comment Suantted:
it is ludicrous so even think of allowing more radioactive waste to be brought to she Hanford Site. The Columbia River
Gorg~e is a national treasure that should be protected, not endangered by thousands of truckloads of radioactive waste.
Hanford is already the moss polluted area Sn the Western Hemisphere, wIth 53 mIllion gallons of hig level nuclear and
chemical waste stored in aging, leaky tanks near the Columbin River. This deadly waste Is currentlyf leaking underground
and flowing slowly into the columbia. The number one p•riorty should be to stop more waste from Ileain Into the river
and clean up the existing waste and contaminated toll Whsere is the sense in addingl more toxins to the ones we hv
yet to control or eliminate?

Ctsestlons about submittIng comments over the Web? contact us at: orcall the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Leveq Radioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at (630) 2S2-5705.

Wlll-I



Fredrickson. Catherine. Commenter ID No. W471 W471-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Pronem
5en•
To:.

tccetswebmester~etigosv
saturday. June 25, 20 12:07 PtA
gicceiswebmaatereantgov
R&Cipt: Greater-Then-class-C LowIAWIe Radioactive Waste 95S Comment GTCC1047I

Thank you for your contient, Cathrn Fredrickson.

The comment trackingI number that has been assigned to your Commnmt is G'TCC1047I. Please refer to the comment
tradtktgl number in cii correspondence relating to thisconet

Comment Date: JUne 25, 2011 ]2206:9PM COT

Greater-Than.lass-C Low.Lewi Radioactive Waste E9S Draft Comment G1"CCIO47S

First Name: Catherine
Last Name: Fredrickson

State
zip.
CounUt, USA

Comment Subnsltt'ed
It has come to my attention of the intent to expatnd Hantford for storage of more• dsemka V.radoactlve waste. I
STRONGLY OPPOSE THIS.

Questlons about submitting coeemnsess over the Web? Contact us at:.icewemtrnLv or call the Greater-
ThnCasCLow,.Level Radioactive Waste E1$ Websoaster at (630) 252.-S05.

W471 -t



Freeborn. Katia. Commenter ID No. T143
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Capital Reporting Companiy

3)5. BROWN: Toby -- did I get the last name

correct -- I think Cantine?

(No response. )

We'll com•e back. Katia Freeborn, are you ready?

And then Amanda 'Jasquer is after Katia.

MS. FREtBORlK: Hi. My namew is Katja Freeborn.

Vsr a teacher• over at Aloha fltgh School. and some of

my students have come t:o speak tontght too.

When you open a dum in a community, a cheap

dumlp, people come and want t:o unload theirc garbage,

a.nd It think that's what's goinlg to happen when you

866.488.DEPO
www.Ca pital Repot tingCompany.com
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.Fureeborn,. K ,atia, Commenter ID No. T143 .- ,cont'd• T143-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision ~on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For infonmation on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Capital Reporting Company :

I open up Hanford as a new facility to duop msore of the

2 waste that ie being produced in the United States.

2 tven if the promises are made that only 12,000

4 truckloads of waste, or only one footbell field

seven feet deep of waste, will be planted there, once

6 you open the floodgates, people will be acreamsing to

7 unload their nuclear and their radioactive trash

8 here.

9 Hantford does not have a clean track record of

30 saying no t.O dumping Or self-regulation. We are

Ii predicted to be paying for the cleanup of the nuclear

22 trash fier the next S0 years. end already now the T143-l

i) Departmnt of Energy is considering accepting more

14 trash before the other trash is eaen cleaned up.

IS This is totally unacceptable. I am so grateful that

,6 Trojan is shut down and that the tlmatilla Chemical

17 Weapons Depot is finally cleaning hOUse. we've

IS waited many years for this.

29 We have got to protect the clean lands and

20 rivers and air that we heve left. In light of

23 Fukuahima, how can we even consider asking one region

22 to collect all the country's radioaotive waste into

23 one central location, which is already leaking

24 poisons into the Columhia River masin. How can the

2S federal government do this to its own people? Just

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitaiReportingCompany.com



Freeborn, Katia, Commenter ID No. T143 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

I because we are 3.01O miles frosi D.C. does not mean we

2 are the pexrfect location for this trash. Regional

3 dumps seesi Ouch morte appropriate if it's hard to

4 dispose of the waste. If it is hard to dispose of

S the waste, it is a natural deterrent for creating

6 more waste. Please keep my Coluembia and its land and

7 its people safe trom radioactive silt,

$ MNy father weorked at Trojan in the late '70m and

9 the early '80s. Hie dhed in 1984 at age 48 froe

I0 cancer he believed was caused by esposurs to tOmine

II at Trojan. Please keep theme Trojans our of my

12 backyard. Sorry. Please keep these toxins out of my

I3 backyard so my own children, M~ila and Paul, can have

14 5 mo that lives past 46.

26

Tl43-2

TI43-3

T143-4

1143-2 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would
involve further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

T143-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste, ensuring the safety of nuclear power plants, and
promoting alternative energy sources are outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal ofGT1CC LLRW and 01CC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal ofGT1CC LLRW and 01CC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The G1CC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for 0TCC LLRW and 01CC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
61CC-like wastes. The 01CC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal ofGT1CC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

1143-4 See response to 1143-1.

0

0

0

5*~.



Friedman. Paula. Commenter ID No. W483 W483-l There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-i137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
Sent:
To:

gscceiswebcnaste~r~elgov
Saturay June 25. 2011 6:1PM
g~cceiswebna~ttr@anigov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C tow-Level RadioaCtive Waste (IS Comment GTCC10483

Thanlk you for your commrenlt, Pauid. Friedman.

The commient tracking number that has been assigned to your omnment is 6TCCIO4B3. Please refer to the commenttracking number in all correspondence relating; to this comment.

Comment Date: june 25, 2011 06:SO:STPM CDT

Greeter-Than-Caass-C Low-tLevel Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GITCCI0483

First Name: Paula
Lest Name: Frledman

Slate:

Comment Submitted:
The Columbia River Gorge, a national scenic area, should not be risked with radioactive contamination by radioactive
waste bein tent to the Hanford storag~e site. Traffic thrug the Gorge becomes dangerous in stonimy, especially snowy, w43weather, with danger of crse. Even east of Portland, many thousands of peopsle live wthin a fe mile of th vai and W8road transits through the Gorge, and would be endangered by such shipnsentt. Do not send*K radloacti•v, waste throughthe Columbia River Gorge.

Questions about sulimltlng comments over the Web? Contact us ati•celwbateCalo or cal the Greater-Than-Class-C Lo-ee Radioactiv e waste (tS webmaster St (6301 252-5705•

0

0



Frvberger. Jeremy. Commenter ID No. L314 L314-1 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

Fronn jeremyfojberger cJeremyftyberger@gmaiicorns
Sent: Tuesday. May tO. 2011 11:18 AM
TO: g trceis@anilgov
Sulebjet Nuclear waste storage

DOE GYC EIS; Arnold Edebtman, document manager. Cloverleaf Buildlg, EM-S, 100]0 Independence Avenue,
Washington. DC 20585

Mr. IEdelman.

With respect to Anmerica's nuclear waste challenees, l am strongly hi favor of Hardened On-Site Storage IROSS). I em also
in favor of 11OS$ facilitiJes being located at the site of the waste's creation. This aPProach r'equires commutle•/ regions
that accept/ host nuclear facilities to be responsible for the waste's permanent storage. It also largely eliminates L3 14-1
dangerous transport of these boait materials.

Until HOSS Is kthe standard practice for storage of nuchiar waste. idaho should not rec•v this type of waste from any
other state.

Trunk you for your consideration• of my opinion.

Jeremy Ftyberger
603 Wood R~ver Drive
Itetdhum, ID 8340



Gaines. Brenda. Commenter ID No. W38

Front gcc~eiswabnsaser @antgov
Senit Wednesday, May 11 2011 8:57 PM
To: gtoeiswebmastmiianLgov
Subject Receipt Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tES Comment GTCC1C038

Thank you for your comment, Brenda Gaines.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment it GTCCIWO3B. Please refer to the comment•
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date:. May 18, 2011 08:56;45PM CDT

Greater-Than-las- Low-Level Radloactive waste EiS Draft Comment: GTOC10038

FIrst Name:, Brenda
Middle ln•e: D
Last Name: Gaines
Mdress• 93706 Swamp Creek Rd.

State: OR
ZIp: 97412

Privacy Preference; Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please do not maim a bad situation wose W38-l
Do not track dangerous radioactive waste through our communities. riskinglives on the highway and in the community W38-3
to poison the Columbia River.
Clean up Ilanfordi W38-2
Stop this nuc'lear energ~y madness. This is threatening the health and lives of too many people as well as the wildlife, end
our oceam•.
Thyrotd cancer dowwn from Csnobyl is s;till at ar alarming rate. W38-3
Keep the nuclear waste where Illis produced. And stop producing 1t5(on.
Germany has shown us how It Is possible to provide reliable and powerful renewable eneqrgy Cot
Don't continue the scandalously corrupt and hypocritical economics and politics of nuclear power.

aQuestions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: =tctwbatr eal•vor call the Greater-
Than-ClassC Low-Level Radioactive waste OS Webmaster as (6301 252-5705.

W38-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

W38-2 See response to W38-1.

W38-3 DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. The
transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory requirements
that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These regulations include
requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling, placarding, shipping
papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred routes, which are
interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency in accordance
with DOT regulations (49 CER Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC wastes would be shipped in
approved waste packages and transportation casks. The robust nature of these casks limits the
potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous material under the severest of
accident conditions.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.



Galle~os, Robert. Commenter ID No. L403

O
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for the

DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-LIKE WASTE
(DOEIEIS-0375-D)

U.S. tIcpartment of Energy

WRITT1EN COMMENT FORM
Must ib r cirrtdros or bef!•re too 2, 2011

L403-1 Consistent with NEPA requirements, the EIS does consider and evaluate the irreversible and
irretrievable commitment of resources for each action alternative. The resources that would be
irreversibly and irretrievably committed for the disposal of GTCC waste at WIPP would
include the underground space, energy, raw materials, and other natural and human-made
resources used to construct the additional rooms needed (see Section 4.6). The resources that
would be irreversibly or irretrievably committed during the disposal of GTCC waste by using
the land disposal methods would include the land encompassed by the facility footprint, water,
energy, raw materials, and other natural and human-made resources for construction of the

disposal facility (see Section 5.4).

Estimated costs for implementing the various alternatives are given in this EIS to the extent
that this information was available. A detailed cost evaluation is not required to be included in
an EIS under NEPA. Detailed cost information could be provided in a fujture site-specific
NEPA review, as appropriate.
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L403-2 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WJPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
altemnative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.



Gallegos. Tom, Commenter ID No. T99 T99-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS,
WIPP, and the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined
that it was reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating
radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating
geologic repository. Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes
would involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement..
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'MR. r3ALtEGOS: Right, right. Thank you vary

much. Thank you all for coining.

My name is Tom Gallegos. I'm a citizen of

Santa Fe County. I'm hrer as an interested citizen.

I'm also a tour guide in northern New Mexico

'for the last three years, and had the opportunity to

Sbring visitors from all over the world on a regular

basis throughout the year to visit all of our northern

Mew Mexico commusnities that are affected by this

particular proposal. So that's also why I'm here.

I'm opposed to this consideration of L•AM! as a

" disposal location for the greater than C type of waste,

*and the reasons are, number one, because of our

extremely fragile physical environment, as we all know.

This reminds me a little bit of Tech Time Energy two

years ago that was planning to, you know, threatening,

if you will, to drill for oil and natural gas just

south of Santa Fm. Some of you slay remember that, and

as it turned out, it was ala for profit, and it was a

sat effort by some folks to just make money in a sad

'way.

And I think this has that same feel a little

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.coni

T99-I



Gallegos, Tom, Commenter ID No. T99 (cont'd)
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bit. 'It was also dangerous environmentally to all of

us, and thank God for Govarnor Richardson coming back

and for all thse local people in Santa Fe County and

around the state who stood up against that, and that

practice has been stopped; and our environmental

regulations wore enhanced a lot.

Sowe have an axtremely physical or extremely

fragile physical environment that can be affacted by

this potential action.

.' Also, number two would be our mixed cultural

resources, as we all know that we live here. 0ur

public environment, our public communities, our regular

communities,: farms, et cetera, in this area, it's

unique in al'l. the United States, maybe in all the

world, but it's certainly unique in a great pert of the

United States, our cultural environment that we have

here that could be greatly affected.

And also, number three would be our tourism-

based economy fur northern New Mexico. A great part of

ft, besides LANL, does bring a lot of money here,

although a lot of it doesn't really reach many of us

here. The tourismr-based economy in northern New Meaxico
866.488.DEPO

w-ww.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com

T99-2 As required by NEPA, the EIS evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed action oncultural resources at the various DOE sites in sufficient detail to assess the potential impacts of
the proposed alternatives. DOE recognizes that development of a disposal facility for GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require that future land uses be restricted at and near the
site for the protection of the general public. This action could affect areas that may be
important to American Indian tribes.

DOE considered the text provided by the participating affiliated American Indian tribes for
each of DOE sites evaluated in selection of the preferred alternative. Information provided by
the tribal governments associated with exposure pathways unique to American Indian tribes
(e.g., greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; use of sweat lodges; use of natural pigment
paints for traditional ceremonies) would be evaluated in site-specific NEPA reviews for the
alternative(s) selected in a ROD for this EIS.

T99-3 There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments on local
tourism and property values. With an average of only one to two shipments per day over the
potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste shipments, it is unlikely that there would be any significant impact on
tourism and property values.

cmcm

T99-2

T99-3



Gallegos, Tom, Commenter ID No. T99 (cont'd) T99-4 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate

alternaives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No

Action alternative.

Capital Reporting Company 73

i is essential that we not expose our fragile environment

2 to the potential risks that could benefit from this,

3 which could be a possible incident, en accident, a T99-3
(Cent.)

4 seismic event, or maybe some unforeseen circumstance

5 that could affect us all if this waste is somehow

6 brought here and exposed.

7 Many here ore already concerned about the

5 legacy waste from themearly Los Alamos years. So 60

9 years later we're still having to deal with the legacy

I0 waste that is still here with us unfortunately, and

ii that now we have a new CMRR facility that will just add

IS to that legacy waste, and we've not done a good joh

12 unfortunately. You know, we're just not able locally

14 'very much to get a handle on that, but the new CI'RR

IS will just add to the problem, as I see it.

16 Sd'maybe the preferred option for now would be

I7' the on-site disposal might be the nest until we all
T99-4

Is understand or. know and change our own habits and get a

19 greater solution.

20. So I'mn strongly opposed to LAML being as a

21 site, but the'bottom line is the health of our peopl.e

22 nod the health of our environment, as people have said

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingComnpany.com



GaIlegos, Tom. Commenter mD No. T99 (cont'd)
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! so eloquently tonight. It's too important to allow

2 this kind of activity in'this area.

I Thank you.



Ganus. Carolyn. Commenter ID No. W223 W223-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
Sent:
To:
Sub Jee:

gtcceiswebmaster •anl gay
:Thursday, June 16, Ž011 10:25 AM
gtcceiewebra..t er@antgov
Receipt: Greater-tlree .Class-C Low.-tenet Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCCIOŽ23

Thank Voufor your comnment, carolye genus.

The comment trackieg number that has been assigned to your comment Is 6TCC10223, Please refer to the comment

tracking number In atl correspondence relating to thin comment.

Comment Date: lone 16, 2011 10:24:41AM CDT

Greater-Than-Ctasa-C Low-Level Rtadioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCI0223

First Name: carolyn
Last Name: ganus
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address fro m public recordl

Commlnt Submitted:"
I am completely opposed to radioactive waste being transported through lire Gorge. This national scenic area should be[ W223-1

protectedi The apectre of a radioactive incident is horrifying beyond nseasurel

Questions about submitting comanents over the Web? Contact us at: etcceitwe m a ster el@ gyy. or call the Greater-
ThanClass.C tow-level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at 16301 252-S705,
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14R. BROW~N: Okay. David Garcia and then

0Patricia Trrujilo.

MRf. GARCIA: Good evening, everyone. My najme

866.488.DEPO
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Garcia. David. Cornmenter ID No. Tll0 (cont'd) TI1 0-I DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the

Final EIS (see Section 1.5). All comments received was considered in preparing this Final ELS

and in the identification of the preferred alternative presented in Section 2.10.
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Iis David Garcia. I'm from the community of San Antonio

2 Del Gueche,'and I juat have a couple of comments thatI

3 would like to speak with your permission.

4 And I think that's a very key thing, is asking

$a sense that we all come to hear, and we have a sense

6 that we respect everybody else that's in the room. And

7 so I invokesa very important quastion that a feminiat

6 anthropologist by the name of Gayatri Spivak brought

9 up, end she asked, "can the subalterns speak?'

10 And what this mean is can inarginalised,

Ii disenfranchises people be heard? And so I ask you

12 that.

12 And so in many ways when I in many times

14 reading. I ask people here, how many of you have read

IS EIS reports and read the comments and read theTI0-

16 community responses. Are those community responses

17 being heard?

16 I come here tonight representing en idea. In

19 many Indo-Hispano communities we have an idea which is

20 called "resoiana." "liesolana" is a space where people

21 dialogue. It's meaningful dialogue. Many times it's

22 the traditional space where peopleo learn. What it is -.
866.488.DEPO
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Garcia. David. Commenter ID No. TllO (cont'd) i1- e epos oT 01T110-2 See response to T110-1.
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! is in the morning time when the sun comes up over the

2 mountains, people father outside of their houses on the

3 southern facing wall, and they have meaningful

4 conversations of what's going to happen in that day.

$ In many ways I feel what's going on here is

6 not meaningful dialogue. I think it's many times

1 monologue %•hen we look at many of these •TS reports

a which are volume upon volume, and many times our

Scommnents that we offer up for a lot of these sianagement

IS companies, bureaucratic institutions to kind of take

II our public comm ent, and they just add it to an

12 appendixt. They add it to the lest volume of a ten or

13 15 volume document.

14 ' Anid I think is that a sense dialogue? And so TI-

1S we have to question that. Mlany times do we need to

it change the forum? ODes it have to be -- in many ways a

17" lot of times the forum that we encounter is a forum

IS that doesn't allow our com.m•unities enough time to

I9 respond. It doesn't allow the institutions, the

20 laboratories enough time to respond to us because I

2I think that's more important, I think, because they take

s~a very short time to respond to our responses when, in
866.488.DEPO

www.Capital ReportingComipany.com


